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The Missing Gun 
Another school shooting occurred 

[recently] and the headlines were 
everywhere the same, from Australia to 
Nigeria. This time the shooting occurred at 
a university, the Appalachian Law School. 

As usual, there were calls for more gun 
control. Yet in this age of "gun-free school 
zones," one fact was missing from virtually 
all the news coverage: The attack was 
stopped by two students who had guns in 
thei.r cars. The fast responses of two male 
students, Mikael Gross, 34, and Tracy Brid
ges, 25, undoubtedly saved multiple lives. 

Mikael was outside the law school and 
just returning from lunch when Peter 
Odighizuwa started his attack. Tracy was in a 
classroom waiting for class to start. When the 
shots rang out, utter chaos erupted. Mikael 
said, "People were running everywhere. They 
were jumping behind cars, running out in 
front or traffic, trying to get away.,, 

Mikael and Tracy did something quite 
different: Both immediately ran to their cars 
and got their guns. Mikael had to run about 
100 yards to get to his car. Along with Ted 
Besen (who was unarmed), they approached 
Peter from different sides. As Tracy 
explained it, "I aimed my gun at him, and 
Peter tossed his gun down. Ted approached 
Peter, and Peter hit Ted in the jaw. Ted 
pushed him back and we all jumped on." 

What is so remarkable is that out of 280 
separate news stories (from a computerized 
Nexis-Lexis search) in the week after the 
event, just four stories mentioned that the 
students who stopped the attack had guns .. 
Only two local newspapers (the Richmond 
Times-Dispatch and the Charlotte Observer) 
mentioned that the students actually point
ed their guns at the attacker. 

Much more typical was the scenario 
described by the Washington Post, where 

the heroes had simply "helped subdue" the 
killer. The New York Times noted only that 
the attacker was "tackled by fellow stu
dents. " Most in the media who discussed 
how the attack was stopped said: "students 
overpowered a gunman," "students ended 
the rampage by tackling him," "the gunman 
was tackled by four male students before 
being arrested," or "students ended the 
rampage by confronting and then tackling 
the gunman, who dropped his weapon." In 
all, 72 stories described how the attacker 
was stopped without mentioning that the 
student heroes had guns. Unfortunately, the 
coverage in this case was not unusual. 

In the other public school shootings 
where citizens- with guns have stopped 
attacks, rarely do more than one percent of 
the news stories mention that citizens with 
guns stopped the attacks. Many people find 
it hard to believe that research shows that 
there are 2 million defensive gun uses each 
year. After all, if these events were really 
happening, wouldn't we hear about them on 
the news? But when was the last time you 
saw a story on the national evening news 
(or even the local news) about a citizen 
using his gun to stop a crime? This misre
porting actually endangers people's lives. 
By selectively reporting the news and turn
ing a defensive gun use story into one 
where students merely "overpowered a gun
man" the media gives misleading impres
sions of what works when people are con
fronted by violence. Research consistently 
shows that having a gun is the safest way to 
respond to any type of criminal attack, 
especially these multiple-victim shootings. 

john Lott is a resident scholar at the 
American Enterprise Institute and the author 
of More Guns, Less Crime. Reprinted with 
author's permission. ~ 
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Bulletin Baa1r1 
Fearless Comrades, Are You OK? 

When Green Beret David Diaz was in Afghanistan on 
covert ops in the late 1980s, he probably didn't expect to be 
back more than a decade later, calling in heavy-duty air
strikes from U.S. bombers. CW03 Diaz's 11-man team includ
ed an Air Force combat controller from the 23rd Special 
Tactics Squadron at Hurlburt Field, and the team was a real 
force-multiplier: Strikes called in by the team are credited 
with as many as 3,500 enemy kills and some 450 vehicles 
destroyed after they developed a typically Yank technique. 
Noting that their Northern Alliance allies held conversations 
with their Taliban counterparts, the Gls broke into the fre
quency in Arabic, and feinting sympathy would ask if the just
targeted Taliban were OK When they would get a reply such 
as "No, we are fine, the bomb hit 500 meters to the left of our 
headquarters," they then could immediately adjust fire for the 
next strike, and continue until they no longer would elicit a 
response. This ploy was used all the way to Kabul - with 
truly dramatic success. 

In the final analysis, intelligence, or a deficiency thereof, 
can win wars. 

Rather Have Been A Marine 

In former CBS correspondent Bernard Goldberg's recent 
book, Bias, Dan Rather was not only outraged at being called 
biased, but fumed that he was a patriotic American who 
enlisted twice in the USMC. Not so, says NewsMax.com and 
B.G. Burkett's authoritative Stolen Valor, which states that 
Dan "was discharged less than four months later [following 
his enlistment] on May 11, 1954 for being medically unfit." 

-TR. 

Osama Who? 

(the following is a comment received from the SOF website) 

im gonna fuck u up dirty American ,another vietnam is on 
the weay, death to America ,gonna eat your hearts out 

osama@wto.com 

Dear Osama: 
You need to learn how to use a "spell chech." 

Your obedient servant, 
LTC Robert K. Brown, USAR (Ret.), Editor/Publisher 

Hit The Showers, Osama ... 

Osama has been a pretty frustrating adversary, hiding in 
caves and sending his minions out to do his dir ty work 
against women, kids, and unarmed civilians. Until some
body in cammies gets their hands on him, we'll just have 
to vent our frustration with giving him a golden shower 
several times a day. The clever heat-reactive urinal targets 

from UrinalTargets.com let you score your target, then 
when they cool off Osama bin Lavatory reappears for the 
next shooter. 

They're available at $9.95 for two, postpaid from 
UrinalTargets.com, Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 460, Port Hueneme, CA 
93046; or you can e-mail them at info@customtargets.com . If 
they get enough requests, perhaps they'll come out with Jane 
Fonda and Slick Willie models as well. 

Soldiers For The 'Ihlth 

You don't have to be controversial to be enlightening, and 
you don't have to be enlightening to be controversial - but in 
the case of Col. David Hackworth it seems there has always 
been a synergism between these two attributes that has 
resulted in a legacy of very worthwhile journalism. 

A recent project to dress the First Amendment in cam
mies is Rack's website: http://www.sftt.org . SFFT is a no
holds-barred meeting place for those who can identify 
problems and make reasonable recommendations for solu
tions. Check it out. 
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Visit The Colonel ... 

Sources tell us that when peaceniks set up a "fasting for 
peace" tent on the University of Arizona campus, a young 
Arizona National Guard lieutenant and other students coun
tered with an "eating for victory" tent next to it, and stocked 
it with buckets of chicken, bags of Big Macs and fries and 
other aromatic enticements. As the week rolled on the Fasting 
for Peace number slowly gravitated over to the Eating for 
Victory tent, and by the end of the week the Eating for Victory 
group had grown exponentially and the pacifists called it 
quits: They folded their tent, .declared the campus "unen
lightened" and left. Noted Capt. Dan W Clark, Ed. D., the 

Army ROTC Enrollment Advisor at the university, "creativity 
and sound logistics are vital components to winning wars -
even the cultural and intellectual kind." 

Philippine Phleshpots Off-Limits 

In a bid to avoid one of the problems that led to the non
renewal of U.S. military leases in the Philippine Islands a 
decade ago, President Gloria Arroyo has asked Philippine and 
U.S. Army commanders to ensure the 600-some Gis there to 
participate in training exercises be kept away from sex work
ers during their R&:R. "The President has emphasized that 
she doesn't want this presence of U.S. troops to start prostitu
tion activities," said presidential spokesman Rigoberto Tiglao. 
"One proposal is for U.S. troops to go out of their barracks in 
groups and in guided tours. Going out alone will not be 
allowed." Tiglao said such restrictions would also help mini
mize brawls and unruly incidents in bars involving visiting 
servicemen. Some 250 U.S. troops will stay at the Philippine 
military installations in Zamboanga, the city nearest the island 
of Basilan which hides the Abu Sayyaf Group that is the rea
son for the U.S. deployment. Another 250 support personnel 
will be assigued to a northern base in Cebu, and 160 Special 
Forces troopers will be based on Basilan itself. 

U.S. forces will be encouraged to take advantage of the 
Philippines' wholesome tourist activities, will not be allowed 
off base armed, and civilians - especially women - will not 
be allowed on base. Senior officers stressed that visiting ser
vice personnel would have to observe a 2200 curfew, and the 
red-light districts will be strictly off-limits. 

Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders, where are you? 
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Heavy Medal 

What's a Medal of Honor cost? Ac
cording to the Army's media relations 
office, it costs $29.98 and is made of 
brass. Many who have received the 
medal, however, paid the ultimate price. 

Considering that the Congressional 
Gold Medal, issued to entertainment 
celebs and foreign dignitaries, is 90% 
gold and is authorized at a price of up to 
$30,000, Rep. Joe Baca (D-Calif.) thinks 
that's not right. Rep. Baca is leading a 
pack of Blue-Dog Dems and like-mind
ed Republicans who are spearheading 
legislation to have all subsequent 
Medals of Honor struck from 90% gold 
alloy. Noted Baca, "These brave men 
and women who wear their uniform 
with honor and who distinguish them
selves to the point of being awarded the 
nation's highest tribute deserve nothing 
less than the real thing. The cost and 
the metal content are not the issue. The 
issue is that we must give our most 
highly honored veterans a medal more 
reflective of their bravery and sacrifice 
... The cost of my proposal would be 
minimal. According to the Congres
sional Budget Office, the cost per medal 
would come to around $2,000." At an 
annual cost of $2,000 (we have issued 
an average of about one per year since 
1979), this seems like a modest upgrade 
cost to us. 

All The Way 

The U.S. Army is adding additional 
airborne troops to its active duty rolls: 
the legendary 2nd Battalion (ABN), 
503rd Infantry ("The Rock") has been 
reactivated in Vicenza, Italy and joined 
the "Sky Soldiers" of the l 73rd Air
borne Brigade, where they will serve as 
the Army's "fire brigade" to react to hos
tilities in Europe, Africa and the Middle 
East. The 2nd 503rd distinguished itself 
on Corregidor and in Vietnam. 

Rewards For Justice 

The Rewards for Justice program run 
by the Department of State has been in 
effect for a number of years now, by 
paying the public at large in the United 
States or overseas to be the eyes and 
ears, watching for suspicious activity as 
terrorists plan, equip and train for and 
set about to carry out their diabolical 
acts. The program's successes are mea
sured not by what happened - but by 

what did not happen. There is a lot to 
this program, and there is a lot you as 
an individual can do. Check out their 
website for detailed information: 
www.dssrewards.net . 

Aristides Green Beret Bodyguards 

According to sources in Haiti and 
Washington, Haitian President Jean
Bertrand Aristide, fearing for his life after 
an apparent coup attempt last December, 
has greatly expanded his team of person
al bodyguards, most of whom are veter
ans of U.S. Army Special Forces. 

Revenge That Works 

Really want to irritate the Taliban 
types? How about doing something pos
itive to help the Afghani women who 
fled to Pakistan to escape their abuse? 
Denied education or proper medical 
care and given a consistent ration of 
maltreatment by the petty Taliban 
tyrants, thousands fled to refugee 
camps in Pakistan. One of the worth
while endeavors to help them was the 
Malaiai hospital in Quetta, Pakistan, 
which until it was forced to close for 
lack of funds, treated 400 patients a day 
and earned an international reputation 
for its treatment of land mine victims. It 
was founded in 1986 and run by the 
Revolutionary Association of the 
Women of Afghanistan (RAWA) . For 
them to have to close their doors at this 
time is particularly tragic - but you 
can help. Your tax-deductible donation 
can be sent to this NGO: The Afghan 
Women's Mission, 260 S. Lake Ave, 
PMB 165, Pasadena, CA 91101 , and 
your money will go a long way. One $50 
donation will make it possible for 16 
women or children to be seen and treat
ed at the hospital once its doors are 
open again. For more information, surf 
their website athttp://www.rawa.org . 

l\111-5, MI-6, GCHQ to Expand 

For the first time since the end of the 
Cold War, Britain's legendary intelli
gence services plan to expand by about 
10% to meet the current terrorist threat. 
The SAS and SBS , who work with 
British intelligence in much the same 
manner as U.S. SpecOps forces work 
with the CIA, are also under strength. 
But any recruitment there would be at a 
measured pace, to avoid diluting exist
ing skills and expertise. ~ 
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Cinema, Soldiers and Cynics 
BY 0 LIVER N 0 RTH 

PHOTOS COURTESY REVOLUTION STUDIOS AND COLUMBIA PICTURES / SIDNEY BALDWIN 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Even a stopped watch is right 
twice a day. And there are times in life when even those who 
consistently get it wrong sometimes get it right. This is one 
of those times. 

Now, I will admit that I have criticized the "entertainment" 
coming out of Hollywood - and I don't retract a word of it. 
The gratuitous sex, grossly inaccurate historical portrayals 
and mockery of religion are just a few of the ways producers 
and filmmakers in Tinseltown consistently get it wrong. 

The optimist in me believes that if those same producers 
and filmmakers are told when they make a good film, they 
just might make more of them. 

The recent release of "Black Hawk Down" is a case in 
point. The Ridley Scott(Jerry Bruckheimer film is a remark
ably accurate adaptation of Mark Bowden's best-selling book 
by the same title. It portrays, with stark, unflinching realism, 
what actually happened during a 15-hour firefight in 
Mogadishu, Somalia, on 3-4 Oct. 1993. The operation, which 
is still the bloodiest single day of combat for U.S . forces since 
the Vietnam War, claimed the lives of 18 U.S. Army Rangers 
and Delta Force soldiers. Another 77 were wounded. 

This is no "Saving Private Ryan" with fictional characters 
"gallantly" carrying out a fictional mission. This is no "Pearl 
Harbor" with a fictional love-triangle "bravely" built around 

a historic event. The events in "Black Hawk Down" actually 
happened. The actors portray real soldiers. The battle scenes, 
from the chaos of the helo-borne insert - all the way to the 
survivors' eventual rescue - are as authentic as any depic
tion of combat I have ever seen this side of the real thing. 

And the fear, perseverance and heroism recreated on the 
screen are every bit as real as that which I have witnessed in 
other firefights in other wars. At the end of the movie, one is 
led inescapably to the conclusion that American soldiers are 
tough, resourceful, caring and courageous. Maybe that's why 
the critics seem so intent on shooting the film down like a 
U.S. helicopter in an East African gunfight. 

The movie wasn't nominated for the Golden Globes and 
will likely be snubbed by the Oscars [in fact, it was nominat
ed for cinematography, best director, editing, and best sound]. 
Josh Hartnett, the actor who portrays Sgt. Matt Eversmann, 
said, "I don't see how a movie so realistic about an important 
event didn't get nominated for anything." Josh has a lot to 
learn about political correctness. To be "acceptable" to the 
Hollywood elites and the "critic-ocracy," movies about 
American soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines must depict 
them as drug-crazed, pot-headed marauders and the officers 
who lead them as venal, corrupt, cruel and incompetent. If a 
movie-maker doesn't show them that way - look out! 

Paul Tatara of CNN, one of the cynical critics, called it 
"one of the most violent films ever released by a major stu
dio" and said the "unequalled slaughter is only one element 
of this film's considerable insult. The most distasteful part is 
that it's being presented as an unflinching tribute to fallen 
heroes, rather than the realistically rendered game of 'Doom' 
that it is." Tatara said that "Black Hawk Down" is "nothing 
more than a patriotism-cloaked excuse to stretch the shock
ingly graphic first 20 minutes of 'Saving Private Ryan' across 
an entire film's length - not that 'Black Hawk Down' is even 
remotely as useful as that picture." 

Useful? "Ryan" was fiction. "Black Hawk" is truth. Maybe 
that's your Problem, Mr. Tatara - "you can't handle the truth." 

Andrew O'Hehir of salon.com called it a "cliche-riddled 
script" and wrote that the movie was "pointless and mis
guided." Michael Rechtshaffen of the Hollywood Reporter 
called it a "major letdown as a motion picture." Jonathan 
Foreman of the New York Post said it was "powerful" and 
"realistic" but an "ultimately unsatisfying depiction of urban 
combat." Foreman was upset that the two-hour firefight was 
"tediously repetitive." The Rangers and Delta Force soldiers 
in that near-endless firefight undoubtedly felt the same. 
Watching your friends die one after another can indeed be 
"tediously repetitive." 

From atop his Ivory Tower, the New York Times' Elvis 
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Mitchell called it "meaningless" and 
claimed that the movie's "lack of char
acterization converts the Somalis into a 
pack of snarling dark-skinned beasts , 
gleefully pulling the Americans from 
their downed aircraft and stripping 
them. Intended or not, it reeks of glum
ly staged racism. " Mitchell has appar
ently forgotten that Somali mobs did 
exactly that - and dragged the near
naked bodies of two dead Americans 
through the streets of Mogadishu. 

Rex Reed, writing in the New York 
Observer, said the movie is a "noisy, 
pointless war epic" and an "inter
minable mural of killing, famine, bleed
ing and devastation. " He goes on to say 
that the film "examines the grit and 
heroism of boys waiting to be rescued 
after an idiotic military blunder." Reed 
is right about one thing. The military
loathing Clinton-Gore "National 
Security Team" denied requests for AC-
130 gunships and armor, and when 
help was needed from the U.S. Army's 
10th Mountain Division, it had to be 
requested through the United Nations. 
Blunder indeed. 

"Black Hawk Down" isn't for the faint 
of heart or the "blame America first" 
crowd. And it isn't for fans of the last 
administration. It is for those who want 
to see an accurate depiction of how 
young Americans respond when they are 
cast in harm's way against near hopeless 
odds. It's an object lesson in how not to 
use our military. For that reason, it 
ought to be "required viewing" for every 
politician. But then, they probably won't 
like it any better than the critics. 

©2002 Creators Syndicate, Inc. 

Reprinted with permission of Oliver 
North and Creators Sy ndicate. ~ 
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Clues Pointing To The Other ''Evil Axis'' 
BY ARNAU D D E B D R C H G RAVE 

A book released in France [recently] documents, chap
ter and verse, the "axis of evil," but it's not the one 

President Bush had in mind. It is the axis between Saudi 
Arabia's Wahhabi clergy and al Qaeda. 

Roland Jacquard runs the Paris-based "Observatory of 
International Terrorism" and is an adviser on terrorism to the 
U.N. Security Council. He has compiled devastatingly 
incriminating documents, correspondence and fatwas (reli
gious edicts) found in the rubble of Osama bin Laden's 
Afghan offices and in al Qaeda's terrorist training camps. The 
book is appropriately titled The Secret Archives of Al Qaeda. 

The U.S. intelligence community presumably has copies of 
these documents - and then some - but with the House of 
Saud in deep denial about its clergy aiding and abetting 
Islamist terrorists, the Bush administration does not wish to 
rock the already leaky boat of Saudi-U.S. relations. There is a 
Saudi religious dimension to al Qaeda that official Washington 
and other Western capitals have decided to sidestep. 

Mr. Jacquard's documents include fatwas issued by Saudi 
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and other Gulf religious leaders, including the late firebrand 
Hamoud Shuaibi who, according to the author, issued the 
first religious ruling condoning the World Trade Center 
bombing. Another fatwa by a Kuwaiti cleric approved suicide 
attacks as "the most noble rung a Muslim can attain." It also 
mentioned "crashing your plane into an important location 
that will cause your enemy to suffer colossal losses." 

The book, first publicized by the International Herald 
Tribune also contains an "Encyclopedia of Jihad" on how to 
be an effective terrorist; how to set up "sleeper cells" in the 
West; how to put explosives in a hair brush, a stapler, a pack 
of cigarettes or a ballpoint pen; how to detonate a bomb with 
a rat in a cage that gnaws at a metal wire coated with blood 
or fat; diagrams of construction methods of skyscrapers. 
There is also a manuscript that mentions the suicide attack 
on the U.5.5. Cole in Aden in October 2000 by two men in a 
dinghy that cost just $10,000. The $1 billion warship was 
disabled for almost a year and the repair bill ran to $250 mil
lion. The WTC Towers and Pentagon suicide attacks are esti-
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mated to have cost between $300,000 and $500,000 and the 
accumulated damage to the U.S. and world economies is now 
thought to be almost $700 billion. 

The House of Saud recently dispatched a phalanx of 
princes of the royal blood to America where they fanned out 
in think tanks and television talk shows. They tried to con
vince their American interlocutors that they had not funded 
lslamist extremism in Pakistan or Afghanistan; that they have 
never encouraged extremism anywhere; that they had never 
given a penny to the Taliban regime, even though Saudi 
Arabia was one of only three countries (with Pakistan and the 
UAE) to recognize the Taliban regime ("they asked us, but we 
said no"); and t11at the only ticking time bomb in ilie region 
was the Bush administration's benign neglect, flavored with 
an Israeli bias, of the Palestinian-Israeli debacle. 

As for Pakistan's thousands of religious schools that teach 
them virtues of holy war against Western infidels, the Saudi 
governn1ent has never given them any money. "Maybe private 
money," conceded Prince Turki al Faisal, who had run ilie 
Saudi intelligence service for 24 years until he suddenly and 
unexpectedly resigned two weeks before September 11. 

The House of Saud's accounting practices would make 
Enron and Arthur Andersen salivate with envy. They are a 
now-you-see-it-now-you-don't shell game that allowed King 
Fahd's youngest son to build himself a $350 million palace 
outside Riyadh. The deliberations of the unelected, lung
appointed consultative body known as the Shura are as 
opaque as ilie budget it is not authorized to discuss. 

Prince Turki's non-denial denial was as close as the Saudi 
royal family will come to facing the ugly truth. He also admit
ted that Osama bin Laden still enjoys the support of an over
whelming majority of young Saudis. Sixty percent of Saudi 

Arabia's 18 million population is under 21. As a man who has 
been the kingdom's top intelligence honcho for a quarter of a 
century, Prince Turki lmows, but cannot admit, even off the 
record, that radical mullahs have been exporting Wahhabi 
extremism for years. The Wahhabi clergy has been the bene
ficiary of the House of Saud's munificence since 1974, when 
oil prices suddenly tripled following ilie October 1973 war. 
The clergy received untallied billions of riyals to build 
mosques around the world and spread Wahhabi intolerance. 
In return for this royal largess, the clergy turned a blind eye 
to the extravagant excesses of the House of Saud, feathered 
its nest and consolidated its Muslim dominion abroad. 

The only problem with this royal protection arrangement 
is that for the clergy America is ilie enemy, and. for the House 
of Saud, America is a close friend for 60 years and one that 
saved tl1e kingdom from a fate worse than death when it 
intervened to turn back Saddam Hussein's invasion of 
Kuwait. The Pakistani madrassa network of some 15,000 reli
gious schools (7 ,500 are deemed important) was entirely 
funded by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. From 
there, gung-ho wannabe jihadis - john Walker Lindh was 
one of them - moved west into Afghanistan to join al Qaeda. 
Pakistan was thus relieved of the burden of public education 
so it could spend more on its military budget. 

Hopefully, Mr. jacquard's Secret Archives of AI Qaeda will 
persuade Crown Prince Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz al-Saud, 
the kingdom's de facto ruler, to muster the will and courage 
to bring the radical clergy to heel - before radical Islam 
topples the House of Saud. 

Arnaud de Borchgrave is editor at large for The Washington 
Times, a position he also holds with United Press International. 
Reprinted with permission of UPI. ~ 
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2002: A Matchless Year 

Please send information about your 
2002 SOF Three-Gun Match. I really 
enjoy your magazine: It's the best place 
to get news that nobody else will report 
on. Keep up the good work. 

Thank you, 
Leo John Bernard 
Rifle, Colorado 

Soldier OJ Fortune will not be holding 
a 3-Gun Match this year. After much soul
searching and agonizing, we have reluc
tantly decided that SOF cannot hold the 
match and continue to Jocus the necessary 
amount of time to effectively and thor
oughly cover World War III. 

SOF wishes to thank the hundreds of 
individuals who have participated in and 
supported the SOF 3-Gun Match since its 
inception in 1980. Mike Home and his 
dedicated staff have done a superlative 
job since 1983, as have the Miller broth
ers, who ran the match at the Whittington 
Center in 2001. 

Mike Home will be sponsoring a 3-
Gun Match in Las Vegas from 24 to 28 
September 2002. He can be contacted for 
further information at 661-588-1063 
(home) or 661-758-6447 (work). Rich 
Wyatt, of Gunsmoke, will be holding a 3-
Gun Match at the Whittington Center 
over the 4th of July holiday weekend. For 
further information call: 303-456-4545. 

Choke on Coke? 

I read in USA Today that Coca-Cola 
has hired Muhammad Ali to sell Coke 
products. Ali is a draft dodger and for 
Coca-Cola to hire Ali as their new 
spokesperson is a slap in the face to all 
veterans in this country. Millions of 
Americans have served their country 
when called, many making the ultimate 
sacrifice, and what does Coca-Cola do 

20 

- they hire a draft dodger when our 
country is at war. Does Coca-Cola sup
port the USA, the DAV, the VFW, the 
American legion? What are they doing 
to help the thousands of homeless vet
erans? 

Could we get all the people who 
think this is wrong to boycott Coca
Cola? Please boycott Coca-Cola and 
write to Coca-Cola headquarters 
expressing your displeasure for having 
a draft dodger as the Coca-Cola 
spokesman. 

Yours truly, 
Harry Thurau 

Air Force Equal Tirne 

After spending 20 years in the Air 
Force, helping AC-130s, MC-130s, and 
EC 130s do their mission, I never got 
my chance to do the one thing I always 
wanted to do - be on the cover of SOF 
magazine! Well, it's about time someone 
from the Air Force was on your cover -
even if it's not me! 

James M. Takos, Captain, USAF 
(Rtd) 

Morgantown, WV 

We'd have had more Air Force guys on 
the cover over the years, but it's just been 
so hard to find 'em who are as plumb pret
ty as us regular Anny. 

Motley Kudos 

Thank you for 
reprinting one of lance 
Motley's articles 
recounting his experi
ences fighting along
side the Mujahideen. I 
was 16 years old when 
he died and he was my 

favorite foreign correspondent. While 

my teenage friends swooned over "pop 
icons," I waited for my next issue of 
SOF to see where "Gene Scroft" would 
end up next. Too bad men like him 
aren't made too often anymore. 

As always, Kudos to SOF! 

Julie Voorhees 
Highlands Ranch, Colo. 

Lance is missed all the more because 
wherever he traveled - Afghanistan, 
Bt1rma, the South Pacific or South 
America - he left a mark for good. 

Black Hawk Down 

[There were many 
moving parts in this 
movie, such as] the 
death of Corporal 
Smith, while an enlisted 
medic, aided by Smith's 

S='~MUmfTiii chalk leader, performed 
field surgery on him. It 

was painful just to watch, and yet it was 
inspiring and moving. General Garrison 
mopping the blood was moving, but so 
was the note at the end that he took full 
responsibility for the mission. 

He did, and those who should have 
not only didn't take responsibility, but 
pretty much disowned the mission and 
those who performed it. The Clinton 
administration's actions (or lack of 
action) in the aftermath of this battle 
were one of the moral low points of a par
ticularly low and tainted administration. 
Those from the classes that never serve 
who look down on the military ought to 
see this movie. Truly great war movies are 
very rare, and I've heard that we've got 
another one coming in "We Were 
Soldiers." This is a time when Americas 
has great cause to honor her military, and 
it is good to have these movies. 

Again, Thanks! 
Kenn Miller 
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Kudos for your article "Network of 
Terror," but I'm surprised you didn't 
feature Yassir Arafat and his PLO/El 
Fatah et al. terrorism. If anyone is the 
"Mother of International Terrorism," it 
has to be Arafat. 

It should also be noted that Arafat's 
lads have murdered many Americans. 
One of the most notorious happened 
during the Achille Lauro cruise ship 
hijacking, when his lads heaved an 
elderly American into the 
Mediterranean - wheelchair and all. 

Many. other Americans have been 
killed by Arafat's terrorists, by happen
ing to be at the wrong marketplace, bus 
stop, disco, hospital, airplane, etc. 

Regards, 
A Concerned American 

You're right, of course - starting 
decades ago with Fatah, Arafat's minions 
have accounted for a lot of blood, includ
ing American. As noted in the first part of 
the article, there are so many groups, the 
story was restricted to those who have 
made it a point to hit American targets or 
interests. See Al Venter's story on page 36 
of this issue for further information on 
Arafat, his allies and activities. 

First, thanks for getting rid of the 
plastic bags. Second, the information 
you published in the March 2002 
Bulletin Board about the age require
ment for the Federal Air Marshal pro
gram is incorrect. The FAA has only 
waived the age limit for "former feder
al law enforcement personnel." In fact, 
the FAA web site specifically states that 
military (even military police) retirees 
do not qualify for the waiver. Either the 
federal government (FAA) hasn't been 
informed of the new requirements, or it 
hasn't yet figured out the value of the 
experienced and capable talent our for
mer military members represent. Either 
way I feel insulted. 

G. Pearce 
Via e-mail 

The information we published was 
from official sources and supposedly cur
rent when we wrote it, but new programs 
must have been in a state of flux. We 
hope they will reconsider, as the pool of 

HHave You Learned These Jealouslv Guarded 
Defensive Tactics Secrets Of The Most Elne SWAT and 

Milnarv Units In The World?" 
It's true! 

Karate and other traditional 
martial arts systems don't work 
in real self-defense situations. I 
should know! With 16 years law 
enforcement experience, over 25 
years invested in training and six 
black belts from three different 
systems ... l've witnessed first 
hand karate's shortcomings in 
real street encounters. 

Karate doesn't work because it 
doesn't train you in a realistic 
way. If you're not training for a 
real attack ••• you're wasting 
time! 

What Is The ~ Al!ll8l!1 
Tactics (CAT) System? 

The CAT System is a defensive 
tactics program originally devel
oped for military and Law 
Enforcement Personnel. It was 
specifically designed to work for 
virtually anyone under any cond~ 
tions, regardless of size, sex,· 
age or strength. 

With this innovative system 
you'll know exactly how to 
respond to protect your life and 
the lives of your loved ones in a 
real criminal encounter. 

"Karate And Most Other 
Traditional Martial Arts Are Too 

Complex!" 

One of the many problems with 
traditional martial arts is the 
techniques used are just too 
complicated. They break down 
when applied in a real life high
stress situation. 

When stress hits and the "fight 
or flight" response kicks in, your 
heart rate jumps, breathing 
becomes rapid and fine motor 
movements break down. Even 
trained martial artists can 
become literally paralyzed, 
unable to defend themselves! 

You Can Be Proficient and 
Deadly With the CAT System 

After Only One Vlewlng ••• .Evm 

W!1lll!l!1 Al!X ~· 
The CAT System is designed 

around 5 simple techniques and 
4 combat principles which any
one can master in a very short 
period of time ... fill!! Dfillfil fru:gfil. 
These secrets are so powerful 
they will work very effectively for 
virtually anyone. In any 
encounter. 

"Street Testedl" 

The CAT System is based on 
modem street tested techniques 
- not theory. 

The program was developed 
over a ten year period in which 
real criminal encounters and fight 
situations were analyzed. Only 
techniques that could be used 
easily, quickly, and effectively 
were kept, leaving five very effec-

tive techniques, which operate on 
4 simple combat principles. 
These techniques have stood 
the toughest test of the street. 
We've PROVEN they work! 

"Fast And Easy To Learn!" 

The CAT System is so easy to 
learn that you can actually pick 
up and retain almost everything 
you need to know just by watch
ing the videos. You'll have more 
real-life combat skills than a mar
tial artist who has spent four 
years and hundreds of hours in 
the training hall! 

We know you don't have 4 
years to spend learning how to 
defend yourself ... so we com
press years Into hours! All the 
"fluff" and unnecessary material 
has been removed, leaving only 
the most effective, .l!!!m!! tech
niques guaranteed to take your 
attacker down ••• Jjg!ll !lm'l(I 

Besides the most brutal (and 
sometimes lethal) unarmed 
defensive tactics training, you'll 
also learn self-defense secrets to 
make you truly prepared to deal 
with l!!JY situation: 
ll"How to explode with power in 

tight areas with devastating 
strikes that require no 
"windup" or stance ... but still 
deliver !nmm1 traumatizing 
~ to your attacker! 

II" 7 ways to drop a man in the 
blink of an eye! 

II" How to escape chokes and 
holds. 

ll"Crlppllng "first strike" blows 
that will leave your attacker 
wondering what hit him 
while he's on the ground 
writhing In pain! 

ll"lnstantly neutralize cheap 
"sucker punches" with an 
easy to learn combination of 
strikes that will stop a man 
dead in his tracks ... ~ 
~ .Qf YQY.[ .§@ Q[ filI:filJfllll 

II" Amazing new kicking tech
niques that dellver "bone 
crushing" power llke a 
sledgehammer! 

ll"Where to strike your attacker 
to end any light Instantly, no 
matter how big he is, or how 
surprised you are by the 
attack! 

ll"Why a simple change in your 
"mindset" can mean the dif
ference between being a vic
tim ... Q[ being :t!Jg victor! 

ll"How to develop blinding 
speed strlk115 and hi! YQY.[ 

~ every :tiJ!lg! 
ll"Spartan Warrior mind secrets 

to winning any fight. 
ll"How to be ready for any 

attack. 
11"4 ways to take your attacker 

totally by surprise with a 
combination of devastating 
strikes that wlll leave him 

on the ground and gasping 
for breath. And the amazing 
thing is you'll be able to per
form these almost as an 
automatic response after 
just watching the video! 

II" And many more brutally-effec
tive defensive tactics 
secrets! 

Imagine how you'll look and 
feel once you know these jeal
ously guarded self defense 
secrets. Because once you've 
witnessed the Inside secrets that 
can be yours (and learned so 
quickly and easily), you'll be a dif
ferent person. 

Imagine the confidence you'll 
have when you know that you can 
protect yourself and your loved 
ones in absolutely any situation. 
When you have that "quiet inner 
confidence", you walk different
ly ... you talk differently. You 
exude a calm assurance and 
power that people can sense ••• .tt 
literally shines Jn .Yl!!!!'. !!Y§I 

FREE BONUS #1 
When you order within the next 

10 days, you'll get the bonus 
video, "Weapon Retention & 
Take-Aways. Counter Assault 
Tactics", a $49.95 value 
absolutely FREEi 

FREE BONUS #2 
And If you're one of the first 50 

people to order, you' II also get 
the audio cassette program enti
tled "Survival Mindset Secrets. 
How To Be The Victor In Any 
Confrontation!" a $29.95 value 
absolutely FREE! 

It's Easy To Order ••• 
The CAT Defensive Tactics 

video is only $77 + $7 S&H. To 
order with your credit card, and 
we also take checks by phone, 
call Griffin Marketing any time 
toll-free at 1-888-758-2969 and 
ask for Dept. S52. 

100% Guaranteed! 
You have 3 full months to 

decide if you like what you see. If 
you don't think the CAT System is 
the most effective, easy-to-learn 
self defense program any
where ... simply return the videos 
and I'll refund every penny of your 
purchase price. No questions 
asked. No hard feelings. It's that 
simple. And keep the "Survival 
Mindset Secrets" cassette tape 
as my gift! You risk absolutely 
nothing! 

Call NOW toll-free: 
1-888-758-2969, Dept. S52. 
To order by mail, just write 

"CAT Video" on a piece of paper, 
along with your full name, mail
ing address, and phone number 
and enclose. a check or money 
order for $84 total to: Griffin 
Marketing, Dept. S52, 384 
Green Leaf Dr., Grovetown, GA 
30813. 

© 2002 Griffin Marketing 
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DSA BRINGS THE FAL INTO THE 2'1ST CENTURY! 

The S..A..58"' The Only True U.S. Made PAL Rifle 

"DSA is giving new life to 
the venerable FAL by innovation 
and quality standards that are 
equaled by no other manufacturer." 
- Charles Cutshaw, Guns & Weapons 
for Law Enforcement, September 2001 

The SA5B Carbine 
- SOF 2001 Major Caliber, 

Highes t Open Sights Score! 

·~·~ 
ll~llJNC. 

For a huge selection of quality rifles, parts, accessories 
and shooting supplies, go to www dsarms. com or contact: 

l""'IE"li;j' 1 ~f;#*i;;f Pl•l1il1Mi1M1fl1l1114 

RO. BOX 370 • BARRINGTON, IL 60011 
TEL: 847-277-7258 • FAX: 847-277-7259 
www.dsarms.com • dsarms@earthlink.net 

PROFfSSIONAL LOCKSMITHING TOOLS 
MONTHLY SPECIAL 

RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
(INCLUDES 5 ITEMS) 

SUPER SPECIAL 
INCLUDES 4 ITEMS 

1-LOCKGUN 
1-MD-16 DELUXE SET $59.95 1-ESP 13 LOCKSMITHING KIT 

1-SET OF WARDED KEYS 
1-COPY OF THE BOOK 

1- SCHALGE WAFER SET $29.95 

1-SESAMEE DECODER $17.95 

1- WKS PICKS $9.95 'LOCKPICKING SIMPLIFIED' 

L:::?r Erj. 
ESP 13 LOCKSMITHING KIT 

AVALUEDF. 
$124.40 
N_ow~ , 

Send Payment To: 
Catalog $3.00 - FREE with order. Allow three weeks 
delivery on personal check orders. Money Orders ship 
same day received. 

STEVE ARNOLD'S GUN ROOM 
P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF05 

Dexter, OR 97431 8 All major credit cards accepted. 
(541) 726-6360 

www.gun-room.com liii!!!!"il~~~~ 
~~~~~ 

The law requires all purchases be made in good faith, without 
make believe or fraud by genuine persons with in the industry. 

Postage & handling S6.00. Overseas postage add 
30% of total. Musi be 18 years of age. 
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disciplined, responsible talent represented 
by military retirees is an excellent 
resource. For the latest info, go to 
www.faa.gov and click on ')obs. " 

Silence of the Spaan 
When it comes to handling prison

ers, it is obvious that CIA's johnny 
Spann never saw the movie "The 
Silence of the lambs," nor did any 
police work in the City of Chicago. 

Bruno Canale, Ex Chicago PD 
las Vegas, Nevada 

First off, great job on 
the magazine over the 
past five or six years 
that I have been reading 
it. I thought of writing 
in the fall after I read 
the article "little Nancy 
and the Big Bad 

Mercenaries" by Rob Kratt. I wanted to 
say "more of this!" I went back and 
looked up his articles in my old issues 
and have been keeping an eye out for 
his stuff in new ones. I came across his 
e-mail address on the web and asked 
him if he had written any more on his 
experiences there and he pointed me to 
a few of your back issues you have avail
able on your website. You have been 
right on the money with your coverage 
of the current war on terrorism. I also 
hope to see more "I Was There" articles 
from the Balkans and Africa by free
lance soldiers in those regions . 

Via e-mail 

Feeling Better Down Under 

I'd just like to say 
that after September 
11th, I was crushed, but 
then comforted myself 
by many of your patriot-

•-rl= ...... .. . m.. ic articles , which really 
f:ff.;f,;,,,, helped me recover 

myself. My family and I 
have moved to Australia because of the 
recent events , and I was seriously miss
ing my homeland's unmistakable pride. 
Thanks for everything. 

George 
Via e-mail 
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Estrogen: Chem Warfare? 

SPAM, etc. 

Take all American 
women who are +/-5 
years of menopause. 

~ Train us for a few 
,. weeks, outfit us with 

automatic weapons, 
grenades, gas masks , 
prozac, hormones , 

Drop us (parachuted, preferably) 
across the landscape of Afghanistan, 
and let us do what comes naturally. 

Think about it. 
Our anger quotient alone, even 

when doing standard stuff like grocery 
shopping and paying bills, is formida
ble enough to make even men in tur
bans tremble. 

We have had our children. We 
would gladly die/suffer to protect 
them and their future. We'd like to 
get away from our husbands , if they 
haven't left already. And for those of 
us who are single, the prospect of 
finding a good man with whom to 
share life is about as likely as being 
struck by lightning and probably not 
as lethal; therefore, we have nothing 
to lose. 

Let us go fight. 
The Taliban hate women. 
Imagine their terror as we crawl like 

fire-ants with hot-flashes all through 
their godforsaken terrain. 

Diane Miller 

Works for us. Might even come up 
with a rotating cadre of Amazons who 
want to fight only one week per month. 
It'd only take one woman per cave to get 
the Taliban on the nm. 

Sub Convert 

Enough of these 
chicken-shit retailers 
who gladly display 
High Times Magazine 
but won't carry your 
fine publication! 

Never in the mili
tary, but have learned a 

lot from and thoroughly enjoyed your 
magazine over the years. 

My subscription will be called in 
first thing in the A.M. 

G. Todd 
Via e-mail ~ 

The question is now ... '.'How good can you shoot?" 
Whether you enjoy shooting High Power Competitions, Three Gun Matches, varmints, or 

tin cans, Bushmaster rifles and carbines have quality built in - so you'll get all the accuracy 
possible out. Our "mil. spec. or better'' manufacturing ensures that your Bushmaster will 
deliver years of durability, accuracy, and shooting satisfaction. A good tool will bring out your 
best skills, so take one out to the range, and test yourself today! Above, our new 24' barrel 

Bushmaster Firearms, Inc. 
999 Roosevelt Trail • Windham, ME 04062 
Tel.: 800 998 7928 • Fax: 207 892 8068 
www.bushmaster.com • info@bushmaster.com 

Varminter model with optional 
scope & bipod. Below, our 
M4 Type Post-Ban Carbine 

Bushmaster- First ·~ade with Pride 
Choice for Defense! in the u. s. A. Call for Free Catalog 

NEW USA Made FUllV Adjustable 
AK-41 Militarv Tactical Trigger 
Adjustable for Overtravel, Pretravel, Disconnector Engagement, 

and the Trigger Pull is Adjustable from 3.5 to 8 lbs. 

Kit includes Milled, Heat Treated, Black Oxide Trigger, 
Disconncector, and Hammer. Also included is a 
USA made disconnector spring produced for this 
trigger set, and a retaining pin which holds the 
trigger and disconnector together during installation. 

Kit is pre-adjusted to drop in with a two stage 
4.5 lb. pull. This trigger can be adjusted for 
Single Stage or Two Stage pulls. All parts are 
fully EDM'd & CNC'd from solid steel bar stock. 

Works in the AK-47 (SAR-1) and AK-74 (SAR-2), 
and will drop in most milled or stamped AK 
receivers. Will not work in SAR-3 .223 AK-47. 

AK-41 AMBI EKTENDED .f. MOJOAK/SKS I AK& SKS 
1 MAGAZINE RElfJlSE APERTURE SIGHT ~ RECOIL BUFFERS 

$19.99 $30.99 . $14.95 & $9.95 ~~ ......... ,_. ................. -··;""'"' 
Power Custom I Red Star Anns 

PO Box 30858 Dept SOF. Columbia MO 65205 
Ph# 573-489-1292, 573-372-5684, fax# 573-372-5799 

www.RedStarArms.com - www.Powercustom.com 
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The Roots of a Trailor 
BY MONA CHAREN 

The press cannot seem to get enough ofJohn Walker 
Lindh. His hirsute and filthy face has filled our 

screens dozens of times since he was apprehended in 
Afghanistan, and literally thousands of stories have been written 
tracing his road to treason. What, they've been asking, could 
make a 16-year-old forsake the comfortable life of Marin County, 
Calif., for the wilds of Yemen and Afghanistan? And how could 
he turn his back on his nation, his family and his home? 

It's not really that mysterious, is it? The mere wealth of 
America is not what engenders love of country. In fact, the 
least affluent areas are probably the most patriotic. No, the 
key to understanding John Walker Lindh is that he came from 
a family that was so liberal, as the old joke goes, that they 
declined to impose their values even on themselves. Though 
originally Catholic, lindh's mother converted to Buddhism 
and encouraged her son to do so as well (it didn't take). And, 
though the press has been reluctant to report this, Frank 

Realistic reproduction of 
, famous COLT 1911. Authentic, 
, full size, fully operative, weighs 

and feels like the real thing • 
. 1 Load the clip, pull back the 

slide and fire 10 rounds as fast 
as you can pull the trigger. This is a 
rugged and reliable gun, steeped in history and 

lindh left his marriage when John was 16 to live with a man. 
Described by one former neighbor as "Birkenstock liberals," 

the lindhs enrolled their son in an "alternative" high school in 
California. The school held no classes, but required only that 
students meet once or twice a week with a tutor to discuss their 
independent research.John studied world cultures. Mrs. Lindh 
found time for political demonstrations. A Marin newspaper 
photo captured her at a rally in the late 1990s denouncing U.S. 
policy toward Iraq. John's younger sister was there as well, car
rying a sign reading, "Don't Kill Iraqi Kids." 

It is not clear what John was learning at his progressive 
high school, but it is virtually certain that a robust apprecia
tion for America's history, culture, language and heritage were 
not part of the curriculuin. In fact, if his school was like other 
schools in other liberal parts of the country, he was taught 
skepticism if not outright contempt toward his country - a 
message that would have been reinforced at home. He was 

tradition. Featuring real wood grips • .,.... ..... ~_. ....... ~ ........ 
(50 Rounds Bmm Ammo Included) 
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given The Autobiography of Malcolm X 
to read. And he was deeply influenced 
by it. It is doubtful that he was exposed 
to the autobiographies of Benjamin 
Franklin or Ulysses S. Grant, both 
giants of American history. 

Like many teen-agers, John was 
deeply idealistic. He wanted to be on the 
side of right. But in his experience and 
reading, the United States was rarely in 
the right. It was the oppressor, the 
enslaver and the imperialist. Victims 
were in the right. Victims had all the 
prestige. Theirs was the team to belong 
to. For a time, John presented himself in 
Internet chat rooms as black. It was but 
a short step to Islam (and John could 
hardly pass for black in the real world). 

Though it is rarely admitted openly, 
most mosques in America are deeply 
political and bitterly anti-American. For 
a boy from a super liberal family, that 
would be no barrier. Many liberals 
despise patriotism as ignorant and xeno
phobic. As Katha Pollitt of The Nation 
magazine memorably put it when her 
daughter asked to display a flag after 
Sept. 11: "Definitely not. The flag stands 
for jingoism, and vengeance, and war." 

The Lindh family was extreme. And 
yet, the pattern is familiar enough. 
Eager to provide their son with "choic
es" and to be "supportive," the Lindhs 
never so much as raised an objection 
when their 16-year-old dropped out of 
school, converted to Islam and 
announced a desire to live in Yemen. 
Mrs. Lindh wondered about Islamic 
views of women, but not apparently 
enough to deny her son's request for the 
wherewithal to travel to Yemen and 
thence to Afghanistan. 

On what grounds could the Lindhs 
have objected? Could they have argued 
that Christianity had a superior spiritual 
message? That would be ethnocentrism. 
Could they object that Arab nations are 
notoriously anti-American? They weren't 
wild about America themselves. Could 
they maintain that parents have authori
ty over minor children because they are 
parents? Not the Lindhs. Their highest 
value was "choice." John Walker Lindh 
clearly went further than his parents 
were comfortable with. In an email to 
his mother, he recently scoffed, "What 
has America ever done for anybody?" 
The Lindhs were probably dismayed 
that John fought with the Taliban and 
trained with Al Qaeda. But they should 
not be surprised. He simply went too far 
in the direction they pointed him. 

©2002 Creators Syndicate, Inc. 
Reprinted with permission of Mona 
Charen and Creators Syndicate. ~ 
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Heinie 
Specialty Products 

. "Afte'r installing the 
i-'Heinie ~\~"\PRO;M some officers . 
jmprovrd 'heir q~alification scores by 25%!" 

' ' ;· _OJlicer_Lomb, Fi re:arms Instructor, 
' Garland; TX Police Dept. 

Law enforcement professionals all 
over the country are currently using 
Heinie ~\~\\\PRO™ Sights. 
The contoured, snag resistant 

design leaves enough material for 
on!Hianded clearance drills while nearly eliminating glare! 
Heinie sights fit a voriely of pistols and ore available 
with Straight Eight'" configuration for accuracy in 
low~ight conditions. 

Coll today and discover the ~\~\\\PRO'M advantage! 

HEINIE OFFERS FAST, PROFESSIONAL 
INSTALLATION ON YOUR DUTY WEAPON! 

Same-day installation on most models! 
RETURNEn NEXT DAY AIR! Subject lo inventory on hand. 
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South African Security Officer 
Eclipses Ji111 Cirillo's Feat of Ar111s 

BY MIKE IRON 

Although 1 have never had the privilege of meeting and 
training under the guidance of former NY City police officer 
Jim Cirillo, I have, over the years, developed the greatest 
respect for him as a man as well as a warrior. During his 
illustrious career, he and his fellow Stakeout Team officers 
successfully removed a number of armed evildoers from the 
gene pool. His most noted exploit was the confrontation he 
had with three gunmen. After challenging them to surrender, 
Jim solved their problems permanently with his issue .38 
Special revolver. This became one of the seminal shooting 
incidents by which all others are measured. 

a table stood up and produced firearms in a robbery attempt. 
One AIT officer immediately and aggressively reacted by 
drawing his 9mm CZ 75 and dropping all three bad guys 
before they could get off a shot. The AIT officer fired-off a 
magazine and all 15 rounds found their marks. All three 
wisely surrendered. Case closed? Not by a long shot! 

With blood pressures at least slightly elevated, our three 
heroes proceeded to carry out their mission and move the 
money to their armored vehicle. Outside they were jumped 
by three more of the gang, who opened fire without warning. 
One of the couriers was hit in the pelvis as he tried to reach 
the safety of the vehicle and our shooter, who dumped the 
gang's "A" team inside of the restaurant, took a hit in his arm. 
Undeterred, he again drew his pistol, killing one and wound
ing two of the attackers. The bad guys hosed-down the area 
and, in addition to the wounded officers, hit four innocent 
bystanders, one fatally. All six would-be robbers were taken 
down with 9mm hardball by the same man, who told John 
Farnham that he used his sights and, as a result, no rounds 
became errant shots. 

I have been sitting on the following report since November 
2001 in an effort to obtain more details on this incident. So far, 
1 have been unable to gain more information on this amazing 
gun battle. 

A student of John S. Farnham's was involved in a shoot
out in Pietermaritzburg, near Durban, South Africa that 
occurred just prior to Christmas. A team of three AIT (Assets 
In Transit) personnel entered a KFC client's restaurant to 
pick up receipts and transport them to the bank. As they pre
pared to exit with their client's assets, three bandits sitting at 

Farnham added that his students as instructed to carry 
their CZs with a round in the chamber and the pistol in con-
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dition one, "cocked and locked. " 
However, he pointed out that there is 
considerable Israeli martial influence 
in South Africa and many carry in con
dition three, or chamber empty and 
hammer down. john also added that 
South African R4 rifles (local version of 
the Israeli Galil) are available to AIT 
teams, but none were evident that fate
ful day. 

Farnham gleaned some Lessons 
Learned from this win and shares the 
following: 

• Without a winning mindset, devel
oped from a sound foundation of judg
ment, weapons and tactical competence 
and a strong personal commitment to 
victory, shooting skills alone are of lit
tle practical use. True warriors are 
habitually searching for winning ways 
and strategies. 

• Grass-eaters and professional vic
tims spend their lives looking for 
excuses to lose. 

• Avoid relaxing too soon! After dis
posing of three gremlins, most of us 
would consider that a good day's work 
and it was "Miller time." Our warrior 
adhered to his training, reloaded quick
ly and maintained his combat mindset. 
Winning generously rewarded his cau
tious competence and alertness! 

• Confidence, bordering on cocki
ness, that is often displayed by some 
highly skilled marksmen is nothing 
more than groundless arrogance - if it 
does not have a legitimate and realis
tic foundation. This dangerous mind
set will "fall apart when the first shot 
is fired ." 

Let me add couple of observations of 
my own: 

• High-capacity pistols can make a 
difference in your survival. More can be 
better, but only if you connect. A pistol, 
in the hands of a competent operator, 
can overcome and defeat overwhelming 
odds, if you do the unexpected and 
immediately and relentlessly attack the 
attackers. They expect capitulation and 
by not doing what is expected you gain 
the crucial element of surprise. 

• Ball ammo, if it is well-placed and/ 
or enough solid hits are realized, can do 
the job. As one Israeli operative once 
said to me during a conversation con
cerning the efficacy of full-metal jacket
ed ammo, "If you do your job, the bul
let will do its job." 

• If you plan on using firearms 
offensively, don't have chicken grease 
on your hands. 

This is Mike Iron's first piece for 
SOE ~ 
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American Sniper In Israel 
Jerusalem Diary 

TEXT & PHOTOS BY DAVID STONE 

1 January 2002: last night the IDF foiled terrorists' 
attempts to celebrate New Year's Eve with twin attacks. Two 
3-man teams of terrorists trying to infiltrate Israeli settle
ments bordering the Gaza Strip were intercepted and killed. 
Included among them was a senior Fatah commander, a leader 
of the Popular Resistance Committee. This "Committee" is a 
cooperative venture by the Hamas, Fatah and Islamic Jihad, a 
sort of demonstration project, spotlighting the terrorists' abil
ity to carry out joint operations and providing a learning 
opportunity. This time their efforts failed. 

9 January: More Tanzim gunfire up-close and personal. 
This time the target was an apartment building on the main 
street connecting Jerusalem's two northern-most neighbor
hoods. About 1400 the 
owner of the building's top
floor apartment returned 
from a quick trip to the local 
Makolet (Israeli 7-11) to dis
cover a bullet hole in the 
window of his back bed
room. The hole was not there 
when he went out minutes 
earlier. I heard of the attack 
on a radio news brief at 
1430. A quick stop at the 
local police substation for 
details and I was examining 
the bullet strike by 1515. 

gunman popped off a round, or several, from his AK-47. No 
one reported hearing shots. Everyone was inside with win
dows closed, blinds down. No one was a target. This was a 
purely random shot. 

18 Janua1y: You must go armed. Again and again events 
over the past three days proved the point. Terrorists can, and 
do, attack anywhere, anytime. If you are unarmed you can 
neither defend yourself, loved ones nor innocents. You and 
others die! 

Two days ago a 71-year-old American visiting friends in 
Bethlehem was pulled from his car and butchered by Tanzim 
who then put his lifeless body back in his car and used it as 
a target in a "firing-through-the-windshield" exercise. 

Unarmed he could do noth
ing to defend himself but 
plead for help from nearby 
Palestinian policemen who 
just stood there and laughed. 

The window that was hit 
has a plastic window blind. 
There is about a 1 1/2-inch 
space between windowpane 
and blind. When the bullet 
penetrated the window the 
blind was down. After going 

Armored Israeli guard station as seen from 
various distances at street level. 

That evening at the Givat 
Ze'ev gas station on Route 
443, fewer than 10 minutes 
outside ofJerusalem, two ter
rorists walked up to the car 
of a 4 7-year-old woman and 
her 70-year-old aunt. After 
briefly chatting with the 
women to make sure tl1ey 
were unarmed Israelis, the 
terrorists drew their guns 
and fired more than two 
dozen shots through the 
windshield killing the driver 
and seriously wounding her 
aunt. The terrorists fled to 

through the plastic blind and glass window, the bullet con
tinued in a straight line striking and penetrating the apart
ment's back wall ("American" gypsum wallboard) about 18 
inches farther on. These three points provided quick and 
easy reference for taking a back azimuth. The terrorist stood 
on either an apartment porch or the ridge of the hill next to 
it when he fired. Both are "high ground" approximately 400 
yards away in neighboring Arab Beit Hanina. Together with 
the adjacent buildings, they dramatically command the main 
street and the highway, the only roads from one side to the 
other of this neighborhood of fifty thousand-plus Israelis. 

It appears that under cover of a winter rain downpour, a 

nearby Palestinian Authority-
controlled territory. 

last night an Ml6-firing terrorist jumped from the vehicle 
transporting him and rushed a banquet hall. Inside, about 
I80 guests were celebrating a bat mitzvah. Not a single one 
was armed. The terrorist's initial burst of fire was automatic, 
some 15 rounds. Among those killed was the unarmed guard 
at the door. After a pause of several seconds, in a second 
burst of full-auto fire , the terrorist sprayed the remaining 
rounds in his magazine at the guests inside the hall. Six peo
ple were killed, dozens were wounded. 

From the videotapes made at the moment of the attack, 
you can hear each round fired and see bullets striking all 
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around inside. Only when the terrorist attempted a magazine 
change were those he attacked able to respond. They did so 
by beating him to death with folding chairs. Had even a sin
gle individual been armed the attack might have been 
stopped earlier and lives saved. This morning a new Ministry 
of Internal Security directive was issued. Effectively immedi
ately, all reception halls must have armed guards. 

23 January: What a difference being armed makes! This 
afternoon the presence of armed, selfless citizens saved 
many lives. A terrorist with an Ml6 opened fire on shoppers 
in the heart of Jerusalem's main street, Rehov Yaffo. With his 
initial burst of fire he killed two older ladies waiting at a bus 
stop, strafed several storefronts and a bus. Immediately 
upon hearing gunfire three civilian gun owners literally 
charged to the sound of the shots. They engaged the terror
ist with their handguns. 

Under the cover of their fire other fearless bystanders 
were able to effect the rescue and evacuation of the wound
ed. The gun owners' act also provided the driver of the 
strafed bus, himself wounded, the opportunity to drive the 
bus out of the field of terrorist fire. Using combat driving 
skills learned in a standard course required of all public bus 
drivers, he not only drove his bus's passengers out of harm's 
way, but also straight to the hospital two blocks away. 
Hospital personnel were already outside waiting for the 
wounded, even without being notified by police or Magen 
David Adorn (Israeli EMS/Red Star of David). They, too, hear
ing the shooting knew what it meant and in their own way 
ran to the sound of the gunfire. 

Police arriving at the scene joined the gunfight killing the 
terrorist. The two older ladies were the only ones killed. 
More than 40 people were wounded, including one of the 

civilian gun owners who took a bullet through the forearm. 
27 January: The signs of the continuing and intensifying 

conflict in Jerusalem become more pronounced with every 
passing day. This morning an armored position was lowered 
into place overlooking the French Hill Intersection. A half
mile down the hill it overlooks, huge structures constructed 
of wooden telephone poles have been erected where high
tension wires cross the road. They are to catch the wires and 
keep them high up, above and off the road should the towers 
holding the wires be targeted by terrorists. 

A suicide bomber just detonated on Rehov Yaffo , at the 
same bus stop where the shooting took place several days 
ago. Apparently the bomb was mostly explosives and not 
much shrapnel , causing substantial property damage, but 
only one death; that of an 81-year-old man. More than 200 
people were wounded, dozens seriously. 

This suicide bomber was female. It's a whole new ballgame! 
31 January: For the third time in as many days, shrapnel 

from Hizbullah 57mm anti-aircraft fired at imaginary IDF air
craft rained down on northern Israel. According to an article 
in Foreign Report the 57mm shells were developed to 
explode with an especially loud boom, a kind of quid-pro
quo for the IAF's sonic booms over southern Lebanon. 
Showering northern Israel is a new, low-profile tactic. It gives 
the appearance that Hizbullah is continuing the fight against 
Israel's existence, but does not lead to the type of U.S. con
demnation the terrorist organization received for such 
actions as last week's mortar and anti-tank missile attack on 
an Israeli Army border position. 

3 February: The 15 months of non-stop Arab terrorism 
has turned my 16 1/2-year-old daughter into a kind of com
bat veteran. I just called home from Las Vegas where I'm 

attending the SHOT Show. She answered the 
phone. I asked what was going on. She answered, 
"Nothing special." 

In the background I heard my wife say, "What 
about the bomb?" My daughter replied, "It didn't 
go off." To her it was a non-event, not worth men
tioning (along with some other attacks) , accord
ing to her "no harm, no foul" type thinking. 

What didn't even merit reporting to me includ
ed the following. Two large bombs were found 
and defused by the Jerusalem's Police Bomb 
Squad, arguably the busiest bomb squad in the 
world. The first was discovered in the stairwell of 
an apartment building in a Jerusalem suburb. It 
took three hours to disarm the bomb that was 
constructed using a mortar shell. Had it o .. 11loded 
it would have brought down the entire building. 

The second bomb, even larger, was discovered 
in our neighborhood, just a few streets away. 
Several 8-year-old boys, who were poking the 
"interesting object" they found in the park next to 
their schoolyard, were shooed away by an adult. 
He called the bomb squad. This bomb took them 
four hours to disarm. Had it exploded it would 
have blown out the windows in our home. It was 
that big! 

An Israeli Border Police officer, from the Jerusalem Unit, stands watch over 
traffic and pedestrians at his newly erected "armored" position overlooking the 
French Hill Intersection. Always within easy reach are his M16A2 with twin 30-
round magazines and his 9mm, 15-shot, single-action /Ml Jericho semi-auto 
pistol. His position, part of the continued strengthening of Jerusalem against 
terrorist attacks, was lifted into place by a huge crane. 

Perhaps that would have caught my daughter's 
attention. 

David Stone is an American citizen who sever
al years ago emigrated to Israel. Contributions 
from his monthly journal appear regularly in 
Soldier Of Fortune. ~ 
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Snipe 
TEXT & PHOTOS BY CPL. MATTHEW B. ROBERSON 

CAMP LE.JEUNE PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE 

CAMP LEJEUNE - Scout Snipers with the 4th Marine 
Expeditionary Brigade's Anti-Terrorism Battalion (AT Bn.) 
are conducting an eight-day course to better hone their 
war fighting skills in an urban environment. 

"The regular scout sniper course is based on green side, 
jungle settings, long range shots and reconnaissance. The 
urban course is learning how to shoot from different posi-

(above) AT Bn. Scout Snipers practice rapid bolt manipulation 
exercises so that they can engage a high number of targets in 
the least amount of time. Their weapon is the M40A1 with 
Unertl fixed 10X Scope which will soon be replaced by the 
M40A3 with U.S. Optics Scope. (right) Scout snipers from the 
4th MEB AT Bn. practice engaging multiple targets from ele
vated positions to increase their effectiveness in an urban 
environment. 

tions and places in an urban environment," said Sgt. Josh 
Lyons, AT Bn. chief scout sniper. 

The eight-day course that the Marines must complete 
encompasses a wide variety of shooting techniques and 
settings. "The purpose of the course is to enhance the 
capabilities they already have, specializing in the urban 
area," said Gunnery Sergeant Keller R. Stewart, Special 
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Operations Training Group (SOTG) 
reconnaissance instructor. 

"We try to give the Snipers a 
chance to experience every possible 
situation we can provide, that way 
they know how to react if the situa
tion occurs," said Stewart. 

The snipers learn how to shoot 
from the tops of buildings, adjust for 
angular offset, shoot through glass , 
rapid bolt manipulation, low light 
shooting and shooting from airborne 
platforms. 

"Learning how to shoot from the 
different positions and situations 
enables the snipers to handle any sit
uation that might occur, " said 
Stewart. "When you shoot from the 
top of a building, the target appears 
to be a lot closer than it is. Using 
angular offset in this situation, the 
Marines can figure out what adjust
ments they need to make so they can 
hit their target." 

"In the rapid bolt manipulation, 
[snipers] can engage multiple targets 
quickly by moving the bolt to keep 
rounds in the gun and engage the 
maximum number of targets in the 
least amount of time," said Lyons. 
"Learning how to shoot from airborne 
platforms is hard because the 
Marines not only have to know how 
to rig their weapon, but they also 
have to know how to control the heli
copter by talking to the pilot." 

The snipers can be implemented in 
many ways in a real-world situation. 
"The main mission of a sniper is to 
provide information. They report 
everything they see form the left to 
the right and give whoever is con
ducting the mission a grasp of the ter
rain and environmental and situation
al awareness ," said Stewart. 

"They can be used at over watch 
positions to monitor hostiles inside a 
building, observes hostages and 
report back movements until given 
the word to fire, " said Lyons. "The 
snipers are the forward eyes and ears 
of the assault force and allow them to 
go in without having to worry about 
the enemy." 

"The snipers are unique because 
they have to have a clear understand
ing of the mission statement, com
manders intent and rules of engage
ment ," said Stewart. "They must also 
have a high level of discipline 
because they will have to wait in 
uncomfortable positions for long 
periods of time. They have to be inde
pendent thinkers working toward a 
common goal. " ~ 
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BY L-1. DAVID TRUBY 

There was someone in the cave with the Gulf War-experi
enced Marine sergeant. His combat instinct that keeps 
old troopers alive had kicked in. Impossible, he thought, 

we've bombed the shit out of this place. And, cleared it. I'm 
just here to recon for intel - no way anyone's in here. 

Is there? Shit, this has happened before. These Taliban 
fuckers are sneaky. Shadows come to life and suddenly shoot 
up your gut with AK rounds. His mind was dancing. 

A flash of white to his left, just outside the flashlight 
beam. Finger tightening, he swung to fire even as he began 
his roll ... when he saw the white was a large piece of card
board propped in the corner of the cave wall. 

"WELCOME TO TORA BORA, YOUNG MARINES 

ENJOY THESE ***** ACCOMMODATIONS 
- YOUR HOSTS, U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES GROUP" 

True story, according to National News Service's Ernest 
Gilmore, who talked with that shaken Gunny who'd had 
some of his nerve drained by a burst of graffiti in a cave. 

Graffiti, a veteran of more wars, probably, than history has 
recorded, is alive and on the ground with our guys in the 
Middle East. 

Graffiti are handmade writings and art on latrine stalls, 
building walls, fences, homemade signs and other public 
places. 

It used to be that 99 and 44/100 percent of all graffiti were 
always dirty sayings. 

My own favorite was spotted by Sergeant Wallace Johnson 
near the Afghan town of Gereshk. It was like one of those sign 
posts you saw in WWII, Korea and Vietnam where someone 
had put distances from that country to various U.S. cities (e.g. 
New York 7,000 miles with an arrow pointing East). On the 
picture he e-mailed to me, there was only one small sign on 
the pole, and it said: "CA IS ONLY FIVE CENTURIES AWAY." 

Why do people write graffiti? There are a variety of com
plex answers to that simple question. The most obvious rea
son is that someone wants to voice a public protest, express 
an opinion, share a joke or insult someone. The Irish linguist, 
Dr. D.L. McGann, says, "It's all a matter of socioeconomic 
class. If you are rich enough, you may place your name or 
commercial statement on a building, instead of just scrawling 
something on a toilet wall or fence. " 

While graffiti are historically traced to biblical times, 

8-52 pilot readies to embark on bombing mission. It seems every
one 's a New Yorker. 

most everyone's first military memory graffito was "Kilroy," 
of WW II fame. This goofy cartoon with its ubiquitous "KI L
ROY WAS HERE" signature was, everywhere literally world
wide, even at the Potsdam Conference in July of 1945. 
Truman, Atlee and Stalin were meeting to shape the postwar 
world in a huge palace, which also had an opulent marble 
bathroom off-limits to all but The Big Three participants. 
Word is on the second day, a puzzled Stalin came out of a 
grand dumper and through his interpreter asked, "Who is 
this Kilroy?" 

According to Charles Panati, author of Words to Live By, 
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Kilroy made his debut in 1939 on American military ships. 
As WW II spread and became global, so did Kilroy, appear
ing on the torch of the Statue of liberty, the Arc de Triomphe 
(even before the Germans departed, thanks to a brave OSS 
op) , the Marco Polo Bridge in China, the Brandenburg Gate 
in Germany, and the Royal Palace in Japan. 

The image changed, though, when the new breed of graf
fitor took over after WWll. 

Today, military graffiti are often sociological rather than 
scatological. For example, a sampling of current messages 
includes the following: 
''l'D GIVE MY RIGHT ARM TO BE AMBIDEXTROUS" 
"GAME BOY KILLS" 
"KING KONG WAS A SODOMIST" 
"HELP, PARANOIDS ARE AFTER ME" 

From these examples, it's fairly obvious that today's graffiti 
is a cutting slide down the razor blade of life. Even the estab
lishment, from where most graffitors are drawn, is not safe. A 
Clinton-era Marine Corps recruiting poster was immortalized 
by graffiti. The poster proclaimed, "IF THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
U.S. FINDS TIME TO WORK WITH THE MENTALLY RETARDED, 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THAT IS SO IMPORTANT?" Under this, a 
realistic cynic Magic Markered the following reply in large let
ters: 'TRYING TO GET HIS FUCKING RETARDS OUT OF OUR GOV
ERNMENT! " 

The cool has replaced the crude, the creative has cut out 
the coarse, and the protest has pushed out the prurient. The 
new Millennium's military graffiti carry the image of the 
social protest, and not the musings of a dirty mind. 

According to retired Army lieutenant Colonel M.N. 
McGeary, a three-tour veteran of Vietnam, today's active-duty 
graffiti-writer is likely to be an educated person with a respon-

A freelance military advisor to the United Front and Northern 
Alliance shows where his heart truly is. 

sible role in the military, and not exclusively the lowly recruit. 
I remember the graffiti from Vietnam were pretty rude, 

too. My friend, the late Lieutenant Commander Frank 
Brown, then an enlisted Navy medic in Vietnam, sent me a 
photo he'd taken of a hand-scrawled sign outside a mess hall 
at Da Nang. Frank snapped it before some REMF who was 
PC'd before his time ripped it down. The sign said "I LOVE 
GOOKS, THEY TASTE JUST LIKE FRIED CIUCKEN." 

Former Special Forces Captain Peder C. Lund, now pub
lisher of Paladin Press, told me about seeing this graffito near 
the motor pool of a forward base: "IF IT AIN'T BROKE, FIX IT 
UNTIL IT IS." 

Other Vietnam-era graffiti included: 
"IF YOU CAN'T BE REPLACED YOU WILL NEVER BE PROMOTED" 
"DON'T LOWER YOUR STANDARDS, STAY OUT OF OCS" 
"LIVING FOREVER, SO FAR, SO GOOD" 
"WHAT DO YOU CALL 5,000 LOCALS HANGING FROM SKIDS? 
ANOTHER ORDERLY WITHDRAWAL" 

Part of the reason for the, upsurge of graffiti is given by 
Marshall McLuhan, the guruball of your parents' NOW gen
eration, who claimed that modern man lies in a global-sized 
village and is reverting to the hostile and aggressive values of 
a preliterate culture. A smattering of representative graffiti 
selected from Ft. Knox, the San Diego NAS, Parris Island, 
and from Ft. Sam Houston exemplifies this: 
"EASTER CANCELED - HE'S BACK" 
"GOD ISN'T DEAD, HE'S AUTOGRAPHTNG HIS BOOK AT AMA
ZON.COM" 
"INTOLERANT PEOPLE SHOULD BE SHOT" 
"DEATH IS NATURE'S WAY OF SAYING SLOW DOWN" 

The following came from bathrooms at Twenty-nine 
Palms, Ft. Clayton, Ft. Rucker, and the USAF Academy: 
"GOD IS A HAWK" 
"FONDLING IS FUN" 
"SUPPORT MILITARY POLICE ... WEAR A JOCK" 
"REHAB IS FOR QUITIERS" 
"JOIN THE ARMY AND DIE IN THE INTERVENTION OF CLINTON'S 
CHOICE" 
"DONALD DUCK IS A TRANSVESTITE" 
"SACRED COWS MAKE LOUSY HAMBURGER" 

Even the Puzzle Palace has graffiti. For example, the fol
lowing were collected from the bathrooms of that five-sided 
riverside shrine: 
"THE SERVICE IS LIKE A PENIS - WHEN IT'S SOFT YOU CAN'T 
BEAT IT, WHEN IT'S HARD YOU GET FUCKED" 
"CLINTON PLEASE PULL OUT - LIKE YOUR OLD MAN SHOULD 
HAVE DONE 52 YEARS AGO" 

Of course, the guys on duty over the various Big Muddy 
Waters of our globe have become excellent graffitors, too. 
Here are some of their public pronouncements from Somalia, 
Kosovo, Bosnia, etc.: 

In Somalia, former army officer Rob Krott, now an SOF 
war correspondent, recalls seeing a crudely handlettered sign 
hanging above the clearing barrel at an American field base 
about Negligent Discharges. It read, "NO NDs OR YOU 
WILL FRY!" 

Rob also saw a homemade sign scrawled on an empty 
MRE cardboard: "MOGADISHU HILTON ... NO POOL ... NO A/C 
... NO SERVICE ... NOTHING!" 
"STOP THIS WAR, I WANT TO GET OFF" 
"FLUSH TWICE, IT'S A LONG WAY TO THE CHOW TENT" 
"EAT THE GIRL SCOUT AND THROW AWAY THE COOKIES" 

Then there was Bardera, a dirt/desert airstrip in the mid-

Continued on page 79 
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A Man's Job: 
The Steiner 

Some years ago, 90 pounds of lightweight gear didn't 
seem like all that much. I believed that, where optics 
were concerned, bigger was better. My gunnery sergeant 

had scoffed at miniaturized binoculars, declaring that you 
"shouldn't send a boy to do a man's job." In those days, my 
optics of choice were at least 10x50, sometimes larger, fairly 
bulky, and occupied a significant portion of my limited ruck
sack space. Today, although my 90 pounds of lightweight 
gear haven't gotten any lighter, optics have improved. When 
Steiner offered to loan me a set of binoculars for a trip to 
Afghanistan, I asked for something compact, thinking that I 
would compromise performance for size and weight. They 
sent me one of their Predator series, an 8x42 model that mea
sured a mere 5 x 6 1/2 inches, and only weighed a pound-and
a-half. Since I was short on space, I decided not to take the 
factory-supplied carrying case. Wrapped in a I-quart freezer 
bag, the instrument fit nicely sideways in the upper side 
pocket of my Lowe rucksack. I found that I could get to the 
binos, if necessary, without unshouldering the pack. 

The firs t test of this unit was observing a B-52 mid-morn
ing carpet-bomb raid west of Khoja Bahouddin. Even without 
a reticle, I was easily able to estimate mil intercepts by using 
the fact that the field of view is 60 mils either side of center. 
Although the hill line was shrouded in a light haze, the image 
quality was superb, allowing me to observe hostile personnel 
activity on an interceding ridgeline while tracking the bomb 
pattern. On this and subsequent days , I used the Predator 
under widely varied light conditions, and was consistently 
more than satisfied with its performance. The relatively 
small objective diameter didn't significantly affect its low
light capability, and its compactness gave me no excuse for 
not keeping it handy. The integral objective lens caps are a 
nice touch. These caps stuff into the objective recesses like 
corks, and are affixed to the binos' body by flexible straps. 
The wrap-around eye cups protect the eyepiece lenses 
enough to make additional caps unnecessary. In a sniper set
ting, I would be comfortable identifying targets with this 
instrument at ranges up to 800 meters under most daytime 
light conditions. 

Nomenclature: Steiner Predator - Item Number 248 
Magnification: Bx fixed 

Objective lens diameter: 42mm 
Field of view: 367 ft. at 1,000 yd. ( 122 mi ls) 

Weight: 24 oz. 
Eye relief: 20mm 

Outside dimensions (approx): 2 1/8 x 5 x 6 1/2 inches 
Internal gas fill: 

For catalogs and more information, contact: Pioneer Re
search (Steiner Sales and Marketing), 97 Foster Road, Suite 5, 
Moorestown, NJ 08057; Tel.: (800) 257-7742; (856) 866-9191. 

Karl Kirov is a United States citizen and former U.S. Army 
office1: He has traveled and worked in Central America, Western 
Europe, and Southeast Asia. This is his second article about his 
recent excursion to Central Asia (see "Living High On The 
Afghan Plain," SOF, Feb 02). Kirov resides in Wyoming. ~ 
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The War On Turror Turns Toward Mogadishu 

With business almost 
done in Afghanistan, the 
U.S. is looking at other 
states where the al
Qaida influence is mani
fest. Already some of 
our boys have gone into 
the Philippines. Iraq is 
somewhere near the top 
of the list, but Somalia, it 
seems, might be the first 
to enjoy the distinction. 
Interestingly, some of 
our Special Forces have 
already gone into 
Somalia to have a look. 

36 

BY AL iJ. VENTER 

------ he word is out in 
Mogadishu: Some of al-Qaida's 
Somali fighters who were involved 
in Afghanistan's war have 

returned home. You'd be putting your 
life at risk if you started to ask ques
tions about them, or for that matter 
anything about Osama bin Laden. 

It's a mean place, Mogadishu, made 
worse because, unlike Baghdad or 
Tehran, the place doesn't have a gov
ernment. Instead, it's a country run by 
thugs. The people living there can do 
exactly what they like. 

In Mogadishu you can die because of 
somebody's whim: They might not like 
your face, or perhaps they covet your 
Nike trainers. Worse, there's nobody 
willing or able to stop this anarchy. As 
recent returnees have testified, it's 
going on all the time. There is an inter
im government of sorts in Mogadishu, 

but its role was recently compared to 
that of a Boy Scout troop trying to bring 
order to a food riot at Attica. 

If you want to know what Somalia is 
like today, Mark Bowden's book Blach 
Hawk Down presents a pretty accurate 
picture of the country as it was in 
1993. While things have eased up a lit
tle, not a lot has changed, especially 
when the shooting starts. And that can 
be anytime. 

Throughout much of it, Bowden 
deals with a specific event that - with 
the loss of 18 American lives - became 
known as "The Battle of the Black Sea." 

(above) Mogadishu from the Indian Ocean: 
once a graceful, delightful African city on 
the Horn of Africa, not much more than a 
shell of the original Italianate culture 
remains intact. 
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It was like that again early February 
when a punch-up rattled the few win
dows still left intact in downtown 
Mogadishu and resulted in about SO 
dead, only this time it was all Somalis 
and the third such incident in a month. 

The total number was arrived at 
arbitrarily and was said to have been 
about 2SO. Who really cares? More per
tinent, exactly who is there to report on 
such things? Which sums up a situation 
that is arguably the worst the interna
tional community has seen for more 
than a century. 

In contrast, the Taliban at least 
made an effort to follow something 
that resembled a codified system in its 
bid to keep the populace in tow. And 
while the big stick was part of the 
process and many of the laws imposed 
horrendous , Afghanistan civil struc
ture wasn't anywhere near as insane as 
what's going on right now in the Horn 
of Africa. 

Time In The Mug 
Conditions for most of us hacks who 

spent time in Mogadishu in the early 
90s were tough. They could also be 
dangerous and there were members of 
the press corps killed. 

For the majority who didn't have the 
advantage of sleeping on base at one of 
the American military establishments 
- I ended up at a U.S. air base at 
Baledogle about SO miles north of 
Mogadishu - it was more a matter of 
watching your back. Somalis - or 
"skinnies" as some of us would depre
catingly refer to them - were never 
first in line in the bravery stakes. Most 
would wait until dark before attempt
ing to harm you. Any face-to-face con
frontation was usually limited to when 
there was hundreds of them and per
haps a handful of us . 

Interestingly, before the war started, 
I'd visited Mogadishu with my wife. 
Madelon and I went there on a week
long excursion from Nairobi and it was 
grim even then. But at least we had 
clean sheets in the same Olympia Hotel 
that features prominently in the film. 
Things deteriorated not long after
wards with the emergence of half-a
dozen warlords that were as demented 
as they were bloodthirsty. By the time 
U.S. forces arrived, you were taking 
your life in your hands just getting off 
the plane at Mogadishu Airport. 

With the drought, the war and a 
lunatic fringe trying to take control, the 
number of people who ended up dead 
has been conservatively estimated at 
about a million, give or take a few hun-

dred thousand either way. 
A visit to the Somali capital - "The 

Dish" as U.S. forces called it - is essen
tial in order to understand the complex
ity of that country's political struggles 
and the violence it has spawned. 
Somalia's revolution, like a miasmic 
virus, has infected an entire region. 

Mogadishu sprawls. Approach the 
city from the sea during the monsoons 
and its an awesome mish-mash of 
muddy pools , piles of garbage, open 
sewers and everywhere, the turmoil of 
acres of pullulating crowds. The con
glomeration stretched as far as you 
could see: In sheer size, the numbers 
really intimidated. 

Mogadishu's international airport, 
even today, is no better, with clusters of 
smashed and mortared buildings and 
more wrecked aircraft lying about than 
any other terminal in the world. 
Curiously, though, there is still a lot of 
tension; in parts of the city there are 
restaurants that are crowded and some 
new construction is taking place. 

The last time I did the trip by vehi
cle into town from the airport - short
ly before the Americans pulled out - I 
was instructed to "stay well down; 
don't expose yourself because they 
sometimes snipe at us. " 

"If your vehicle stops and one of 
them tries to climb on board, hold on 
tight to your bags, your wallet, your 
glasses ," a guard warned. With that we 
were off: a column of five United 
Nations vehicles headed into the fiery 

cauldron that became known around 
the world as Mogadishu. 

We were escorted fore and aft by 
French-built APCs with their hatches 
shut. It wasn't a hopeful sign. 
Meanwhile I'd shifted forward and 
taken up position behind a couple of 
Omani soldiers manning a .SO 
Browning. The rest of the escort sat fac
ing out, weapons cocked. 

Nobody had forgotten the massacre 
of a squad of Pakistani troops by a 
hoard of Somali mili tants not very long 
before. 

Our convoy headed northeast past 
the old Russian compound with the dri
vers turning left before we reached the 
Villagio Quattro Chilometri. Suddenly 
we were in a world more alien than any
thing I had experienced before, and not 
for lack of experience. I'd spent time at 
Baabda, the Beirut suburb during the 
1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon: That 
operation, at least, had some kind of 
shape to it; dangerous but not frenzied 
like this. Also, for all its excesses, 
Lebanon's was a more disciplined kind 
of war. Mogadishu was confusion and 
violence amid the dross of conflict. 

From where I could observe what 
was going on around us, every building 
we passed had been blasted. The 
wrecks of cars and trucks blown apart 
by rockets and mortars lined the route. 
A burnt-out Humvee, crumbling into 
rust spoke eloquently of tl1e events that 
had gone before. There was a time 
when any United States military vehi-

Rows of abandoned Russian jet fighter engines litter a field adjacent to the country's main 
military airfield at Baledogle, about 20 minutes flying time north of Mogadishu. Some 
muddle-headed Soviet functionary originally intended building an aircraft assembly plant 
there. Of course, nothing happened and millions of rubles were wasted. 
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de was fair game for Mohammed 
Aideed's rag-tag fanatics with their 
heads in clouds of dope. 

Our escorts had several hefty clubs 
and they didn't mind using them on the 
heads of those who tried to clamber 
on board. 

Nor was there any clear line of demar
cation between the warring factions that 
we passed on the way into town. 

Armed Adolescents 
Every male - quite a few of them 

not yet into their teens - carried a 
weapon, usually the requisite AK, 
though there were a lot of RPGs 
around. The rest of the population, 
which included women, children, the 
aged and the maimed - milled about 
aimlessly on the road and off it, in and 
out of narrow alleys. There were hun
dreds of paths and improvised foxholes 
between the buildings and they seemed 
to have their purpose. 

When we reached the market place 
after the 27th October Square, the 
throng overflowed on to the road and 
our convoy slowed to a crawl. It was as 
if the entire route had become a Middle 
Eastern souk. People were shouting, 
gesticulating - at us and at each other 
- arms flailing, faces contorted. 

Many of the eyes were glazed, others 
bloodshot; the effects of Qat, an 
amphetamine leaf chewed in this part 
of Africa. 

It's the same today. If you're not 
smuggling Qat, or are a member of an 
international aid team crazy enough to 
risk your life by volunteering to go and 

I 

Travel into the interior of Somalia and the visitor will find that not very much has changed 
for centuries. Somalia was an Italian colony until World War II. 

work there - or possibly on your way preparation for the confrontation that 
to see one of the demagogues about was featured in Black Hawk Down. 
weapons - then you've got problems. As for bin Laden's combatants who 

For a start, it'll seriously limit your have returned to Somalia from 
ability to move about. Nobody goes Afghanistan, a source in Nairobi with 
anywhere in Somalia today without an close links to Kenya's coastal Islamic 
armed escort, and to get one, you need community, told Soldier Of Fortune that 
to have good reason. Fail that elemen- most of these fugitives escaped through 
tary test and in the eyes of the average Pakistan. From there, they were routed 
Somalia, you're an American spy. Or an back to Africa on flights out of the Gulf. 
Israeli, especially now that the word is He disclosed, too, that a group of 
out about al-Qaida having close ties more than a dozen Somalis, posing as 
with those who are in nominal control. crew, shipped out of Mombasa for 

It was al-Qaida, coincidentally, that Mogadishu in an Omani-owned dhow 
supplied the bulk of the RPG-7s that after the Taliban had collapsed. This is 
were used against U.S. forces in 1993. nol-unusual: Those motorized sailing 
Indeed, there are som~aintainboats are a colourful feature along the 
that it was bin Ladens activists that East African coast for many months of 
originally primed Mogadishu mobs in the year and Somalis are regarded to be 

among the most peripatetic of Africa's 
travelers. Moreover, they are in ready 
demand among Arab boat owners , a tra
dition that goes back centuries. 

Inquiries in Mogadishu has mean
while yielded nothing about the 
returnees, except that Somali police 
announced last January that it had 
arrested four Iraqi Kurds and a 
Palestinian thought to have links to the 
Saudi revolutionary. 

It seems that the control tower at Baledogle has never had windows. It was this way when 
the Americans arrived in the early '90s and, by all accounts, it doesn't have any today 
either. This airfield could become the focus of an attack force should Washington decide 
to go looking for terrorists in Somalia after it finishes the job in Afghanistan. 

For the rest, Mogadishu's interim 
government - sensitive to the long
term implications - denies flatly that 
any of its nationals were involved in 
Afghanistan's war. Or even that al
Qaida had a presence in the country. 
Washington believes otherwise, under
scored by thousands of posters depict
ing bin Laden as an Islamic hero. They 
appeared overnight throughout the 
country after 11 September. 

Eyes In The Sky 
There is strong pressure in the 
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American capital to expand the 
search for members of Osama bin 
Laden's recruits to Africa's Horn, 
which is one of the reason why 
there are now four or five surveil
lance overflights conducted across 
Somalia each week. 

In the U.S. view, according to 
America's Deputy Defense 
Secretary Paul Wollowitz, there is a 
compelling argument for doing so. 
Following the uncovering of caches 

arrived. It was he who offered them 
bases from which to tackle the war
lords and more specifically, the al
Itihaad (AI-AI in U.S. TV media jar
gon), a Somali-based fundamental
ist group with demonstrable links 
to bin Laden. It took a brave man to 
make that kind of gesture. 

of al-Qaida documents in 
Afghanistan, several Somali sites -
including bases at Las Anod, in the 
north, and El Wak, near the Kenyan 

A typical Somalia town between Mogadishu, the capi
tal, and Kismaiyu, one of the country's biggest ports to 
the south. The harbor lies towards the Kenyan border. 

Elsewhere in Somalia, the 
United States is trying to expand 
ties of a more conventional nature. 
In northern Somalia, Washington 
appears to be finalizing a deal to 
use the port and airfield assets at 
Berbera, originally in the greater 
Somalia province of Woqooyi 

and Ethiopian frontiers - have 
been pinpointed as two of the most 
important al-Qaida training bases in 
Africa. 

It has been common knowledge in 
Nairobi for a while now that another al
Qaida staging post was south of the 
port of Kismaiyu, not far from the 
Kenyan border. This was the same facil
ity that was originally implicated in the 
terrorist bombing of U.S. embassies in 

airobi and Dar es Salaam: Explosives 
used in both attacks came from that 
specific camp before they were sent by 
road to Kenya and Tanzania. Each time, 
we've been told in evidence, there were 
Somali couriers in charge. 

More salient, some of those involved 
in a suicide bomb attack on the U.S.S. 
Cole in Aden harbor had Mogadishu 
connections. A Somali woman was 
identified as paymaster: She acquired 
the vehicles needed for the operation. 

A Washington source has also 
shown that outside the Sudan, several 
Somali terrorist bases were among the 
first to have been established abroad by 
the Saudi terrorist leader in the mid
'90s. Other terrorist training camps 
mentioned in a preliminary report on 
Somali terrorism include Boosaaso, in 
the northeast, as well as Ras Kamboni 
Island, off the country's southern coast. 
There is, in addition, a substantial body 
of evidence that implicate fundamental
ists from all of these training bases -
as well as several others whose names 
remain classified, pending U.S. military 
action -- having been active militari
ly in several other regional wars, 
including Chechnya and Kashmir. 

An important consequence of these 
developments is that American defense 
planners are considering several Somali 
sites for expanding a military presence 
in the region. 

Several small groups of American 
Special Forces personnel are known to 
have used Ethiopian military bases to 

stage reconnaissance missions into the 
interior of Somalia. Following the CIA 
meeting with Ethiopian President 
Meles Zenawi, they clandestinely met 
with several northern dissident tribal 
leaders last December: Among these 
dissidents were the commanders of the 
Rahanwein Resistance Army (RRA). 

The authoritative Stratfor Group, of 
Austin, Texas, regards these gestures 
as cumulative and a possible prelude 
to precipitate military action in 
Northeast Africa. 

A Shortage Of Friends 
Enough has emerged about these sor

ties to indicate that Mohamed Ali 
Qalinle, head of the RRA, warmly wel
comed the Americans when they 

Galbeed and now regarded as a de 
facto part of the semi-autonomous 
Somaliland. When Somalia's civil war 
was at its worst, Somaliland hived off 
to a form a government of its own. 

With its capital at Hargeisa - a dirty 
dusty little desert village -Somaliland 
under President Muhammed Ibrahim 
Egal has strived for years to achieve 
international recognition. Djibouti, a 
former French colony to its immediate 
north that is also said to have indeter
minate terrorist links, has worked in 
concert with Mogadishu to thwart this 
effort. Significantly, Djibouti was the 
last port of call of the ship searched for 
terrorist weapons in the English 
Channel in] anuary. 

Continued on page 67 

Abandoned wrecks of Russian fighters and bombers are to be found just about everywhere 
in-country: This was all that was left of one among the bushes at Baledog/e. 
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The Myth of 
"Island America'' 

911 Attacks Not the First! 

Groping for something meaning
ful to say in the wake of 9-11, net
work newsreaders lost no time 
intoning to their TV audiences that 
this tragedy was the first attack on 
the American mainland since the 
war of 1812. Not! 

Astonishing as it may seem, 
the Majored-in-Communica
tions/Flunked History talking 
heads were totally unfamiliar 
with the fact that over the past 
century or so mainland 
America had been bombed, 
torched, strafed, raided and 
shelled by various enemies 
- and that major portions 
of territory now a state had 
even been under extended 

enemy occupation during WWII. 
In addition, there are many unac

knowledged events of the Cold War 
that are not yet ready to take their place 
in history. 

Probably the best-known assaults the 
American mainland suffered were in 
early WWII, at the hands of the 
Japanese. It is interesting that even 
some contemporary newspaper ac
counts, and some historians, have cited 
those first Japanese attacks - naval 
artillery shelling of the Elwood Oil 
Field at Goleta, California - as the first 
time since the War of I812 that the con
tinental United States had come under 
hostile attack. Even then, this was not 
really true, although except activity on 
both sides during the War Between the 
States, the attack on Goleta was the first 
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BY FRANK HOPKINS 

intentional, naval 
bombardment of a state. 

Even though some Navy historians 
have cited Goleta as "the first time in 
the 20th Century that the continental 
United States was struck by gunfire 
from enemy forces afloat," that does not 
consider the incident in World War I 
when a German U-boat accidentally 
shelled the U.S. mainland when they 
overshot their target, a tug with a tow 
of barges off Cape Cod. The site where 
those shells landed is now marked by a 
sign that memorializes the incident. 

Early Attacks 
Historically, the first time the 

California coast came under hostile 
cannon fire it was from a U.S. vessel, as 
California in 1803 belonged to Spain. 

The fire came from the 
U.S. merchant brig 
Leila Byrd, in Spain's 
private lake poaching 
valuable sea otter. When 
the Byrd arrived on 1 7 
March to "take on sup-
plies" at San Diego, the 
Spaniards posted five sol
diers on board to keep an 
eye on the Yanquis. The 
Yanks were soon caught 
smuggling otter pelts on 
board, of course, and the 
Spaniards grabbed three 
sailors and took them back to 
the fort. A Mr. Cleveland, one 
of the ship's ,..owners, lead a 
party ashore and rescued his 
men without firing a shot. 

The Byrd then weighed 
.~ anchor, tied some Spanish sol
~ diers along the gy-riwale to dis-
" %'. J courage the fort from firing its 

eight nine-pound cannon, and set 
sails to escape. During the 90-

round exchange that followed notwith
standing the hostages tied to the gun
wale, the Byrd lost some rigging but 
made good her escape, bringing her 
own six three-pounders to bear on the 
fort. There were no recorded injuries 
on ship or shore. 

In 1818, still under the flag of Spain, 
the Goleta area was attacked by French 
Admiral Hippolyte de Bouchard. He 
anchored two frigates in Refugio Bay 
and sent a party of freebooters ashore 
to sack the town. Bouchard was techni
cally not a pirate, as he was a merce
nary in the employ of Argentina, then 
in a war of independence from Spain. 
With a letter of marque, he was engag
ing in legitimate harassment of Spanish 
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shipping and ports. Mexico, of course, 
fought her own war of independence 
from Spain and became a republic four 
years later. 

In the subsequent U.S. war with 
Mexico, many points in California and 
the Southwest saw heated engage
ments. During the summer and fall of 
1846 there were many expeditions by 
manifestly destined U.S. troops to 
secure Mexican territory for their own. 
Although both sides hotly contested 
Southern California, this was the 
United States attacking Mexico. One 
case where it was Mexico attacking the 
United States, however, was at 
Brownsville (then Fort Texas) , Texas. 

Three future American presidents 
(Zachary Taylor, U.S. Grant and 
Jefferson Davis) fought there, as did 
two Mexican officers who subsequent
ly became presidents of Mexico. 
General Taylor had marched to the Rio 
Grande in February of 1846 to occupy 
a strip that had always been jointly 
claimed by Mexico and the Republic 
(then state) of Texas. 

On the first of May, Taylor departed 
his base at Ft. Texas for Palo Alto, leav
u1g behind a garrison of only 500, and 
on 3 May the Mexicans lay siege to the 
lightly defended fort. On 9 May a 
Mexican cannon ball hit Major Jacob 
Brown of Taylor's 7th Infantry in the 
leg. He died the same day. Upon his 
return to Ft. Texas, General Taylor 
renamed it Ft. Brown in honor of his 
fallen comrade, and when the town 
grew it was known as Brownsville. 

World War I On the Border 
During World War I, raids by assort-

Damage recorded at time of L.A. attack 
was all from "friendly" AA duds falling to 
earth and exploding. This one at L. G. 
Landis residence would have nailed Miss 
Blanche Sedgwick and her niece, Josie 
Duffy, in bed, had they not gotten up to 
watch the fireworks. 

ed Mexican "banditos" along the border 
were sponsored and equipped by the 
German government as the initial stage 
of a grand scheme to foment a sepa
ratist nation to be composed of former 
Spanish holdings in Texas , New 
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado and 
California that would be favorable to 
German interests. 

Just what liaison existed between 
Germany and Japan in that time frame 
is not known, but Japanese were also 
involved in training Mexican operatives 
in the use of explosives. Japan had 
already tendered an offer to buy the 
Baja Peninsula from certain of the fac
tions in Mexico (who hoped to use the 
proceeds to fight other factions). 

Congress held hearings under the 
auspices of the Fall Committee to 
investigate the implications of docu
ments captured at McMullen, Texas, in 

Japanese sub sneaked in with Astoria fishing fleet, shelled Ft. Steven, Oregon, in June 
1942. Major damage was to a baseball backstop and this skunk-cabbage swamp. Lt. Col. 
Porter Gregory fishes crater for souvenir shell fragments. (Locals just busted up old cook 
stoves tor fragments to sell to tourists.) 
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1915 from a Mexican national, which 
outlined this "Plan of San Diego." Also 
investigated was an intercepted 
telegram from German foreign officer 
Dr. Alfred Zimmerman to the German 
ambassador to Mexico. This message 
reiterated the German proposal to 
form a separatist nation, and promised 
large-scale German technical and mate
rial assistance. 

The proposed formation of a break
away nation for Latinos, Negroes , 
Native Americans and Japanese was 
probably not something the Germans 
thought would produce a particularly 
viable ally: It was only hoped that such 
an insurrection would keep the United 
States occupied and out of the War to 
End All Wars, then raging in Europe. 
Although it might have looked good on 
paper in Berlin, the way it worked out 
was that "Blackjack" Pershing earned 
his spurs along the border, then went to 
France and helped kick the Kaiser's 
butt. C'est le guene. 

German sponsorship of the bandito 
raids and sabotage along America's 
southern border was well documented, 
and yielded many captured German 
weapons. Once they identified them, 
the banditos did not raid nor harm eth
nic Germans north of the border. 
Captured banditos testified they had 
been promised extensive aid from "the 
Aleman" (Germany). There was also ' 
official Mexican assistance to known 
German agents (rail and telephone 
passes, etc.) , but in the final analysis 
the attacks were more of a police prob
lem tlian a viable military campaign. 

Melly Clistmas, Yankee Dog 
To continue their momentum after 

the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Japanese 
had planned a large-scale, orchestrated 
attack on all important and accessible 
West Coast American cities - or their 
nearest lighthouse - for Christmas 
Eve, 1941. 

The Japanese planned to position 
nine submarines, seven of which carried 
amphibian Glen light bombers, as fol
lows: 1-26 off Cape Flattery in the Straits 
of Juan de Fuca, 1-25 off Cape 
Disappointment at the mouth of the 
Columbia River, 1-9 off Cape Mendocino, 
1-15 off San Francisco, 1-23 off Monterey 
Bay, 1-21 off Estero Bay, 1-19 off Los 
Angeles, and the 1-10 off San Diego. 

The salient feature of the 1-15 Class 
submarine was that they were designed 
to carry their amphibian bomber in a 
watertight hangar and catapult it from 
the forward deck The combination of a 
5.5-inch gun, torpedoes , and bomber-
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launching capability made the I-15 
Class subs an effective scouting and 
harassment weapon, used to solid 
effect all along the West Coast from 
California to the Aleutians. 

The Japanese hoped that such large
scale shelling and bombing would cre
ate fear and confusion among the 
American people and cause the United 
States to hold back large numbers of 
naval, land and air forces for defense of 
the American mainland, which then 
could not be used against the Japanese 
in the Pacific. 

This might have been the case had 
the attack proceeded, but the Japanese 
lost courage and the attack was not to 
be. After the attacks on Pearl Harbor 
and American shipping in the Pacific, 
the Americans had mobilized every
thing that could fly or float to patrol the 
West Coast. The Japanese did not want 
to risk their daring undersea raiders to 
these "very severe" counter-measures, 
and the week before Christmas the 
Japanese Submarine Force Department 
ordered the fleet back to Kwajalein. 
The Japanese sub fleet was spotted at 
Kwajalein and attacked by U.S. naval 
air forces, and it was in reprisal for this 
that Goleta, California, was attacked. 

Badgering the Eagle 
As World War II progressed, howev

er, the Japanese submarine fleet would 
come to strike the West Coast of main
land America again and again with 
artillery and bombers. The I-25 
attacked Oregon three times in 1942: 
She shelled Battery Russel at Ft. 
Stevens (with damage only to a swamp, 
some wires and a baseball backstop) 
and twice launched her amphibian 
bomber to drop incendiary bombs on 
the forests of southwestern Oregon 

Most Japanese 1-15 class subs carried a 
Glen (Type Zero E14Y1) f/oatplane designed 
at Yokosuka Navy Arsenal and built by 
Kyushu. Craft was started inside deck 
hangar, then rolled out and its wings unfold
ed; launched by catapult, retrieved at mis
sion 's end with crane. Such a plane from the 
1-25 twice bombed southern Oregon. 

(again with little effect, due to the cli
mate and weather). The Japanese torpe
doed many merchant vessels in coastal 
waters, and shelled Point Estewan, 
British Columbia. Their most telling 
role, of course, was in the repeated 
sinking of unarmed Allied shipping 
during the early stages of the war. 

Aside from the extensive Japanese 
air attacks on Dutch Harbor, Alaska, 
before they occupied the Aleutian 
Islands of Kiska and Attu, probably the 
most substantial damage inflicted on 
actual American states was done by 
their terrorist ordnance balloons, many 
of which made it over the Rockies into 

the American Heartland. The only 
deaths recorded from these unmanned 
balloons were a woman and fi.ve chil
dren of a Sunday-school picnic in 
southern Oregon. Had they been 
launched in the dry part of the year the 
results could have been devastating, 
but the minimal results they did 
achieve were kept so secret the 
Japanese assumed they were not reach
ing their target, and abandoned the pro
gram in favor of spending their waning 
resources elsewhere. The balloons 
came down in Alaska, Alberta, Arizona, 
British Columbia, California, 
Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, 
Manitoba, Mexico, Michigan, Montana, 
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, 
Oregon, Saskatchewan, South Dakota, 
Texas, Utah, Washington, Wyoming 
and the Yukon Territory - some even 
came down at sea a couple hundred 
miles from Tokyo! 

The Battle or Los Angeles 
The most dramatic attack on the 

American mainland in WWII may or 
may not have happened, as the Fog of 
Battle is not necessarily predicated 
upon having a battle. The "Battle of 
Los Angeles" is a case in point. The day 
after Pearl Harbor, the Los Angeles 
Harbor Defense Journals contained the 
following rather hysterical entries: 

• from the Chief of Naval 
Operations: Secret Intelligence Rating 
Affirm indicates attach 011 west coast by 
this same or another raiding f01:ce as 
soon as ]ap ships can get into position . .. 
attach expected to be by dive bombers 
and torpedo planes accompanied by sub
marine attachs from inside harbors. You 
will talie steps so far as lies within your 
power in cooperation with Army to pre
vent repetition of successes at Hawaii and 

The Japanese bombed Dutch Harbor, Alaska, twice, causing 78 
deaths and the loss of 14 American aircraft, at about the time 
Yamamoto was losing tour major carriers and thousands of men 
at Midway. 

When Japanese sub shelled the target-rich environs of the Elwood 
oil field at Goleta, California in February 1942, they only caused 
about $500 damage to docks and sheds, missing tank farm com
pletely. Arty commander Capt. Barney Hagen (kneeling) examines 
damage to oil pier. 
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to destroy enemy carriers . .. 
• from the Assistant Commandant, 

11th Naval District, Long Beach: We 
may expect an attach at dawn ... 

• from the 4th Interceptor 
Command: Attach by enemy aviation, 
sub and si11face craft imminent tonight. 
All precautions will be tahen against 
surprise ... 

• from Assistant Commandant, 11th 
Naval District: San Francisco and 

"' Seattle being attached . . . -@ • 
.s:: 

Although the actual effect of the sub- '; L__,_ __ 
2
,,,,... _----'...aou...t.:l!!,__--',,__,Jlll'.J-...::!Lll 

sequent shelling of the Elwood Oil ~ -~-. ---~ 
Fields at Goleta would be minimal, the .gi • 

Thousands of terrorist 
balloon bombs were 
launched from ldaraki 
Prefecture; this one, 
sans bomb, made it as 
far as the Roland North 
farm in Bigelow, Kansas, 
where it snagged a tree 
in February 1945. (inset) 
Many carried 33-pound 
anti-personnel bomb, 
one of which killed a 
woman and five kids in 
Oregon; incendiaries 
were also carried. 

psychological effect had been to illus- ~ :· -~~-; ' 
trate to all concerned that the war had <e :- • 

come home, and that America was vul
nerable to attack by a foreign invader. 
How vulnerable? The earliest contin
gency plans called for making the stand 
at the Rocky Mountains, to protect the , , 
industrial heartland. Fortunately, the 
Japanese realized they were overex
tended, but did not know how unpre
pared was the United States, and took 
into careful consideration that the 
American people were well armed and 
would fight. 

The night following the 23 February 
1941 attack on Goleta by the I-17 saw 
many nervous alerts, but they were all 
canceled by 2230. Early the next morn
ing the then-new radar picked up a 
plane and AA units got ready to fire. 
Pursuit planes scrambled, awaiting 
definitive information on the number 
and location of the attacking Jap 
planes. Radar trackers followed a blip 
to within a few miles of shore by 0220. 
A blackout was plit into effect. Citizens 
swamped the switchboards with 
reports of enemy planes. Enemy planes 
were reported over Long Beach. 

A coastal artillery unit spotted a for
mation of two-dozen planes at 12,000 
feet over Los Angeles. The 205th AA 
unit launched a meteorological balloon 
with a red flare over Santa Monica. At 
0300 four AA batteries opened up on it, 
which really pulled the rag off the bush. 

Almost immediately the air over Los 
Angeles became a hurricane of flying 
steel as AA batteries opened up on each 
other's airbursts. For the next three 
hours Japanese planes flew out of the 
public imagination and swarmed across 
our shores like armed lemmings. Some 
came singly, some in massive forma
tions, some at treetop, some at great 
height, some at stall speed, some racing 
toward vulnerable targets inland. 

Filter centers were awash with con
flicting reports. The skies were awash 
with fire and light while shrapnel, lack-

ing a target, fell to earth in a constant 
rain from the 1,440 rounds that were 
sent aloft. History records that the 
sober light of dawn disclosed few casu
alties: there was one heart attack and 
spent shell fragments perforated as 
trolley car, and a dud AA round fell to 
earth at the Hugh Landis residence, 
where it exploded and blew holes in his 
house and garage, and punctured the 
gas tank on his car. 

The Navy maintained there was 
never any evidence of enemy planes. 
Since the Army started the shooting, 
they didn't want to talk about it. The 
later, official, explanation by Secretary 
of War Stimson was that there were two 
possibilities - the Japanese flew "com
mercial" planes from secret airfields in 
Mexico, or that these were light planes 
launched fromJapanese submarines. 

Unaware the second possibility cited 
by Secretary Stimson really coitld have 
been true, the public did not buy either 
official explanation. Secretary of the 
Navy Knox continued to say there were 
no planes. Anny commanders modified 
their statements from having spotted 
planes to a "belief' that one to five enemy 
planes had been over Los Angeles. 

This prompted the Washington Post 
to ask why, if we thought theJaps were 
piloting five planes over the city, didn't 
we send up some fighters? Well, were 
we the local Air Corps commander, 
we'd surely have had second thoughts 
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about senuing our fighters into such a 
maelstrom of our own flak. 

The answer that evolved at the time 
was simple: Nervous AA batteries, like 
the press, sometimes have problems of 
perception. And AA batteries, like the 
press, are wont to shoot quickly and 
loudly - but not always accurately. 

The definitive history, however, 
should record that at least one plane 
was shot down. SOF reader David 
Nixon was eye-witness to a plane that 
was "yellow, with the red-dot" insignia 
being hit in the air, to crash in flames 
off Belmont Shore Boulevard in Long 
Beach. Could this have been the "com
mercial" plane to which Secretary 
Stimson alluded? Nixon's older friend 
Forest Bacon was on the crew that 
picked up the downed plane, and his 
uncle, then serving with ONI, apolo
gized to Nixon before his death for hav
ing denied what Nixon saw. Aside from 
the inevitable fog, the first casualty of 
war often is the truth. 

You-All Come Back, Heah? 
Meanwhile, back at the Goleta oil

fields, the frustrated artillerymen who 
had been unequipped to fire back at the 
initial attack, now had new 105mm how
itzers and were lying in wait. It was 
assumed the Japanese would return once 
they realized they had barely scratched 
this important target, and trap was set. 

First Sergeant Newman and 
Lieutenant Jasper Stevens spent three 
nights secretly stringing commo wire 
along the seaside oil wharves. Under 
cover of darkness new 105mm how
itzers from Battery C, then bivouacked 
at Garden City, were dismantled and 
brought to the Barnsdall and Signal 
docks at Goleta in commercial moving 
vans. Gunners accompanied their guns 
dressed as oil workers in civvies, armed 
only with a GI .45 stock in their belt. 

Only the gun sections of Battery C 
came to Goleta. , the remainder staying 
in Santa Barbara. Battery A then overt
ly left their beach positions and moved 
generally southward. They left behind 
Quaker guns in their organic positions, 
to give the impression they were no 
longer needed there. 

At Goleta they built small shacks, 
just big enough to hide a 105 and witl1 
break-away sides, at the end of the oil 
piers. The crews climbed below the 
wharves to the "partially cleaned out" 
oil pits, getting as comfortable as they 
could, and waited like spiders for the 
Japs to return. 

Continued on page 78 
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1nes: 
Round Two In "GWOT" 

More Than Meets the Eye 
BY DR. TOM MARKS 

N ow that the Philippines has become the "second 
front" in the aptly called "Global War On 
Terrorism" - GWOT - the prophets of doom 
and gloom have again found their stride. 

Surely, they argue, this is all a mistake, a blunder of 
some magnitude! Indeed, could it be, unlike Afghanistan, 
"another Vietnam?" 

It's astonishing how quickly that phrase, like a Stealth 
bomber, has flown back into the discussions from 
Washington to Hawaii. 

In the latter, the liberal Honolulu Advertiser gravely 
warned in editorial comment (not once but twice!) that 
"our current concern must not lead us into a quagmire not 
of our making and over which we will never have adequate 
control." 

Lest the point be missed, the paper intoned: "If con
ducted with the greatest restraint and discretion, the U.S. 
mission can benefit the Philippines even as it achieves a 
U.S. objective by terminating an al-Qaida [AQ] link. But, as 
we learned in Vietnam, the dangers of unintended conse
quences are high." 

In Washington itself, not to be outdone at home, 
Representative Neil Abercrombie CD-Hawaii) - now 
spelled here, in PC fashion, Hawai'i - asked for hearings 
of the House Armed Services Committee "at the earliest 
opportunity." 

He was concerned, he observed, that the various terms 
for the U.S. presence, such as "exercise" and "training 
opportunity," were being used "to mask the truth - that 
American soldiers have been sent into a hostile area to help 
kill or capture members of a criminal organization." 

Makes sense to me. Doesn't even seem that perplexing. 
We used to take pride in singing that line in the Marine 
Corps hymn, which ends with " ... to the shores of Tripoli." 

Of course, that isn't really Neil's point. That's the 
Vietnam bogey: 

"[B]efore embarking on an enterprise as problematic as 
the one in the Philippines, we owe the American public and 
our military personnel a clearer definition of what we are 
doing and how we intend to do it." 

True, there are those who could rightly point out that pub
lic discussion of missions and means aren't quite how cam
paigns are conducted. Still, the Representative does have a 
point. Where's the Philippines and what are we doing there? 

Problem With A long History 
If you have to ask that question, though, it can only mean 

you haven't been reading Soldier Of Fortune. The magazine has 
been in the field with the troops for longer than two decades. 

Most of our work has covered the fight against the 
Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) and its New 
People's Army (NPA). Yet, regularly, the Muslim conflict in 
the Mindanao area would require an SOF presence. It is this 
battle that has now drawn our national attention. 

Its parameters hardly need detailing. Even as Manila faced 
a burgeoning communist threat in the 1970s, it found itself 
distracted by the need to address the separatist struggle of 
the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) in the southern 
islands (see Sidebar). 

Continued efforts by the MNLF to reach a settlement with 
the Christian-dominated government led to the breakaway in 
1978 of a more radical group, the Moro Islamic Liberation 
Front (MILF). Even more radical than either the MNLF or 
MILF was yet a third splinter, formed in 1990, the Abu 
Sayyaf Group (ASG). 

Key distinctions between the three lay in their degree of 
Islamism. While MNLF was secular in its goals, willing to 
accept non-believers within an independent or autonomous 
Muslim polity, MILF demanded creation of an independent 
state ruled by Islamic law. ASG took this a final step in view
ing as unfit even nonfundamentalist strands of Islam. 

Cause of the splits lay in trends within the Islamic world, 
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now much more familiar to us than before "9-11." These have 
seen the dominant, tolerant Sunni thread challenged by rad
ical Shiite interpretations - as best exemplified by Iran -
and still further by the ultra-orthodox Wahhibism of Taliban 
- and, significantly - Saudi Arabia. 

It was through increasing expatriate work in the Middle 
East - especially Saudi Arabia - and participation in the 
Saudi and Pakistani-dominated Muslim resistance against 
Soviet invasion in Afghanistan, that Filipino Muslims 
brought home a virulent form of Islam not common in the 
live-and-let-live world of Southeast Asia. This combined with 
local circumstances to produce the intolerance so salient in 
MILF, as well as the Frankenstein-like actions of ASG. 

Manila has met these developments with a combination of 
"right and left hand," with a combined military and political 
response. The "MNLF problem," for example, was apparent
ly "solved" in 1996, during the presidency of Fidel Ramos 
(1992-98), with the formation of an Autonomous Region in 
Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) comprised of four provinces in 
Mindanao: Sulu, Tawi, Tawi, Maguindanao, and lanao de! 
Sur. In the local elections that followed, the MNLF emerged 
victorious, and Nur Misuari was elected governor. 

MILF intransigence, though, ultimately resulted in the 
resumption of full-scale military operations in April-May 
2000 at the order of President Joseph Estrada, shortly before 
his impeachment on various corruption charges. His succes
sor, vice-president Gloria Macapagal Arroyo (GMA), who 
assumed office in January 2001 , suspended the "all out war" 

against the MILF the very next month in favor of renewed 
negotiations. 

These continue. A particular sticking point is the MILF 
demand that its major military base and training areas, 
which had fallen to the AFP assault, be returned. This, the 
government has been unwilling to do. 

The very existence of the issue, however, shines a spot
light on the weakest element of Manila's approach to date: 
the toleration of major concentrations of separatist mili
tary power within the national boundaries. Allowing their 
existence, far from serving to facilitate peaceful resolution 
of grievances, has merely led to a higher level of violence 
each time impasse has given way to martial strife. 

For the MILF has merely used the breathing space to 
beef up its military formations and to up dramatically 
training and arms acquisitions. More crucially, disgruntled 
Islamists have decamped to join ASG. 

ASG itself remains controversial in much the same man
ner as FARC in Colombia: It does a great deal of nasty stuff 
- the same trio as found down Bogota Way - drugs, kid
napping, extortion - so can ASG "really" be a political 
body? This leads us to where Representative Neil came in. 

The Saudi "9-11" groupies - and bin laden himself -

Armed U.S. SF soldier on recon mission around Basilan Island. 
U.S. forces are part of joint military exercise aimed at destroy
ing Muslim extremist group Abu Sayyaf - linked to Osama bin 
Laden's terror network. 



have emphasized the point that poverty is not the source of 
terrorism. Yet societal dysfunction provides the grievances 
that allow ideologically-minded types to proffer "solutions." 

If they take the time and possess the discipline to mobi
lize the potential mass base into an alternative society, an 
infrastructure (normally clandestine), we have insurgency. 
If they simply strike out, using potential followers as little 
more than a support base for a strategic approach which 
cannot lift itself beyond violence, we end up with terror
ism. In either case, mistakes can be made. 

ASG, then, certainly thinks of itself as fighting "the 
good fight. " That it is organizationally lazy in a manner 
rarely tolerated by either the CPP or the Islamic radical 
organizations, MNLF and MILF, is also the case. This is 
the very reason the group is vulnerable - it has alienated 
a lot of folks. 

Increasingly, ASG has taken the "easy way out," forego
ing the difficult work of "armed politics" for the easy pick
ings of crime. Most of its victims are fellow Filipinos. Hence, 
if they can be protected, informants are in easy supply. 

Be this as it may, what has not changed is the willing
ness of both MNLF and MILF to tolerate ASG actions, and 
the ease with which individual ASG combatants move in 
and out of those Islamic bodies. For, when all is said and 
done, they remain "fellow fighters" in the larger Islamic 
struggle for "justice" within the Philippines. 

So how did these criminals come to be a U.S. target? 

Emergence or A Terrorist Threat 
Had ASG "left it at that," it would be a local law and 

order problem. Instead, it has increasingly worked with 
other groups to destabilize both the Philippines and the 
likes of Malaysia and Indonesia. 

The most glaring illustration of the first: When Nur 

Misuari found himself ousted from the MNLF leadership and 
subject to a scheduled gubernatorial vote which he was sure 
to lose, he led his followers in an ugly revolt and then fled to 
Malaysia (where he was detained in November 2001 and sub
sequently extradited back to the Philippines). His manpower 
had been trained by and included ASG elements. 

To illustrate the second: Evidence uncovered by 
Indonesian and Malaysian intelligence has fingered ASG and 
its international ties in the ongoing radical Islamic revolts 
going on in both countries. That in Indonesia has reached the 
guerrilla war stage in Aceh and other areas; that in Malaysia 
remains in the organizational stage. 

It was this reality that confronted the Bush administration 
in the aftermath of 9-11. Faced with the State Department's 
inability to do much of anything in a timely, coordinated fash
ion - as called for in a war effort - the administration 
asked each CINC (our regional military commanders-in
chieO to submit recommendations for follow-on targets (i.e. 
"AG time," After Afghanistan). 

Apparently, CINCPAC's (Commander-in-Chief, Pacific) 
recommendation on the Philippines was timely, persuasive, 
and "do-able." These three factors were inextricably linked 
- and cannot be separated in the case of "why the 
Philippines?" 

Unlike much press speculation, ASG was not chosen due 
to the recent kidnapping of U.S. citizens per se. Neither was 
the U.S. attacking "the Muslim problem" outlined above. 
Instead, it was focusing upon raising the Philippine capacity 
to deal with the specific facet of the Muslim problem, which 
has been of concern to us: the radical fringe, of which ASG 
was the organizational target. 

To that end, the cutting edge was the deployment of sev
eral Special Forces (SF) companies from several battalions of 
the 1st Special Forces Group (Airborne), headquartered at 

Ft. Lewis (with troops moving from 
both there and Okinawa). To support 
them, a reported additional 600 ser
vicemen were deployed. With them, as 
impact assistance to the AFP, went an 
ostensible $100 million in arms and 
equipment grants (a figure official 
sources have been unable to confirm). 

Provisions of the post-Marcos rewrit
ing of the Philippine constitution pro
hibited foreign forces from engaging in 
combat on Manila's soil, so the sobriquet 
"exercise" was adopted. On the ground, 
the SF troopers were under no illusions 
as to their mission. "FID and COIN," 
said one. "UW and FID," said another. 

Why are we in the Philippines? If you have to ask that question, though, it can only 
mean you haven't been reading Soldier Of Fortune. The magazine has been in the field 
with the troops for longer than two decades. 

Cutting through the confusion of 
acronyms created by our post-Vietnam 
military, SF was being sent to do what 
SF has always done when our allies are 
threatened from within - impart the 
skills of "internal war." That we've 
proved rather more adept at the mili
tary side of the equation than "hearts 
and minds" is precisely what worries 
the critics. 
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Filipino Scout Rangers are briefed prior to training mission at 
Scout Ranger base camp on Basilan Island as part of joint U.S.
Philippine military exercises. 

Not so the SE True, the most visible component of our 
effort, the "joint training patrols" to be conducted with 
Filipino forces, is designed to impart the warfighting skills 
which have just made Taliban collapse. But the real point is to 
"foster synergy" as one SF Major put it to me. 

That is , what makes us so dangerous on the battlefield in 
the New World Order is neither our training nor our tech
nology so much as the manner in which we put all the pieces 
together. It has been the inability of army after army to make 
the gears of modern military power mesh which has led to 

U.S. Air Force personnel guide Humvee out of C-130 transport 
plane at Edwin Andrews airbase in southern port city of 
Zamboanga, Philippines. 

their undoing - hapless Iran and Iraq in their 8-year 
mutual bloodletting come immediately to mind, followed 
by the pathetic display of Baghdad in the Gulf War. 

Manila has long experience in counterinsurgency and 
has done quite well in its recent conflicts - it was victori
ous against the CPP while we were losing in Vietnam. 
Nevertheless, in the aftermath of the CPP campaign (see 
Sidebar), Filipino forces were allowed to deteriorate and 
reached a dangerous point of material shortcoming. Enter 
the U.S . Cavalry. 

Armed confrontation between the 
MNLF's military wing, the Bangsa Moro 
Army (BMA), and the Armed Forces of 
the Philippines (AFP) erupted after 
Ferdinand Marcos' 1972 declaration of 
martial law, peaked during 1973-75, 
and remained in a state of political and 
military standoff after a 1977 ceasefire 
collapsed. Thereafter, the war was 

Background 
To Conflict 

There was some cooperation 
between the MNLF and the CPP 
Though it could certainly be held that 
the goals of the communists were in 
conflict with those of the Muslims, 
"progressive" Muslim elements 
favored such cooperation. And MNLF 
leader Nur Misuari not only had 

smaller than it had been in 1973-75, but it still killed thou
sands each year. 

The impact upon the military was enormous, as it expand
ed substantially. By mid-1982, the combined total of army, 
marine, and PC combat battalions numbered 70 (later 71). At 
the height of the fighting, most of which was conventional in 
nature, a single army brigade commanded by Salvador Mison 
- who would eventually become the Number Two in the 
entire AFP system - had assigned to it on Mindanao 12 
maneuver battalions - a larger force than had been available 
to the entire army in 1972! 

As late as 1978, in fact, nearly 80% of all available govern
ment maneuver battalions were committed against a BMA 
force once estimated at 30,000, later reduced to 10-12,000, 
rather than against the more urgent threat, the CPP's New 
People's Army (NPA). It was only in 1982 that even half of the 
military's available maneuver assets were thrown into the 
counterinsurgency campaign. A comparable amount of assets 
remained tied up with the MNLF problem. 

known CPP leader Jose Ma. Sison, but 
had for a brief time actually been a CPP member. 

In time, even the more traditional leaders, who saw 
communism as anathema to all the Muslim religion rep
resented, were willing to sanction some degree of tactical 
coordination. The general CPP approach to revolt also 
presented lessons, which the MNLF absorbed. 

Hence, even as the CPP began to expand substantially 
in the decade of the 1980s - and the Filipino economy 
sputtered - the MNLF revolt remained an ongoing 
proposition which tied up approximately half of the 
Philippine armed forces and served as a costly drain on 
scarce resources . 

Had the Muslims been willing to effect a joint operation 
with the communists - an unlikely yet possible proposi
tion - Manila would have faced serious difficulties in 
responding. As it was, the dramatic expansion of the armed 
forces which was required to meet the threat of the MNLF 
revolt actually provided additional forces which were even
tually shifted to fight the NPA. 



To return to the details outlined above, Islamic radical
ism, at the time SOF was focusing upon the counterinsur
gency against the CPP, was represented principally by the 
MNLF It was supplanted by the MILE 

Though Filipino Muslim veterans of the Afghan conflict 
returned in some numbers to the MILF (and even to the 
MNLF), it was in ASG that the real hard core found a 
home. ASG included in its schemes the same sort of plans, 
which we have seen, exposed all over the world since 9-11. 
In particular, it saw itself not only as local Filipino 
Islamists but also as part of the larger struggle against 
"America, Christians, and Jews." 

Thus it sent personnel to AQ camps in Afghanistan and 
provided safe havens and personnel for radical Islamic 
schemes. In 1995, Filipino police thwarted an AQ plot, 
based in the Philippines and led by Ramzi Yousef of the 
1993 World Trade Center bombing, to simultaneously 
bring down 11 American airliners (using bombs with 
timers), as well as to assassinate the Pope, who was sched
uled to visit Manila. 

Similarly, when Singapore police in January of this year 
arrested 13 members of an AQ sleeper cell there, links with 
Islamic radicals in Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines 
were discovered which led to further arrests. 

It is precisely this sort of connection which ultimately 
prompted the "Philippines next" decision, not individual 
kidnappings or even the larger threat of Filipino Islamic 
radicalism. 

And the Philippines is a particularly appropriate target. 
For AQ is a terrorist group of a particular kind, a true 
multinational. All its manpower has come from "some
where else," and it makes its bases "wherever." 

In particular, its leadership has been generated by the 
various Islamic radical insurgencies presently going on in 
the likes of Saudi Arabia (pretty low key), Egypt (ham-

Most of our work has covered the fight against the Communist 
Party of the Philippines (CPP) and its New People's Army (NPA). 
Yet, regularly, the Muslim conflict in the Mindanao area would 
require an SOF presence. 

When last SOF left the Communist 
Party of the Philippines, or CPP (see 
"The 'Tet' That Never Was: The Faded 
Banner of Philippine Communism," 
June 1997), the movement was down 
for the mandatory 8-count. Unable to 
deal with the government's Lambat 
Betag ("Net Trap") campaign strategy, 
the CPP saw its combatant forces in the 
New People's Army (NPA), which at 
their 1987 peak had numbered 25,200, 

Whatever 
Happened To 

economic development, which had been 
put on hold in order to deal with the 
communists, Manila downgraded the 
threat to one of "law and order" rather 
than "insurgency." 

Emergency legislation was termi
nated, the CPP was declared a legal 
entity, and the Philippine National 
Police (PNP) were given total coun
terinsurgency responsibilities in 21 of 

The CPP? 
down to what the order-of-battle put at 
just over 6,000 (other sources claimed closer to 4,000). 

Its National Democratic Front had turned to open oppo
sition; and its mass base was deserting in droves, to the 
extent that some 80% had gone over to the government 
side by the early 1990s. Intra-CPP factionalism ripped the 
party into at least three identifiable factions, and in the 
most solidly infiltrated island of all, Negros, a rival 
Revolutionary Proletarian Army (RPA) dwarfed in size the 
NPA remnants. 

It was at this point that the Philippines stumbled. 
Turning its attention to pressing matters of political and 

the 7 4 provinces and several other 
smaller areas nationwide. Government 

figures in 1994 listed the PNP as responsible for security in 
30,000 villages (barangay) as opposed to 12,000, which 
remained the AFP's responsibility. Plans were well under
way to turn the entire counterinsurgency mission to the 
PNP as called for by law. 

To carry out the cutting edge functions hitherto done by 
the military, a police Special Action Force (SAF) was formed, 
manned in larger part by former Philippine Constabulary 
members, that body having been disbanded in 1992. So 
changed was the overall security environment that some 
Philippine politicians called for the abolition of the key link 
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mered of late but still there) , and Algeria (virulent even 
now). The manpower has come from Muslim communities 
worldwide (even America) but generally from the margin
alised strata so prevalent in the likes of Pakistan and Yemen 
- or the southern Philippines. 

In this respect, the Filipino Muslim community is a par
ticularly dangerous group for several seasons: 

• It fits the profile just detailed and, in fact, has sent 
numerous individuals to the AQ fold. Many of them have 
returned to the Philippines. 

• There, they have engaged in increasingly more danger
ous anti-US actions such as the 1995-planned spectacular. 
Those who have not "hid out" with ASG specifically have 
nonetheless made use of the radical Islamic fringe which is 
ASG's support base. 

• Further, the widespread facility with English of 
Filipinos and the extensive presence of Filipino expatriates 
globally provides a receptive "medium" for AQ operatives in 
which to operate. 

• Intelligence has pointed to a growing number of such 
operatives being produced within the Philippines itself -
ASG having reached a critical mass such that it had begun to 
attract any radical, aggrieved Muslim determined to make a 
personal statement. 

• This radicalism, in turn, was reaching back into both the 
MNLF and MILF - both of which remain heavily armed -
turning the "problem" in the Muslim southern Philippines into 
a larger threat to the territorial integrity of a friendly state. 

• Further, from their haven in the southern Philippines, 
these same radical Islamic elements were effecting ties 
with other Southeast Asian Islamic radicals , thus con
fronting the US with the specter of a much larger problem 
in the not-too-distant future. 

At this point, one needs to factor in the other two ele-

in the chain of victory, the local 
militia, or Citizen Armed Forces 
Geographical Units (CAFGU) . 

Though the unit was not dis
banded, numbers in the "Regular 
CAFGU" were cut sharply, and 
the "strike force" capability 
embodied in the "Special 
CAFGU" was eliminated. 

All of this coincided with the 
failure of the Philippine Senate to 
ratify the Philippine American 
Cooperation Treaty of 1991 
(PACT) and the consequent departure of the American 
presence. 

Into the vacuum stepped the still dangerous CPP. led by 
its founder and previous head, Jose Ma. Sison, the party 
patiently mobilized marginalised individuals into its mass 
base, returned fighting fronts to its order-of-battle, and 
formed guerrilla units . Assassinations reappeared, and "rev
olutionary taxation" (kidnapping and extortion) assumed a 
greater proportion of the CPP funding effort than had histor
ically been the case. 
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ments mentioned earlier. The statement from CINCPAC 
detailing the above - or something close to it - lands on 
the desk of the policy planners "before the others," and the 
problem is a slice (of the larger problem) which is "do
able" - and involves a U.S. ally of longstanding, to boot. 

Naturally, if one reads back through past SOF articles, it 
should be clear that we hold rather a higher opinion of the 
Filipino security forces than many - we think we know 
them better than critics. They can do a good job. 

They suffer from the same problems as , again, the 
Colombian forces: a lack of operational funding and a lack 
of key pieces of equipment. The reason is not hard to find 
- a country the size of North and South Vietnam com
bined, with 80 million people, has a GDP of but $60 bil
lion. (Singapore, with 4 million people, has a GDP of $100 
billion - so does Colombia, with half the Filipino popula
tion and similar problems.) That's why our aid can serve as 
such a force multiplier. 

As GMA herself has astutely pointed out, poverty does 
serve as a breeding ground for "grievance guerrillas." Yet, 
increasingly, what we see taking the field are not those 
committed to fighting for social justice but those commit
ted to wreaking mayhem. 

For those such as ASG, everyone is the enemy. In words 
captured in Ramzi Yousef's computer: "All people who sup
port the U.S. government are our targets in our future 
plans and that is because all those people are responsible 
for their government's actions and they support the US for
eign policy and are satisfied with it. " 

A "criminal organization" could not have said it any 
better! Sounds like a group we need to help an ally "kill 
or capture." 

Dr. Toni Marks is a West Point grad and a fYequent con
tributor to SOE ~ 

By the tin1e President Ramos' 
single 6-year term as president 
was up in 1998- his place to be 
taken by his vice president, for
mer actor Joseph Estrada - the 
CPP was in reasonable shape. Its 
debilitating factionalism had 
been arrested, and NPA combat
ants were back up to a solid level 
which now is put at 13,000. 

The CPP has been unable as 
yet to reconstitute its mass 
base - after two bloody wars 

courtesy of those who would force "people's democracy" 
down the throats of the populace, communists are less 
than popular. Still, it has proved capable of inflicting 
pain. An 11 February 2001 attack on a small detachment 
in Samar Province (where SOF has operated since early 
1986), for instance, saw 7 soldiers killed , 5 wounded; 
and a mid-November ambush in Davao Oriental Province 
left a reported 18 army dead and 6 wounded - appar
ently, the single largest military combat loss to NPA 
action in at least a decade. 



Sitrep From Afghanistan 

ilitary personnel returning from 
the war on terrorism in Afghanistan 

have told Soldier Of Fortune some shock
ing information. Sources tell of confirmed 
kills so high that the numbers are stag
gering, if not mind-boggling. Most are 
claiming that fighting the al-Qa'ida was 
like shooting fish in a barrel. The enemy 
used the highly unsuccessful shooting 
position lmown as the "Iraqi Offhand," in 
which the AK-4 7 is held over the head 
and sprayed at the opponent in a haphaz
ard, mostly ineffective manner. 

Unconfirmed body counts are number
ing 90 to 120 per man. One body count 
alleged by a U.S. Army sniper was 300 
killed in a month-and-a-half. These num
bers are incredible at first glance, but may 
be plausible if one thinks about the terrain 
and weapons systems that our military 
personnel are employing. Most of 
Afghanistan is wide-open terrain perfect 
for long-range shooting, as long as one can 

, . 
' t, 

read wind effectively. In other words, Afghanistan is alleged to 
be a sniper's paradise. The enemy can be engaged from a dis
tance relatively safe to the shooter, due to weapon capabili
ties, and with the use of supporting arms, those al-Qa'ida try
ing to run away are cut off by mortar, artillery and close-air 
support. So it may be safe to say that the weapon with the 
most confirmed kills to its name is the radio used in calling in 
supporting arms fire. Although we do not lmow whether the 
body counts are including airstrikes and supporting arms fire 
called in upon the enemy. 

Soldier Of Fortune can neither confirm nor deny these 
body count numbers. We find these numbers confounding 
and somewhat inflated, although it has been confirmed by 
more than one source, all of which are in separate units, and 
in some cases, in separate services. 

The military snipers causing hate and discontent to the al
Qa'ida resistance are armed with Ml 4s as well as precision 
bolt guns equipped with high-level optics , such as the Marine 
Corps' M40Al or the Army's M24, both of which are built on 
Remington actions, and can reach out and touch someone 
effectively out to 1,000 meters. If the U.S. military sniper is 
equipped with the .50 M82 Sasser, he can take out a thin
skinned vehicle, or other "hard target" at distances well 
beyond that of his contemporaries armed with .30 caliber 
weapon systems, thus creating a higher body count. 

The standard weapon of the al-Qa'ida and most of our ene-

BY ODIN CROWE 

American operators on the prowl for bin laden, and surviving a/
Qa 'ida fighters. Their mission may soon be a wrap. 

mies is the AK-4 7 which has an effective range, for all inten
sive purposes, of 350 meters. It is chambered for the 
7.62X39nun round, which isn't exactly known for its inher
ent accuracy. It is a cheap, easily manufactured weapon 
found in Third World and former Soviet-allied countries 
spanning the globe. The AK-4 7 can take an absolute beating 
compared to its Western counterparts, and requires little 
cleaning or maintenance. In fact, the weapon can be fired , 
usually without stoppages and jamming, with actual dirt and 
crud within the guts of the system. Once in a while a highly 
trained soldier equipped with an exceptional AK-4 7 can hit a 
target at 500 yards. This is the exception rather than the rule. 

The M4, the preferred weapon of the Special Forces com
munity, has an effective range of 550 meters on a man target, 
and 800 meters on an area target, such as a T-72 tank. It has 
been in use, in various configurations, since it first saw 
action against the AK-4 7 in Vietnam. Although the system 
itself is the same as its predecessors, the packaging is much 
different and allows for more flexibility in various tactical 
arenas from the mountains of Tora Bora to the streets of 
Khandahar. It is outfitted with various rail systems, such as 
the ARMS SIR system which have replaced the hand guards. 
These rails allow the interface of a myriad of tools available 
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to the operator from 40mm grenade launchers to Surefire 
lights and lasers to shotguns. These weapons are also 
equipped with optics such as the Leupold, C-More, and 
Aimpoint scopes, which have an illuminated reticle pattern 
that allows the enemy to be engaged in low-light conflicts 
more effectively. 

Although the M4 has a greater range than that of the ter
rorists, it has a couple of drawbacks, which are beginning to 
cause quite a commotion within the community. The weapon 
system itself is fine for its intended purpose. However, the 
weapons system is finicky compared to that of its Kalashnikov 
counterpart. Marines at Camp Rhino, Afghanistan, are report
ing having to clean their rifles three times a day in order to 
keep out all of the dust, dirt, and debris. 

Another drawback is that the 5.56mm round isn't stopping 
the enemy as effectively as hoped. The returning U.S. opera
tors are reporting that while the body counts are high, they 
are having to shoot the al-Qa'ida and Taliban terrorists up to 
four and five times in order to kill the enemy. Now, while the 
M4 and Ml6 weapon systems are not meant to be a one-shot, 
one-kill weapons, having to engage the target four and five 

times in order to kill them is ludicrous. Neither of these two 
points is late-breaking news. However, they are being looked 
at again by the U.S. military. It could be that we have forgot
ten, being that we have not been involved in a major war or 
conflict in quite some time, or it could be that the .223 round 
needs to be re-evaluated. Whatever the case, it is very clear 
that we are sending many more of them to meet God via the 
.223 than we thought we would. Praise be to Allah. 

The old argument of more stopping power versus carrying 
more ammunition has been resurrected once again, and we 
will more than likely begin to see debates over which caliber 
and weapon system we should be carrying in the near future. 
I personally like, and carry, the M4. My philosophy on which 
weapon and caliber to carry and employ (other than in the 
spectrum of precision rifles) is that if he doesn't go down 
after the first one, hit him again until he stays down. The 
Special Forces operators are authorized to utilize whatever 
weapon system they like, within reason. Many of them have 
been carrying weapons systems chambered with a round that 
offers more punch to the target than the .223 does. However, 
the M4 chambered in .223 seems to still be the preferred 
weapons system carried in Afghanistan. 

Whether these reports of high kills are accurate or inflat· 
ed, only time will tell. However, we must 
not lose sight and focus on the issue of 
complacency. Just because the Taliban and 
al-Qa'ida terrorists are easy to kill does 
not mean that all terrorists are. In fact, 
most of the terrorists of the world are 
highly trained individuals who believe to 
their core in their cause, whether it be 
religious, idealistic or martyrdom. They, 
unlike most Americans, are willing to die 
for their belief, which gives them the 
upper hand, if we let them have it. We 
have enemies all over the world who 
would like nothing better than to see the 
United States and our ways of life 
destroyed. We must keep to our resolve, 
and have patience. The hunt for the ter
rorists of the world has just begun. If we 
forget the atrocity and images that 
occurred in Washington and New York on 
11 September, and resort back to our nat

ural complacent selves, we will be hit again and again. The 
terrorist is an expert in guerrilla warfare in its purest sense. 
As we have learned from conflicts since the beginning of 
time, to fight a guerrilla you have to become a guerrilla. 
While we hope that the body count is as high as initially 
reported, we seriously doubt it. 

Not since the Second World War have snipers and designat
ed marksmen claimed such high confirmed-kill rates. History 
tells us that the reason for such high kill rates during the 
European campaign was due to the sheer numbers of enemy on 
the battlefield whether it be Stalingrad or the open plains of 
Poland. Vast improvements in weapon technology have taken 
place across the board, and the sniper rifle is no exception. 

Once we have left Afghanistan behind, and the govern
ment declassifies sensitive information such as kill rates, we 
will know the real truth. You be the judge. We just wanted to 
let you know what the walls are telling us. 

The author is an expert on counter-terrorism and guerrilla 
warfare. When not writing for Soldier Of Fortune he is train· 
ing and working with the militaiy and law enforcement. ~ 
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S
ince the inception of man's exis
tence upon this planet, we have 
warred upon each other - start
ing in villages and progressing to 
modern-day cities. Generals and 

military leaders have always viewed 
cities and other urban areas as centers 
of gravity. Cities are traditionally where 
friction is caused, movements begin, 
and political radical ideas are born. By 
2025, 85% of the world's population 
will live in cities and other urban areas. 
The militaries' view of urban areas has 
already begun a shift in focus and pri
ority. Place names such as Stalingrad, 
Arnhem, Hue, Mogadishu and Beirut 
bring images of urban warfare on a 

CQBAndMOUf 
Explained 

BY ODIN CROWE 
Images courtesy Author and 

Special Operations Equipment 

mass scale to mind. But, only in the last 
100 years, a new foe has arisen out of 
the crumbling wall of the cold war, 
guerrilla fighters in the purest sense of 
the word: Terrorists. They hide in vil
lages camouflaged among the masses 
waiting to strike fear in us in order to 
gain a political goal or agenda. One has 
to only turn on the television to CNN, 
MSNBC, BBC or the evening news to 
see images of urban fighting against ter
rorists and those who harbor them in 
Afghanistan. 

Currently, the battlefield is in the 
mountains and caves of the Tora Bora 
region of eastern Afghanistan. Will CQB 
or MOUT tactics work in these caves? 
How do we fight this new type of 
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enemy? We are throwing all of our intel
ligence-gathering and military resources 
to combat the "global war on terrorism." 
Is our military up to it? Can we impro
vise, adapt and overcome to a new bat
tlefield, or are we going to be stubborn 
and unwilling to change our doctrines 
and standard operating procedures? 

Once the target has been identified 
by intelligence and isolated in an urban 
or built-up area there are three options 
for combating the enemy. Military 
Operations in Urban Terrain, or MOUT, 
is done by company, battalion, or larger 
size infantry line units utilizing sup
porting arms such as helicopters, 
artillery, engineers, tanks, close-air sup
port and if the city is close enough to 
the coast, naval gun fire. The tactics and 
principals for this type of warfare have 
been gleaned from hundreds of battles 
within the urban sprawl from our past. 
lessons learned from the Germans in 
their blitzkrieg across Europe are just as 
applicable as are the tactics that were 
seared into our brains by the Marines 
and soldiers at Hue and Mogadishu. 

The second methodology is Close
Quarters Battle or CQB. This is a more 
surgical approach to the problem, and 
these tactics are usually used when 
innocents , non-combatants and "no
shoot" targets are in the area of opera
tions along with the known threats. 
These threats could be terrorists , some 
other form of political adversary or 
even street scum. Advanced CQB tac
tics are usually reserved for highly 
trained SWAT and counterterrorist 
teams who pay their bills by specializ
ing in this type of warfare. 

The third type of urban warfare is a 
melding of the former two. The basic 
tactics of CQB are combined with the 
supporting arms of the military to create 
"Enhanced MOUT." Since the U.S. mili-

tary has taken on the role of the world's 
police force, the need for new tactics, 
doctrines, and rules of engagement have 
become eminent. In order to complicate 
matters, the enemy is interspersed with 
the general populace further enhancing 
the need for target identification. Any 
bad shoot on a non-combatant that 
erupts between the military and general 
populace in these regions will create an 
international incident, in which the 
United States and her military are con
demned by the rest of the world. 

Saving Private Ryan and Band of 
Brothers, both brought to us by Steven 
Spielberg, illustrate MOUT warfare in a 
format that is easy to comprehend visu
ally. The tactics used by infantry units 
in the built-up areas of Europe haven't 
changed all that much over the course 
of the last 60 years in principle, 
although the tactics have improved 
drastically. The U.S. military has adopt
ed basic tactics of CQB from law 
enforcement agencies, as well as from 
the special operations community, such 
as rudimentary room-clearing and com
munication techniques. To this has 
been added combined arms support. 
The U.S. Army and Marine Corps have, 
in the last decade, been devoting more 
time, money, and various other 
resources in order to speed up the 
learning curve within urban combat. 
They have begun to look outside of the 
box, that is to say, outside of their orga
nizations, in order to glean what other 
militaries, law enforcement agencies 
and professional tactical instructors are 
teaching. The Marine Corps has started 

USMC I 0 Commandments Of MOUT 
1. Thou shall not stack. 
2. Thou shall avoid danger areas. 
3. Thou shall use bounding and overwatch. 
4. Thou shall use suppressive fire when maneuvering . 
5. Thou shall not "glide and slide" while in the open. 
6. Thou shall use "guns and eyeballs." 
7. Thou shall mark what thou hast cleared. 
8. Thou shall communicate. 
9. Thou shall have multiple simultaneous breaches. 
10. Thou shall have 360-spherical security. 

Guns 'n' Eyeballs! In a CQB environment 
one needs to react correctly - without 
thinking. Trusting your partner and his 
abilities is paramount. 
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a MOUT think tank on the East Coast 
for this purpose specifically. The Army 
and Marine Corps have numerous 
MOUT facilities located on bases all 
over the country in which very few 
days go by that units are not training in 
urban warfare. 

The premier, belonging to the Army, 
is located at Fort Benning, in which 
adjacent to the mock town is a com
mand bunker as well as a drop zone for 
airborne-qualified units . From the 
bunker, commanders have the ability to 
observe the attack, see who shot who 
and from where, in a 360-degree sphere 
of animation as well as live-action IR 
cameras which do not interfere with 
the individual's NVGs because the cam
eras operate in a different spectrum 
than the goggles. At the end of an 
attack, the unit can assemble in a class
room and go over lessons learned while 
the battle is being played back on large 
screens situated strategically around 
the room. Individual firefights can be 
assessed as to what went right, as well 
as wrong, just as easily as the entire 
assault to include the insertion via 
parachute. 

When the military is utilizing 
MOUT tactics and principals, there is 
little consideration for no-shoot targets 
compared to a SWAT team entry of a 
meth lab, in which only a few of the 
individuals within the structure are 
deemed as possible shoot targets. That 
is not to say that the military enters the 
city as Genghis Khan may have, but 
that military intelligence has deemed 
the area as hostile, and that the majori-
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ty of the individuals are to be consid
ered enemy. When at all possible, the 
units attempt to clear-out innocent 
bystanders as well as care for enemy 
wounded. 

The commander of the U.S. forces 
has decided that for strategic reasons 
the city must be secured, and cannot be 
by-passed. Usually a ground assault is 
preempted by airstrikes, as well as 
artillery in order to soften up any hard 
targets in the city. Infrastructure, such 
as roads , bridges, phone lines, and sup
ply routes are destroyed unless they 
serve a tactical advantage to the U.S. 
military. The general idea is that when 
the ground troops are sent in, the city 
has already been isolated and softened 
as much as possible. 

The "spray and pray" mentality of 
the past is not as prevalent today, yet 
can still be seen in the modern battle
field. The military has spent more time 

Holding a hallway while sliding forward. 
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on individual marksmanship, target 
identification, as well as small-unit 
leadership. 

Fragmentation grenades are in high 
demand due to their ability to kill most 
of the enemy lurking in a room or hall
way before entry. Special attention to 
the structure of the walls must be noted 
or the individuals throwing the 
grenades might be blown up by their 
own explosives. In places such as Haiti 
and Afghanistan, the construction mate
rials used when erecting buildings may 
not be able to withstand the blast of a 
grenade causing secondary fragmenta
tion, and the killing of U.S. forces. 

The teams move in elements no fewer 
than two and up to squad- and even pla
toon-size. Although, once the structure 
has been breached, the squad usually 
breaks into fire-team size. Control by the 
platoon commander and platoon 
sergeant is often lost due to the fog of 
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war and friction of combat. Small-unit 
leadership is paramount in any spec
trum of warfare, but even more so with
in a building or city where individual 
firefights are occurring in a 360-degree 
sphere. The units clearing out buildings 
have been briefed in a mission order 
prior to the assault, tasking each squad 
and fire team within the platoon with 
responsibilities. The squads are usually 
assigned as assault, security, and sup
port respectively. The assault element is 
responsible for the initial breach, usual
ly by SMAW, AT-4, TOW (if available) 
demolitions or simply grenade, as well 
as the securing of a foothold within a 
structure. The security element provides 
cover for the assault element moving up 
to or between the structures. Support 
acts as a reserve element, plugging any 
holes as needed as well as clearing 
rooms or covering any areas that the 
assault element can not. All of the mem
bers of the platoon are trained in the 
individual responsibilities of each ele
ment. Throughout the attack the roles 
may change up, depending on actions on 
the objective. 

Phase lines have been predeter
mined usually by streets or dominant 
terrain features so as to reduce the 
amount of friendly fire and biting off 
more than the unit can handle at any 
given time. Streets are renamed prior to 
the assault in the event that the locals 
have taken down the signs, or even 
changed them around in order to con
fuse the attacking forces. If an element 
or unit experiences problems, they can 
call in the support of artillery or mor
tars, which have on call pre registered 
targets in order to reduce the amount of 
time that a unit is caught in an 
unhealthy situation. Tanks and close
air support may be available as well as 
snipers and engineers depending on the 
size of the attacking force. 

Demolitions are utilized more in 
urban combat than any other operations 
elsewhere. They are used in preparing 
breach points, mouse holes, as well as 
for the destruction of buildings, 
bridges, and other suuctures. Mouse 
holes provide the most secure means of 
traveling from one level of a building to 
another. The enemy cannot booby-trap 
an entry point that did not exist. 

COB 
September 5, 1972: Black Sept

ember, a Palestinian terrorist organiza
tion breaks into the Olympic village in 
Munich, Germany and steals into the 
Israeli athletes' dormitory. They kill 
two of the athletes and take the other 
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nine hostage. After negotiations break 
down, the group was promised safe 
passage to Furstenfeldbruck Airport 
and from there on an airliner to Egypt. 

German police snipers, underesti
mating the number of terrorists 
involved, opened fire when they were 
all moving from the vans to a heli
copter. A massive firefight broke out 
and ended when one of the terrorists 
threw a grenade into the helicopter 
killing all of the Israeli athletes, five 
terrorists, and one policeman. Thus, 
nations of the world recognized the 
need for full-time counter-terrorist 
teams so that a tragedy of this scale 
could be avoided in the future. 

May 1980: A group of Arab Iranian 
terrorists, hired by Saddam Hussein, 
succeeded in seizing control of the 
Iranian embassy in London along with 
22 hostages. They demanded autonomy 
for "Arabistan." After negotiations 
broke down, the British SAS was sent 
in to deal with the situation, which hap
pened to be broadcast on live televi
sion. The SAS fast-roped out of heli
copters, rappelled down the sides of 
the embassy, gained entry and saved all 
but two of the hostages, who had 
already been killed before the rescue 
attempt. Seven out of the eight terror
ists were killed. 

Because of incidents such as these 
around the globe, military and police 
agencies were forced to develop and 
train a new type of team. SWAT, 
hostage-rescue, and counterterrorist 
teams began to emerge all over the 
world. With these new missions 
evolved new tactics and principals. 
Thus was born CQB. 

As opposed to MOUT-type warfare, 
CQB takes into account for hostages 
and innocent. no-shoot targets during a 
situation. When a team is sent into a 
hostage-rescue situation, mistakes get 
innocent people killed. The standards 
of training, both physical and mental, 
are much higher than those of the regu
lar military and police. The teams train 
all the time constantly pushing them
selves and raising the bar for minimum 
standards. Shooting, climbing and rap
pelling, martial arts, sniping, and tac
tics are just a few of the subjects stud
ied on a daily basis. The teams train for 
worst-case scenarios such as hijacked 
planes, embassy takeovers, and the 
neutralizing of terrorist training camps. 
Their margin for error is minute. 

The teams utilizing CQB tactics 
must be like an oiled machine, thinking 
and acting as one. Live-fire structures 
called "shoot houses," or "kill houses," 

Note the unorthodox firing position: extremely stable and the operator can move at a 
moment's notice. 

are a staple of their training, in which 
the teams gain entry and must target 
identify threats before shooting. In the 
last decade teams have started training 
in force on force. That is to say, that the 
team fights Op-for (opposing forces) 
utilizing simunitions or paint projec
tiles. This simulation is as close to live 
combat as possible without anyone get
ting killed or seriously injured. When 
hit by the projectile a searing pain 
emanates from the point of impact, let
ting the operator know that he just 
dropped the ball and got shot. The 
operator can evaluate what he did 
wrong to get shot, whether it be miss
ing his target, not seeing his target, or 
another variable. 

Using this type of training escalates 
the learning curve and exposes the 
team to many "gunfights," so that when 
they engage in actual combat, they are 
more prepared. 

These special operations teams use 
specialized gear as well. The Heckler 
and Koch MP-5 and the Colt and other 
various manufactures M4 have become 
the staple weapons of choice for the 
entry teams. These teams have snipers 
attached who employ everything from 
the Remington 700 and HK PSG-1 to 

the Barrett and Robar .50 caliber rifles, 
depending on mission. 

Level-3 and -4 body armor, ballistic 
helmets, balaclavas, bone microphones, 
load bearing vests, thigh rigs with cus
tom .45s, and other top-drawer semi
automatic pistols are the norm as 
opposed to the exception. Scopes, night 
vision, high-intensity flashlights, sup
pressors and flash-bangs round out the 
gear list. The operators have different 
ways of getting to the party as well. 
Whether it be via rappelling onto the 
roof from a Black Hawk helicopter, 
HALO jumping from 30,000 feet or 
locking out of a submarine using 
rebreathers and swimming into the 
shore undetected, all require a certain 
type of highly trained individual. 

There are many ways to skin a cat 
and tactics are like religion. There are 
as many ways to clear a building in 
CQB as there are tools in your garage. 
Some teams use the slow and deliberate 
approach, which is systematically clear
ing areas of the building and encroach
ing upon the suspect or terrorist. 
Others teams prefer the dynamic-entry. 
This involves sending out advanced 

Continued on page 80 
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THE INTERNATIONAL 

Will U.S. Soldiers 
Face Legal 

Landmines Overseas? 

I N the April issue of SOF, the question was raised 
as to how the pending International Criminal 

Court (ICC) would impact U.S. peacekeepers and military 
personnel. The events of 9-11 launched a stream of ratifica
tions of the ICC treaty, changing the prospects of a function
ing ICC from a remote ideal to an imminent reality. 

If Osama bin Laden and other al-Qaeda operatives are 
apprehended outside of U.S. jurisdiction, U.S. allies, including 
most of Europe who are members of the Council of Europe, 
would not extradite suspects to the United States, due to the 
current U.S. policy of possible military tribunals and the death 
penalty. No permanent international court exists that could 
provide a solution to this dilemma by offering a forum which 
would keep the suspects in custody, prosecute or arrange for 
jails in which sentences would be implemented. 

This void triggered the ratification of the ICC treaty since 
9-11 by nearly 20 countries, including the U.K. which 
deposited its ratification on 4 October, the third country to 
do so in three days. On 5 February 2002, Portugal and 
Ecuador deposited their ratifications at the UN, narrowing to 
eight the number of ratifications (60) needed for the treaty to 
take effect. 

Coalition for the ICC's Coordinator William R. Pace said: 
"The importance of the ratification by the United Kingdom 
cannot be over-emphasized. This great nation's decision 
ensures that the ICC will come into existence in 2002. The 
U.K. recognizes the ICC will be a powerful international 
legal tool in the fight against global terrorism." 

Because of the defining role the first 60 countries that 
become parties to the Court will play in shaping the future of 
the Court, Pace estimated that the remaining ratifications 
necessary for the ICC to enter into force would be forthcom
ing within weeks. 

Part II 

BY DR. MARTIN BRASS 

In reflecting on the fact that the United States has consis
tently rejected the Court, British Ambassador Greenstock 
said, "The U.S. is one of the U.K.'s strongest allies, and the 
U.K. hopes the U.S. will continue working with us in creat
ing a permanent ICC. It is important to have the U.S. in the 
ICC process and I hope the U.S. will ratify the ICC Statute as 
soon as possible. " 

The Hague Invasion Act 
The objection by many U.S. policy makers has been vehe

ment. The American Service Members' Protection Act 
(ASPA), an anti-ICC legislation dubbed "the Hague Invasion 
Act," submitted to the congress by Senator Jesse Helms (R
NC), threatened to cut off military aid to countries that rati
fy the ICC treaty and prohibit U.S. cooperation even in a case 
of international terrorism. In December 2001 , the House and 
Senate dropped the controversial anti-International Criminal 
Court amendment to the Defense Department's appropria
tions bill for fiscal year 2002. The Helms provision would 
have barred cooperation with the Court by any local, state or 
federal entity unless the United States ratifies the Rome 
Treaty. It also would have authorized the President to use 
force to free U.S. and allied officials and service members if 
they were detained for, or on behalf of, the Court. What 
remained of the amendment was one weak, largely symbolic 
provision which did place a prohibition of the use of FY2002 
DoD funds to cooperate with the Court. 

Pace threw the U.K. ratification in the Americans' face: 
"The U.K. ratification could not be a more timely or clear 
refutation of U.S.A. Congressional extremists' efforts to pass 
ASPA, at the same time the U.S.A. is trying to build a global 
coalition against terrorism." 

Three times previously, the United States acted through 
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the UN Security Council to establish ad hoc international 
criminal tribunals: Nuremberg, The International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the International 
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. 

After WWII, the U.S. largely wrote the Nuremberg 
statute, which became precedent for the 1990s' Yugoslav and 
Rwanda tribunals and was instrumental in assuring the 
issuance of indictments, in choosing judges and prosecutors , 
and maintained the jurisdiction in all three tribunals to 
immunize U.S. and its allies' military and political leaders 
through its veto in the U.N. 

Slobodan Milosovic, the former president of Serbia cur
rently being tried in the International Criminal Tribunal for 
the Former Yugoslavia, t11anks to the U.S. pressuring the cur
rent Yugoslav government into allowing his apprehension by 
NATO, is giving a preview of what could happen in a court in 
which the U.S. would not have control. Acting in his own self
defense, Milosovic is requesting that subpoenas be issued for 
Bill Clinton, Madeleine Albright and oilier U.S. political and 
military personnel to appear as witnesses. His ilieatrics are 
based in part on the action brought by Yugoslavia against the 
U.S. and ilie NATO allies in the International Court of Justice 
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for ilie Kosovo offensive, claiming violations of the Genocide 
Convention, the Geneva Conventions , Principles of 
Sovereignty and various ot11er Conventions. 

Indeed, after the NATO action in Kosovo, complaints 
were filed with the Prosecutor of the ICC for the Former 
Yugoslavia, Carla de! Ponte, naming individual defendants 
Bill Clinton and Madeleine Albright, among others. Claims 
were made that the NATO offensive was an act of aggres
sion that violated the Genocide Convention, the Geneva 
Conventions, involved Crimes against Humanity and War 
Crimes, included shelling civilian refugee trains and 
enclaves, schools, hospitals , media centers which housed 
civilians, among a multitude of other charges. The prosecu
tor Carla del Ponte determined that there was not enough 
evidence of violation of the Geneva Conventions, the 
Genocide Convention, etc. to issue indictments against the 
U.S. individuals. It is common knowledge iliat the Court 
had been promoted by the United States and that the 
United States through the Security Council could exert con
trol or pressure in the event that a U.S. citizen was indict
ed. The United States was accused of exerting clout on the 
"impartial" prosecutor del Ponte. 

Standing for NG Os And Nobodies 
The ICC will be a completely differ

ent ball game, however. Although Bill 
Clinton signed the treaty in December 
2000, t11e United States, which refuses 
to ratify the statute, will be left out in 
the cold while 60 other countries nom
inate the Court's judges and prosecutor 
and make decisions regarding ilie bud
get and administrative procedures. The 
United States cannot exercise a veto in 
the UN Security Council, and in 
essence has lost control over ilie entire 
process. The bellicose threats by 
Helms and other opponents of the 
Court appeared to have mobilized the 
international supporters who cam
paigned for the court, and served to 
accelerate the process. 

The potential implications of this 
universal court with jurisdiction over 
the U.S. military and peacekeepers are 
uncertain, but ilie possible negative 
repercussions have evoked violent 
reactions. 

Senator Helms calls for withdrawal 
of U.S. troops from any country that 
ratifies the ICC Treaty, iliat the U.S. 
veto any attempt by ilie UN Security 
Council to refer a matter to the Court's 
jurisdiction, that it block any interna
tional organization in which it is a 
member from providing any funding to 
the ICC and that it renegotiate its 
Status of Forces Agreements and 
Extradition Treaties to prohibit its 
treaty partners from surrendering U.S. 
nationals to the ICC. He demands iliat 
the United States provide none of its 
soldiers to any regional or internation
al peacekeeping operation where there 
is any possibility that they will come 
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under the jurisdiction ofthe ICC. 
Lee A. Casey and David B. Rivkin, Jr., of the Heritage 

Foundation, make similar demands. "Tens of thousands of 
American service men and women are stationed overseas, 
principally in Western Europe, but also in the Persian Gulf 
and Asia ... It should be made clear to these states that part 
of the price they must pay for such protection ... [is] the 
guarantee that they will not subject U.S. nationals to the ICC 
jurisdiction. New provisions must be inserted into the Status 
of Forces agreements forbidding the host state from surren
dering U.S. nationals to the ICC." 

Gary Dempsey, of the Cato Policy Institute, dismissing 
any similarities of the ICC with any of the UN-established 
Nuremberg said that, "the ICC threatens to diminish nation
al sovereignty, inter( ere with peacekeeping operations, pro
duce selective politicized justice and grow into a jurisdic
tional leviathan." 

Ex Post Facto Jurisdiction? 
William F. Jasper, who attended the 1998 Rome negotia

tions that resulted in a final draft of the ICC statute, pointed 
out that the "Society for Threatened Peoples," one Non
Governmental Organization (NGO) among many, charged 
the United States with past "war crimes." The United States, 
the NGO spokesman claimed, "Dropped 15 million tons of 
bombs in the Vietnam War, conducted air raids on Cambodia, 
supported Indonesia's annexation of East Timor, [and] 
backed rightwing death squads in Guatemala in the early 
eighties." Not to mention other accusations of supporting 
murderous tyrants such as Pol Pot of Cambodia, Marcos of 
the Philippines, the Shah oflran, Noriega of Panama, and the 
thugs of the KLA. 

Quite clearly, Jasper claims, the ICC Statute represents 
not an embrace by "the world as a whole" of our "high stan
dards of justice" but an attempt to impose on the world -
and the U.S. - a global mechanism for judicial tyranny. 

Would a U.S. offensive in Iraq unleash a volcano of pent
up international anger, against the remaining superpower? 
Bush's preparation for military action against Iraq, one of the 
three members of the "evil axis," is alienating allies and erod
ing support for the global coalition against terrorism. 

The objections to such military action reflect how a func
tioning ICC would become involved if said action against 
Iraq materializes. The ICC subject matter includes genocide, 
war crimes, crimes against humanity and aggression. The 
definition of aggression includes bombardment and invasion 
of the territory of a state if those actions are not justified as 
self-defense. Opponents of the operations against Iraq, which 
include China, Russia, most of the Middle East, and most of 
Europe, are objecting to the fact that such an action is not jus
tified as immediate, as· proportional or as a last resort. In 
short, such an action could be characterized as an unjustified 
war of aggression. 

In the 1979 Nicaragua case, in which Nicaragua filed an 
application against the United States in the International 
Court of justice (ICJ) claiming that the U.S. mining of its har
bors and supporting the Contras was an act ofaggression, the 
Court set the precedent for the determination of a justifiable 
self-defensive action. The Court held that unless there was a 
victim state that had been aggressed against that was request
ing help, ·or unless-there-was-~crof-aggression 
against a responding state .and unless the need for military 
response was immediate and last resort, a military action 
would be considered an aggression and not justified as a self
def ensive action under the just war doctrine. 

One Man's Threat = Another Man's Excuse 
In the estimation of many U.S. and international jurists 

and pundits, there is not sufficient evidence to prove that 
Iraq has engaged in any act of aggression related to 9-11 that 
would justify a U.S. defensive action. Certainly, the belief is 
that a U.S. military action would not be in response to an 
immediate threat, nor would it be launched as a last resort, 
nor, judging by previous U.S. actions, would it be propor
tional to the perceived threat. 

The ICC differs from the International Court of justice in 
that the defendants in the ICJ are states and the defendants 
in the ICC would be individuals. The application of the law 
would be the same, however. 

Russian President Putin warned that a unilateral action 
involving 200,000 U.S. troops and air attacks from Turkey, 
Bahrain and Diego Garcia is not advisable. Turkey, although 
a NATO ally, which is under enormous pressure by the 
European Union to correct its human rights record concern
ing the Kurds, would be put in an awkward, if not impossi
ble, position as a U.S. ally, if the other NATO allies refuse to 
engage in a military action against Iraq. 

The continual U.S. bombing of Iraq since 1991 has lost 
its luster, after 11 years of harsh sanctions that have devas
tated the civilian population and are considered to be 
responsible for the death or ill-health of more than a million 
Iraqi civilians. The international coalition supporting the 
sanctions has virtually dissolved and the prospect of a 
potential humanitarian catastrophe that will further defeat a 
demoralized and abandoned Iraqi citizenry, will further iso
late the United States. 

The United States warns that if Saddam Hussein impedes 
the work of UN inspectors searching for weapons of mass 
destruction in Iraq, it has the legal right to bombard Baghdad 
pursuant to existing UN Security Council Resolutions, or in 
the alternative, in self-defense for the role that Saddam 
played in 9-11. Russia, China and France and the U.K., per
miment members disagree, asserting that a U.S. attack would 
be a violation of international law; and by extension, the 
statute of the ICC that forbids aggression and crimes against 
peace. The 1991 military action against Iraq was endorsed by 
the UN Security members and the majority of the world. The 
military action in Kosovo was more reluctantly endorsed by 
the Security Council, with that support weakening when the 
shelling lasted much longer than predicted. The offensive 
against Afghanistan had broad support, but any action in Iraq 
will be met with great opposition. 

would An ICC Preclude Unilateral Action? 
If the ICC were in place, a decision to bomb or invade Iraq 

would subject Bush Administration officials, and all U.S. mil
itary personnel who participate in the planning and execu
tion of the military operation, to the jurisdiction of the ICC. 

Iraq, an NGO such as the Red Cross or Human Rights 
Watch, or any state party to the ICC, might bring a complaint 
to the prosecutor. The action itself could be ·considered an act 
of aggression and the resulting civilian casualties might be 
considered war crimes or crimes against humanity. A claim of 
genocide is not unrealistic in this case, considering the ongo
ing U.S. policy that has allegedly resulted in the deaths of so 
many innocent Iraqi civilians. If the ICC determined that suf
ficient evidence existed to hand up an indictment for viola
tion of the laws of war, the United States would either have 
to conduct its own trial and investigation, or would be legal
ly bound to extradite named suspects to the ICC. The likeli-
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hood of the U.S. conducting such an "effective" investigation 
or trial against Bush, Powell, or military advisors is nil. The 
likelihood of the U.S. conducting "effective" trials for actions 
committed on the ground in Iraq is just as unlikely. 

As Lee A. Casey and David B. Rivkin, Jr., of the Heritage 
Foundation point out, the claims of ICC supporters that the 
court is not directed at U.S. citizens and that the court would 
be required to defer to U.S. judicial processes are disingenu
ous. The court, they claim, would be the absolute judge of its 
own jurisdiction. 

If the ICC prosecutor, over whom the United States would 
have no control, determines that U.S. efforts to investigate or 
bring to trial those indicted were ineffective, he or she could 
issue international warrants. Those states that are parties to 
the ICC statute would be legally bound to arrest and extra
dite a U.S. citizen found in its state that has been named in a 
warrant to The Hague. Sovereign immunity does not apply, 
whether the actor be the president of the United States or an 
enlisted military person. The United States, however, as a 
non-party, would not be obligated to extradite indicted per
sons to the ICC or to provide evidence. 

Beware International Control Freaks 
"He who punishes the criminal ... is the real master of society." 

- Alexis de Tocqueville in 
Democracy in America 

Previously, if a military action by the United States met 
international objections, the only alternative adversarial 
states had was to bring an action in the International Court 
of Justice and name the United States as the respondent. 
With no enforcement mechanisms, the Court would slap the 
United States on the hand if it subjected itself to the court's 
jurisdiction as it did in the Nicaragua case, or it would have 
to dismiss the case since as when the United States opted out 
of the compulsive jurisdiction of the court after the 
Nicaragua case. 

The ICC will change all of that. The named defendants 
now will be individuals. Those individuals, if somehow appre
hended and brought before the Court, cannot object to the 
court's jurisdictions. International courts as well as the U.S. 
Second Circuit Court of Appeals in the 1995 Kadic v. Karadzic 
case have held that individuals can be named as defendants in 
International criminal cases since Nuremberg, if the charges 
are genocide, crimes against humanity, or war crimes. 

Take the Nicaragua case. Not only would a claim have 
been made in the World Court against the United States, but 
the individual operators might have been indicted for the 
deaths of civilians and other actions of which U.S. citizens 
have been accused in the Contra affair. 

The ICC, it is argued, would have jurisdiction only over 
"serious" war crimes that represent a "policy or play" - that 
random acts of U.S. personnel would not be subject to the 
Court's jurisdiction. 

But the record of the previous ad hoc international crimi
nal tribunals proves otherwise. 

Reports of attacks by U.S. military personnel on civilians 
have been made in the Kosovo military action and subsequent 
peacekeeping missions, in Afghanistan, in Iraq, and in numer
ous other peacekeeping missions in which the U.S. is involved. 

loose Definitions lead To loose Justice 
Fears are expressed that ICC ''jurists" might determine if 

a Marine sniper or an Army patrol carrying out an ambush of 
an enemy force is guilty of "killing treacherously," or other 

broad language that is included in the definitions of crimes 
against humanity and war crimes. 

Concerns have been voiced that the wide jurisdiction of 
the Court, unchecked by the lack of institutionalized checks 

· and balances, could be used by hostile governments for polit
ically motivated purpose. 

Casey and Rivkin, Jr. argue that the ICC will be an inde
pendent international body that "will combine in one insti
tution the functions of fact-finding, prosecution, judgment, 
sentencing, appeal and pardon." 

The right to put Americans on trial for offenses that they 
have committed, whether planning in the United States, or 
on the ground, by an institution that is not a court of the 
United States, Casey and Rivkin assert, is unconstitutional. 
The Constitution, according to Justice Joseph Story, was "to 
secure the party accused from being dragged to a trial in 
some distant state, away from his friends, and witnesses, and 
neighborhood; and thus subjected to the verdict of mere 
strangers, who may feel no common sympathy, or who may 
even cherish animosities, or prejudices against him." 

What might a U.S. soldier who is charged with war crimes 
in Iraq expect? 

Justice Delayed = Justice Denied 
"First and foremost, they [Americans] would face a civil 

law "inquisitorial" system where guilt would be determined 
by judges [possibly from countries hostile to the United 
States] alone. There would be no trial by jury ... no rights to 
reasonable bail or a speedy trial . . . to confront witnesses 
against him and to challenge their evidence." Apparently a 
prosecutor for the Yugoslavia tribunal argued that up to five 
years would not be too long to wait in prison for trial. In 
addition, the ICC prosecutor would be able to appeal a ver
dict of acquittal in the U.S., effectively placing the accused in 
"double jeopardy." 

Dempsey of the Cato Institute also strongly objects to the 
Court on constitutional grounds. In other instances outside 
of the United States, he said, the Constitution applies for 
U.S. citizens in Courts martial, on base, or in other trials 
within the control of U.S. troops. 

Dempsey concludes that the Nuremberg model is not 
applicable. At Nuremberg, he points out, where Hitler's com
pany went on trial in the first international criminal court 
established by the allies in the UN Security Council, trials 
followed unconditional military and political surrender of 
the Axis powers and evidence was readily available. 
Prospective defendants were already in custody and exten
sive documentary and physical evidence was readily avail
able. The defeated peoples endorsed the legitimacy of the 
war crimes process. Nazi archives were open to the defense 
as well as to the prosecution. 

He cites numerous cases from the U.S. Supreme Court 
decisions spanning more than a century. In 1890 in De 
Geofroy v Riggs the Court held that the constitut~onal rights 
of Americans cannot be abridged by the federal government's 
power to conclude treaties. 

In re Yamashita, the Court decided after WWII that in any 
conflict between U.S. law and the laws of war the U.S. law 
must prevail "We do not make the laws of war but we respect 
them so far as they do not conflict with the commands of 
Congress or the Constitution." 

More recently, in 1988, in the Boos v Barry case, the court 
held "Rules of international law and provisions of interna-

Continued on page 66 
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EDEN PRESS• Box 8410-AB •Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

I
Ha".e a life of intrigue

1 excitement, adventure . 
Learn from the REAL 

•"-~=~-----'experts : 
Investigation • Surveillance • Skiptracing 

Start Your Own Business 
State Approved • Diploma Awarded 

Ft-ee Brochure! United States Academy 
Call Or Write of Private ln ves ti~ation 

i(310)657-6333 ls e~e~i 88~1~'. PA95113 
VISIT OUR SPY SHOP 
"On The World Wide Web" 

www.spytechagency.com 
"On The Sunset Strip" 

8519-8521 W. Sunset Blvd. 
West Hollywood, CA 90069 

- Web Site Features -
PI Agency· PI Academy · Spy Shop 

Onlin e over 2500 investigation - surveillance 
countermeasure products, books & videos!! 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 

Sample Video $24, Mag. $10 
Catalog$3 

LIFESTYLES-SF 
Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

HOW SIX PERFECT MURDERS WERE COM
MITIED and how they were solved. Boasting 
cost freedom. More info, e-mail 
inventor3@lvcm.com. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILI
TARY MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, 
Tactics, NBC, more. Catalog $5.00. 
llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, Alpine, TX 79830 

NEW WORLD ORDER: THE ANCIENT PLAN 
OF SECRET SOCIETIES and WHO WILL 
RULE THE FUTURE? Both books for $24.00 
pp. MPM UNIQUE BOOKS, 106 Hollidaysburg 
Plaza #140, Duncansville, PA 16635 

ii SOLDIER OF FORTUNE BACK ISSUES 
are going fast! Use the easy-order shopping 
cart at www.sofmag.com. 

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS COST 50% LESS 
from Europe or Mexico, with or without a pre
scription! We tell you how to buy legally, and 
reveal 40 very reliable English-speaking phar
macies that wi ll send anything you need fast, 
easy, safe, and you don't need a script. Send 
$19.95 to Peoples Pharmaceuticals, P.O. Box 
5748, Wilmington, DE 19808 or visit us at 
www.kirknews.com 

SECURE NEW IDENTITY - 100% Effective -
Easy -- Fast -- Book Shows System. $60.00 Money 
Order. Morphiss Press, Dept. SOF, 1000 W. 4th St. 
#359, Ontario, CA 91762 www.morphiss.com 

SUU\11\1Af, 'l'UAINING CEN'l'Ell 
Basic, Small Arms, NBC. Extended 

courses including Sniper & Special OPS. 
Al so Anti-Terrori st & Private Training. 
Send $2.00 for Infopac refundable to: 

MERCEntp 
P.O. Box 633 

Toast, NC 27049 

SEND $2.00 for 12-PAGE CATALOG 
MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 

UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 
FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19 ,950.00. Trout fishing, backpacking, camping , Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 - (406) 846-1000 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY - CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 
Send $9.95 to: BUSHPILOT 

P.O. Box 211296 
Bedford, TX 76095-8296 

Catalog with purchase -- Allow 4-6 weeks 
http://www.bushwings.com 

CDLLECTDIS 
BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLEC
TORS. Regimental insignia and accessories of 
elite Regiments, including SAS, Paratroops; 
Royal Marines; Black Watch; Guards, etc. 60-
page illustrated Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH 
REGALIA IMPORTS, Department 6A, PO Box 
37, Palm Harbor, FL 34682. 

• Did this get your attention? How about • 
and ii ? These are dingbats - add them to 
your classified ad for only $5 each! 

£8UCllTl8B 
EDUCATIONAL DOCUMENTS. College 
Technical Degrees. High School Diplomas. 
Free Catalog. EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING, 
14027 Memorial Dr. #127, Houston, TX 77079 
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------ -r PHOTO 
I ID CARD 
I KITS 

' PRESS 
I 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEEDI 

OFFICIAL 

I 
Our Professional quality 
laminared photo cards will 
amaze your associates! We 

1 
9 
9 
9 

2 
0 
0 
4 I provide the cards, plastic 

laminate and easy instruc· 
tions! You provi de only a 

I photo. Your photo Card can 
be finished in the privacy of • _,4 ~ ./-.!_un_t._'2.~ _ 
your home~ the result is a ...;;..=:.iii~~-;';i'-

1 disti nctive, p rofessional ....__ ~ ~- - ..-'to• ~ 
system! The highest qual ity ~r-.--=:..:E"~~ 
cards in the US! Los t your 335692 I original cord? Replace It REG. N O -
n o w I 

J ----- ~~!x_$4~-~_§ ______ -------~~-1-- ~~e_s_s_i_~ -~·~~ ------ - _ 
Select From These Kits: I D Cl 31 Intl Drivers Lie. DC 10 Concealed Weapons 

DC34 Personal ID DCOl Press ID I DCl 33 Federd Security DC72 Special Agent 
DC60 MAC-V (CIA) DC 11 Private Investigator 

I DCl 31 lnfl Drivers Lie. DC2 l l Securi!y Enforcement 
DC3 l Travel Agent DC 13 Special lnvestigata 

I 
DC68 Fugitive Recovery DC51 Special Operations 
DC04 Bounty Hunter D C! 7 lnfl Drivers Permit 

I 
DC203 Bdl Enf_ Agent DC20l Bail Bondsman 
DC232 Cert. Webmaster DC233 Cert. NelwOlk Adm in. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Any 

~:' $12.95 
Any 
Srx $19.95 

Onl 
NIC Law Enforcement Supply 

500 Flournoy Lucas Rd. Build. #3-NS"A 
Shreveport, LA. 71106 

Orders: (888) 642-0007 Customer Service: 1318) 688-1365 
Fax : (318) 688-1367 

Name: ---------------
Address: ------------
O!y/State{Zip: ------------

OedrtCard: ------------
1 80 PAGE COLOR CATALOG $3.00 OR FREE \l\/1TH FIRST ORDER . 

, __ ~~1c..::_Nc:_c~ __ _, 

TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 19,278 topics 
available! Catalog on CD-ROM -- rush $2.00. 
Research , 11270 Washington Blvd., Dept. EX, 
Culver City, CA 90230. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE: 
800-351-0222 or www.sf.research
assistance.com . 

Pl8118ClllL 
' 

FINANCIAL PRIVACY/ASSET PROTECTION 
Full Service Included. Quick Set Up. Affordable. 
Guaranteed. Domestic & Offshore Accounts. 
www.csasolutionsonline.com 1-877-948-6291 
CSA Solutions, LLC. 

• Let the government finance your business 
idea. Satisfaction guaranteed! Call Now: 1-800-
226-3601 , ext BF7770 
www.NationalinfoCorp.com 

PR££ 
FREE HACKER CATALOG! 300 Underground 
Plans, New l.D. , Money Making Plans, Mobile 
Magnetic Stripe Readers & Writers. T.l.C., P.O. 
Box 876-SF, Hurst, TX 76053. www.theinfor
mation center.com 

K8111£5-lll\188£TS 
FREE KNIFE CATALOG -- Steele Arms carries 
military, survival, and tactical knives, historical 
reproductions, and fantasy knives and swords. 
Call toll-free: 1-866-515-0320. 
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Totally internal 
laser sights 

for 
semiauto 
handguns 

Lase•lllax,Nc 
- 800-LASER-03 

www.lasersightusa.com 

mlSC£LLll8£8US 
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR HEALTH AND 
YOUR FINANCES! Partner with the world 
leader in human nutrition and e-commerce 
wealth production . Visit http://www. 
WebHealthBiz.com or call 888-211-9104. 

DON'T TREAD ON ME. Patriotic hats, shirts, 
merchandise. Crisp embroidered interpretations 
of historic rattlesnake insignia defending Stars 
and Stripes. Let 'em know where you stand! 
www.DTOMIC.com 

RETIRE IN THE ORIENT. Affordable living/ 
incredible nightlife. FREE BROCHURE. DHP, 
Inc., 6433 Topanga Canyon Bl. #205, Canoga 
Park, CA 91303. 818-888-2021. 

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR HEALTH AND 
your finances! Partner with the world leader in 
human nutrition and e-commerce wealth pro
duction. Visit http://www.WebHealthBiz.com or 
call 888-211-9104. 

50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, 
Travel , Political , Vietnam, Nevis , Roswell , 
Anyplace! 7700 Air Photos. Catalog $4.00 
(refundable). MONARCH, Box 14490-SF 
Phoenix, AZ 85063. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Hundreds of programs. 
(www.usgovernmentinformation .com) Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8KW5) 

RlllL £STllT£ 
MONTANA LAND. Mountain country, ten 
acres, very secluded in Western Montana. No 
utilities, gravel roads in, 45 minutes from town , 
lots of wildlife, buy on contract $24,000.00, 
$500.00 down, $248.00 per month. Call 406-
883-6700. 

www.sufmag.com 

• Amerlco1s # 1 Arch·Type Manufacturer 
• 20YearWarranly 
• EosyfinoncingAvoiloble 
•Easy Do- It-Yourself Construction 
• Free 16 Page Brochure 

25X34 • 30X46 
40X56·SOXl16 

3 YEAR RESIDENTIAL 
KARATE PROGRAM 

' 

ALTERNATIVE TO MILITARY FOR YOUNG MEN, 17-23. 
RIGOROUS, FULL-CONTACT, ATHLETICALLY 

DEMANDING PROGRAM CREATING FIGHTERS AND 
INSTRUCTORS. NOT FOR DREAMERS OR NINJA 

WANNABE'S. ALL EXPENSES PAID. 
www.budokaratehouse.com 

S£LF-D£Fl85£ 
PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST ASSAULT! 
Mace, lasers, stun guns, more! Also hidden 
cameras and surveillance equipment. Free 
online catalog. Keystonesafetysecurity.com 

SURll£1LLll8C£ 
ESPIONAGE UNLIMITED: Your one stop shop 
for surveillance, counter surveillance, privacy, 
new ID's and new identity, asset protection, 
covert weapons , investigations, and more. 
(802) 864-0951. www.espionage-store.com 

rn111n1n& 
AUGUST 2002 COURSES, basic, specialist, 
jungle. www.militaryskills.btinternet.co.uk/ or 
phone 403-289-0571. 

TRAINING: WOODSCRAFT I TACTICAL I 
weapons skills. Basic and advanced. 20 years 
exp. S.R.T. , P.O. Box 8835, Fayetteville, AR 
72703-0014 

BE ABLE TO DEFEND YOURSELF against 
anyone in less than 5 days. Regardless of your 
current condition or age. Learn what martial arts 
masters know with Secrets of the Masters Self
Defense Guide. Send ck/mo for $14.95 to: 
WCRB dept 1, PO Box 7450, Arlington , VA, 
22207. 

SURVIVAL SCHOOL 
(WWW.WeTeachU.Com). We give you the sys
tem to survival. Seven Day program, Complete 
modern and primitive techniques, meals includ
ed. Wilderness Learning Center, 435sf, Sandy 
Knoll, Chateaugay, NY 12920. (518) 497-3179 

SUPERIOR TRAINING for Professionals! 
Maritime Security, Executive Protection , 
Counter-Intelligence, Corporate Investigations, 
Tactical Firearms, Business Intelligence, 
Technical Surveillance. P.O.S.T. Approved! 
Enterprising Securities (770) 723-1683 or 
www.enterprisingsecurities.com 
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Federally owned land currenHy available in AK, AZ, AR, CA, 
CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, UT, WA, 1/1/Y for $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. citizens enOOed to purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete information package including maps, 
telephone helpline, filing forms, etc. send $20 check or money 
order to: FEDERAL LAND CO., Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: this is not homestead
ing - lands are sold outright) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! 

IUSBSITSS 
FOR ONLY $25/month you can list your 
Website or Internet URL+ 10 words right 
here. (No additional discounts apply.) 
This is a great way to get out the word 
on your site! 

FREEDOM PRODUCTS -- passports, drivers 
licenses, anonymous debit cards, much more. 
www.expatworld.org 

CRAFTED WITH THE HIGHEST IDEALS of 
"De oppresso liber'' in mind. Special COMSEC: 
www.computerlynx.net/tac-com/ 

ADVENTURE NOVELS OF SEX and violence 
and history. FREE Information: http://caravela 
books.com 

e THE ULTIMATE IN PATRIOTIC T-SHIRTS! 
www.heathconner.com 

LOW COST SURVIVAL FOOD! Visit 
www.natureiswonderful.com Great value! 
Books, videos, more! 

WWW.SILVER-INVESTOR.COM The world's 
best site for Silver information. Toll Free 877-
610-9962 

www.SecondAmendment.net News, essays, 
and practical advice for ordinary people on 
RKBA. 

"ALWAYS LISTENING" www.pennycircus.net 

COMPLETE ID INFORMATION. Guide to inter
net ID sites. www.idfreakz.com 

JIDUERTISERS IBDEX 
Airborne Magazine ......... 31 

Backwoods Home Magazine .. 79 

Boots Unlimited ............ 10 

Bushmaster ............... 23 

Bushrag.com .............. 12 

Chase Durer .......... Cover 4 

DPMS ................... 25 
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Eagle Grips ............... 15 

Eden Press ............... 61 

Fallout Products ........... 60 

Global School Of Investigation .60 

Glock .................... 7 

Griffin Marketing ........... 21 

AM, ER I CAN 
BQDXC:.UARD 

ASSOCIATION 
7915 s. Elllersori Ave., suite 296 

In'dianapolis~' IN 46237 
1-soo-.tzio-4876 

www.americanbodyguard.org 

GET AN ANONYMOUS ADDRESS. No ID 
needed. Mail Forwarded Weekly. www.world
widemaildrop.com 

UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE. Crystal
Controlled Kit. www.Micro-transmitter.com 

20,000+ MILITARY FIELD & TECHNICAL 
MANUALS -- CD-ROM or printed. 
www.CHQsoftware.com 

FIND OUT ANYTHING ABOUT ANYONE. 
Information is power. www.global-
infosearch.com 

The truth shall set you free: cyanews.com 

BUCKSHOT'S CAMP. Survival Snares, Videos, 
Firestarters, Books, LED flashlights, Gill nets. 
www.buckshotscamp.com 

UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE. Crystal-Con
trolled Kit. www.Micro-transmitter.com 

NETWORKERS GROUND FLOOR 
Opportunity. Big money part-time at home. 
www.legacyusa.com/superiorhealth 

ti NEW MAGAZINE ON SURVIVAL. Visit 
online survival magazine, www.modernsur
vival.net, from Jim Benson, former editor of 
American Survival Guide Magazine. 

USAF SPECIAL OPERATIONS and Air Rescue 
unit insignia for sale. www.aircommando.com 

Gunsite .................. 80 

Gunsmoke ........ 78, Cover 3 

Harrison K-9 ......... : .... 61 

Heinie Specialty Products .... 25 

Hellstorm .......... · .. Cover 2 

Hydrastorm ................ 3 

Inter-American Security Products ... 60 

Jungle Toy ................ 61 

LA Law Enforcers .......... 61 
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Machesta International ...... 61 
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Michael Garman Productions .. 17 

Military Book Club ....... 18-19 
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spyoutlet.com 
Your direct source for 

Surveillance/Countersurveillance 
Electronic Devices 

Mini spy pinhole cameras 
• hidden video • wireless video 

• vehicle tracking • bug detectors 
• phone tap detectors • voice 

changer • 12 hour telephone tape 
recorder $125°0 • locksmithing 
tools • disappearing ink pens 

•and more 
FOR CATALOG SEND $5°0 TO: 

SPY OUTLET 
2468 NIAGARA FALLS BLVD 

TONAWANDA NY 14150 (716) 695-8660 

RANGER ARMS Specializing in tactical gear, 
military equipment, firearms and firearms 
accessories. www.rangerarms.com 

• Did this get your attention? How about • 
and ti ? These are dingbats - add them to 
your classified ad for only $5 each! 

AUTHENTIC U.S. GOVT. ISSUE Army/Navy 
Surplus. Best prices -- Online catalog www. 
americanarmynavy.com Phone 1-888-592-
8014 

NIGHT VISION WEAPON SCOPES. Giant 
Binoculars, Spotting Scopes, Rangefinders, 
Rifle scopes. www.americansupply.net 

HIGH CAPACITY CLIPS, GRIPS & thousands 
of related shooting products. www.gunacces
sories.com 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.militarykit.com or 
www.britisharmykit.com 

Power Custom ............• 23 

7.62 Design ... ; ...... : .. ; .27< 
Shooters.com ........•.•... ;31 

Silver Creek lnd~stries .••..• SO : · 
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International Court 
Continued from page 59 

tional agreements of the U.S. are sub
ject to the Bill of Rights and other pro
hibitions, restrictions or requirements 
of the Constitution and cannot be given 
effect in violation of them." 

In the Yugoslav criminal court, if that 
court can serve as an example, both 
anonymous witnesses and extensive 
hearsay evidence have been allowed. 

According to Dempsey, Nick 
Kostich, a U.S. defense attorney for 
Tadic, tried in the Yugoslav criminal 
court, complained that his client was 
not given the right to confront his 
accusers and had not been presented 
with the names of witnesses. 

"My most vicious, my most heinous 
client [in the United States] has more 
rights under the U.S. Constitution," 
Kostich said. 

The defense attorney in the case 
against Dusko Tadic also said that "we 
were not able to produce the evidence 
as we wished as there was no legal 
instrument to compel a witness to 
come to The Hague. Victims were 
pleased to tell their story but no one 
who was involved with him would wit
ness for fear that they will incriminate 
himself or herself." Too little money 
was designated for defense compared 
to the prosecution. 

We Don't Need No Stinkin' Corpus Delecti 
Dempsey, concerned with faulty 

evidence which may be produced as a 
result of the need for the ICC prosecu
tor to protect the privacy and identity 
of the victims and witnesses, points 
out the case of Sretko Damjanovic, 
who in 1993 was convicted of geno
cide in the murder of two Muslim 
brothers. Four years later, the two 
genocide victims, Kasim and Asim 
Blekic, were seen alive in a Sarajevo 
suburb. The Bosnian court did not con
sider the fact that the victims were never 
murdered as grounds for granting 
Damjanovic a new trial. 

The American Bar Association 
describes constitutional objections to 
the ICC as a "red Herring," asserting 
that since the ICC will not be a "court 
of the U.S." that the Bill of Rights will 
not apply to its proceedings. Perhaps 
not, but if the United States is to 
become a party to the ICC, according to 
De Geofroy v Riggs, its joining is predi
cated upon the premise that such an 
agreement would not abrogate any indi
vidual constitutional rights. 
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In theory the right to a fair trial is 
well protected in the ICC. The ICC 
judges and prosecutor are subject to 
all international laws in place. The 
International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights of 1966 demands 
equality before the courts, the right to 
receive a fair and public hearing, to be 
presumed innocent until proven guilty 
according to law, to be informed of the 
charges promptly and in detail and to 
prepare adequately a defense, to be 
tried without undue delay, to be pre
sent at trial, and to present a defense 
in a language of one's own choosing, 
the rights to examine witnesses, to 
have access to an interpreter, to 
remain silent, to an appeal, to receive 
compensation in the case of a miscar
riage of justice and to proportional 
punishment. Right to a fair trial is 
expressed in the Convention against 
Torture, Convention on Human Rights 
and the American Convention on 
Human rights. 

Uneven Justice Is Injustice 
But the ICC, which is now consid

ered as a panacea for deterring terror
ists and for providingjustice to tyrants, 
definitely has its problems. 

Most conflicts since WWII have 
been internal ones, and most atrocities 
continue during civil war or civil dis
turbances. 

Article 3, co:inmon to the four 
Geneva Conventions of 1949, and 
Protocol II apply war crimes to con
flicts of an international character. 
Genocide can be applied in wartime as 
well as peace and in internal conflicts 
as well as interstate conflicts. The 
Appeals Chambers of the Internation
al Criminal Tribunal for the Former 
Yugoslavia stated unequivocally in the 
Dusko Tadic case that these norms do 
not require any connection at all to 
international armed conflict: Crimes 
against humanity may not require a 
connection between crimes against 
·humanity and any conflict a~ all. 

The catch is, that although these 
laws have an increasingly universal 
application, they may not be applied 
to the worst offenders if those states 
do not become parties to the ICC, and 
their crimes will go unpunished if 
they are contained within that non
party state. 

The Rwanda case, in which an esti
mated half-million Tutsis and their 
sympathizers were killed, has been 
used as an example of an internation
al tribunal meting out uneven justice. 
In Rwanda, the state courts executed 

dozens, and sentenced hundreds to 
death or life in prison for war crimes. 
jean Kambanda, prime minister dur
ing the 100 days when majority 
Hutus sought to exterminate the 
Tutsis, admitted before the Rwanda 
tribunal that he was guilty of commit
ting crimes against humanity and 
genocide. Kambanda, who was tried 
in the international court, cannot be 
tried in Rwanda courts for the same 
crimes. In the Rwanda court, he 
would face a maximum life sentence 
or might get a reduced sentence -
while other minor actors were execut
ed. Thus, those who planned and 
incited the genocide will, if convict
ed, spend some years in European 
jails while lesser criminals will be 
put to death. 

Binding Agreement Dr Noose? 
Another drawback is that the ICC 

prosecutor will have to trust that the 
States who have a suspect in their terri
tory will be willing to cooperate and 
enforce ICC warrants. The Yugoslav 
prosecutor relied heavily upon the 
NATO peacekeeping forces to appre
hend those under indictment, and 
many remain at large because they have 
the protection of their own heavy 
guard, and this risk to peacekeepers 
prevents further arrests. 

The reality of human history has 
been that the larger and more universal 
is any institution, the less it will be 
influenced by any system of checks and 
balances. We may take pride in the fact 
that proposed new international insti
tutions and systems designed to pro
mote a more universal justice have 
been inspired by the successes of our 
Anglo-American judicial system. 

But we must fear any proposed sys
tem of law that is a law unto itself. 

The ICC concept may remain only 
a fantasy. In any case, our political 
leadership in Washington - sworn as 
it is to uphold and defend our 
Constitution and all its guarantees -
must pay more attention to this issue 
than it has to date. 

Although evolving and admittedly 
imperfect, our judicial system is tried, 
and it is trustworthy. To sacrifice our 
judicial protections, and to permit the 
sacrifice of our men and women who 
serve our nation and the cause of free
dom in uniform, is risky at best - and 
traitorous at worst. 

Dr. Martin Brass is an international 
attorney, and a frequent contributor to 
Soldier Of Fortune. ~ 
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Showdown In Somalia? 
Continued from page 39 

What is certain is that for a while 
now, the U.S. has been looking about for 
a secure base in East Africa. Since nei
ther Kenya nor Tanzania are prepared to 
face Africa's wrath and offer Washington 
facilities on their soil, (either Dar es 
Salaam or Mombasa would be ideal for 
the purpose) the U.S. must look else
where. In an unexpected NATO heads
up, Germany's Frankfurter Algemeine 
Zeitung reported last November that a 
group of officials from America and sev
eral European nations had toured 
Berbera with this option in mind. 

"They were negotiating with the 
Hargeisa authorities about establishing 
a presence there ," the newspaper 
declared. 

Though in ruins as a result of years 
of hostilities, a revitalized Berbera 
would give the Americans a powerful 
security edge in the region. It lies on 
the edge of the Arabian and Red Seas 
and Yemen's Aden is just over the hori
zon. Also, a U.S. presence so close to 
Mogadishu must ultimately affect the 
overall security of that embattled land. 

Among other objectives a joint 
German/ American presence in the 
Horn would achieve would be to inter
cept al-Qaida communications, as well 
as cut its links and supply lines from a 
region that for a long while has been 
regarded as ungovernable. Germany, 
meanwhile, is negotiating a basing 
agreement with Djibouti, which would 
further strengthen Western links, and 
a German Navy task force will be 
patrolling offshore by the time that 
you read this. 

Having been modernized and 
enlarged during the Cold War, Berbera, 
for decades, was a major deep port Soviet 
naval staging post in the Indian Ocean. 
Before the pro-Soviet Siad Barre's coup 
d'etat, American warships and aircraft 
regularly used the place. And if all this 
were to take place, and it looks very 
much like it might, then Washington 
would avoid the minefield of Yemeni 
negotiations each time it needs one of its 
ships to make an operational visit, as was 
the case with the U.5.5. Cole. 

Yemen's loss, obviously, would be 
Somaliland's economic and political 
gain. According to the London-based 
Arabic daily Al Zaman, it could result 
in the quasi-independent state - under 
Washington's auspices - declaring 
itself unilaterally independent, as 
Singapore originally did decades ago. 

Right now, with the presence of so 
many al-Qaida operatives still in 
Somalia, the U.S. has a more urgent 
agenda than long-term tactical consid
erations. Should it take precipitate mil
itary action against some, or all, of the 
al-Qaida terrorist bases in Somalia -
which could happen within months -
many of the envisioned security objec
tives might be achieved in a single sur
gical military strike. 

All the surrounding nations in the 
region are desperately keen to be rid of 
the persistent insurgent threat that 
Somalia represents and that has fes
tered for years. Shortly before last 
Christmas, Kenya's President Daniel 
Arap Moi issued a stern warning to 

recalcitrant Somali factions: They 

Conditions have deteriorated to the 
extent that just about all the UN agen
cies involved in the country have sound
ed the alarm. They warn that if a mod
icum of stability is not quickly achieved, 
up to half-a-million people in Somalia 
could face starvation "within months." 

Curiously, it was exactly that sce
nario that 10 years ago prompted the 
UN to take joint military action to save 
Somalia when the UN's Operation Just 
Hope was launched. One cause for con
cern to most of Somalia's neighbors , 
as well as to the developed world, is a 
continuing trend in the kidnapping of 
innocents for ransom. 

While the level of abduction is lower 
than it was two years ago, the kidnap
ping threat is serious enough to have 

Mogadishu port, still the focus of a burgeoning illegal arms trade along east Africa 's large
ly unpatrolled coastline. 

should either put their house in order 
or he would again close the border. 
Trouble is, he's said that before and his 
words had no effect. A week later, 
heavy fighting between Somali erupted 
again leaving dozens dead. 

As for the future , Britain's BBC just 
about said it all in one of its last dis
patches of the year on Somalia. 

In a broadcast titled "Somalia 
Pushed to the Brink of Disaster" Ishbel 
Matheson highlighted the plight of an 
African state in the grip of one of the 
worst droughts for decades. She under
scored the political and military excess
es of a political system that was unrav
eling for the umpteenth time. 

Intra-factional rivalry coupled to the 
machinations of half-a-dozen Somali 
warlords, she suggested, was at the root 
of it. Some of the militants supported 
the country's transitional government. 
Others did not. 

caused all Western government to warn 
their nationals about visiting the country. 
Similarly, an international alert about 
piracy along the Somali coast has been in 
effect for some years now. At least three 
ocean-going craft are being held hostage 
in Somali ports as we go to press. 

There has also been hostage-taking 
that, in the past, has involved interna
tional aid workers including officials 
working for the ICRC, the French-based 
Action Cantre la Faim and the Italian aid 
agency Terra Nuova. In recent months 
there has been a spate of incidents 
involving Somalia and Ethiopia. 

Observers in Addis Ababa maintain 
that if this trend escalates, it could lead 
to war. As well it could, only this time 
America could be involved. 

Al]. Venter is a longtime contributor 
to SOF and an authority on African 
affairs. ~ 
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ross an OICW (Objective Individual 
Combat Weapon, the U.S. military's 
long-term program to provide infantry
men of the future with "leap ahead" 
technology that dramatically increases 
their combat effectiveness) with a P90 

and what do you get? Not a bar joke punch line, but a very 
exciting new weapon combo from FN that is getting a confi
dential preview among certain Special Operations and Law 
Enforcement types abroad and in the U.S. 

A version of FN's extraordinarily handy little 5.7mm 
P90 Personal Defense Weapon has been beefed up and 
reworked by Belgian engineers to handle the ubiquitous 
NATO SS109 5.56mm assault rifle round. Now officially 
called the FN F2000 Modular Assault Weapon System, it 
was nicknamed "The CONVERTOR" early on, due its abil
ity to accommodate the client's wants, needs and desires. 

This radical looking new weapon is housed in a 
smoothly flowing polymer shroud for demonstrably effi
cient ergonomic design. Utilizing a Stoner-style multilug 
bolt moved by an AUG-inspired gas system, the new 
Belgian bullpup is selective fire for full and semiauto oper
ation and its controls are fully ambidextrous. 

Building Blocks 
According to FN's Louis Dillais, director of their 

American operation and former officer in France's spe
cial forces, the F2000 was designed from the ground up 
as an integrated family of optional weapon- and fire
control modules. 

These carefully considered and synergistically designed 
("Synergy" is geek-speak for parts that work together) 
building blocks seem to flow seamlessly into one another. • 
So, he says, no matter if the combination has been tailored if· 
for no-holds-barred conventional warfare assault, or gill~ ·1 : ':· . 

gerly dealing with domestic disturbances while CNN cani- ·~. 
era crews are breathing down your neck, the handling ancf ·~", '• 
operation of your weapon system is basically the same. · · 

Even at this early date when the system exists only in a 
handful of prototypes, there are numerous choices f~r ,ihe; ~ 
discriminating user. It all starts with the KE (kinetic ener
gy) Basic Weapon module, a selective-fire bullpup cham
bered for the nearly universal 5.56mm M855 green-tip car
tridge. Then, select from a growing list of clamp-ons, 
including 40mm grenade launchers of the single shot or 
three-round variety. We are told that ot11er calibers are in , °' 
the works from 20mm on up depending on results of ongo- · 
ing experimentation in the U.S.A. and other countries. 

Need a shotgun? Got it. Need "Less Lethal" capability 
to pop malcontents with malodorants or cloud crazies with 
CS? You betcha. Each is similarly configured and triggered 
for compatibility with repetitive training that develops 
instinctive operation. Each clamps on quickly under the 
barrel to maintain the weight and balance that an operator 
has adjusted to in other exercises. 

The F2000 is a particularly efficient packaging of bullet and 
bomb/et with great promise for increasing the infantry soldier's 
battlefield effectiveness. 



A Sight ID Behold 
The F2000's building block approach is further real

ized in provisions for various types of sighting systems. 
The top of the rifle component is fitted with a NATO 
standard MIL 1913 "Picatinny Rail" so as to sturdily affix 
just about anything that's clamped on any other weapon 
in service. However, FN's currently available options 
include a fairly conventional l.6X optical sight, plus a 
whiz-bang electro/optical/computer/laser/and more, 
dubbed the Integrated Fire Control System (IFCS). juice 
for powering this stuff comes from a block battery tucked 
neatly inside the stock. 

FN has teamed with Finnish engineers at NOPTEL to 

.~(@bave) The F20DO's rotary-locking single-shot 40mm grenade 
.~}auncher is loaded M203-style by sliding the barrel forward and 
h:~sliqping an HE round up into the chamber. (right) The gunner 
~~t en reaches a finger down to the bottom trigger to fire the 

·• ade. Contrast this to the need to completely relocate the 
" hind from pistol grip to the magazine on an M16/M203 

o. AlsB, this is a double-action trigger that, in the event 
fghtprimer strike, c e immediately squeezed again tor 

r h'il, without the 'er-factor of having to unlock and 
.0. .d the barrel ·M203. 

\.., 
\ 

This handy comparison shows the relative size of FN's proto
type F2000 with electronic tire control and 40mm grenade 
launcher vs. the U.S. military's M16A1 and M203. Both 
weapons feature selective-tire 5.56mm assault rifles and pow
erful single-shot mini-mortars, but the F2000 has the edge on 
compactness and first-round hit probability. 

produce the current IFCS and to begin working on fol
low-on systems of increasing sophistication and capabili
ties. Dillais tells us this is most certainly to incorporate 
the same variety of tools being developed for the 
American OICW such as target tracking, day/night oper
ation, and thermal imaging. This will include, he forsees, 
computer interface between ranging and aiming cues 
with "smart" airbursting grenades. 

For right now this module, looking for all the world 
like a shark fin, is equipped with l.6X scope, a laser 
rangefinder, and digital inclinometer linked to an on
board computer. 

I found this to be fun and fast on the range. After laser
zapping the target its distance is displayed in meters in 
the scope. If the appropriate response is 40mm HE, sim-



ply keep the target centered left-right in the reticle and 
elevate the muzzle until both tiny LED's at 12 and 6 o'clock 
in the viewfinder turn green. Thus, we have achieved pre
cisely correct elevation (thanks to the inclinometer) and 
immediately popping off the grenade should result in a hit 
within 2 meters. 

This sure beats the old M203's "guesstimate range, 
sight the ladder, pop and pray" system. 

Now, while some would call all this just bells and whis
tles to run up the price and complexity of the system, oth
ers can find ample reasons to disagree. FN's promotional 
materials cite actual tests at the 
Belgian Infantry School and project 
resultant increases in first-round Pl 
(Probability of Incapacitation) in var
ious combat scenarios. This should 
give significant savings not only in 
the cost of training and combat ammo 
and how much must be carried into 
battle, but also in saving friendly 
lives by quickly and efficiently elimi
nating those who are shooting back. 

Serving Spooks Since '71 
Ever vigilant for opportunities to 

sneak a peek at cutting-edge hard
ware, SOF wrangled an invitation to 
attend a recent F2000 training ses
sion put on by FN for some Special 
Programs Group representatives of 
Electronic Warfare Associates, Inc. 
Insiders from USSOCOM (United 
States Special Operations Command) 
and similar operations have long 
known EWA as a leading supplier of 
a wide range of products and services 

necessary to keep the good guys on the cutting edge. 
FNH USA, Inc., the North American office for Belgium

based FN, has recently opened a field office at CRUCIBLE 
Training Center, near Fredericksburg, Va. This well
appointed facility offers good ranges, classrooms, storag~ , 
facilities for weapons and ammunition, and is convenient!~ ·; · ' :: . 
located near the D.C. metro area where lots of high-lev&!.,. • 
military and law enforcement operations are headquartered~ ·~: · 

According to Rick Bailer, EWA's Director of Special 
Programs, he and a trio of reps were at CRUCIBLE on $s ~ 
fine morning to get a basic familiarization with the 1}2000 " 

including mechanical characteristics 
plus safe handling and shooting tech
nique. This would enable them, he 
said, to credibly discuss this innova
tive new weapon system as part of 
EWA's regular interaction with its gov- r. 

ernment and military clients. 

Beyond the P9D 
FNH USA's Sal Fanelli, now Senior 

Manager for Business and Weapons 
Systems Development and a long
time product/user liaison for FN and 

{left) + and - keys on the touch pad on the 
top of the electronic fire control module 
allow the operator to add or subtract dis
tance from the lased range if necessary. 
(below) Mitch X. goes from waltz to rock
'n' roll with the "KE" (kinetic energy) 
5.56mm assault rifle module topped with 
the 1.6X optical sight. Note the emer
gence of smoking empties from the spill
way at right of the barrel. 



Cases tumble out of the F2000 in several full-auto bursts. Note 
the absence of muzzle rise in this very well-balanced and con
trollable weapon. (right} A magazine of 5.56mm ball and a 
40mm TP round ready for fun in the sun. 

M"WS and OIC"W 
Bin laden Busters armed with United States Special 

Operations Command's M4 Modular Weapon System -
essentially an Ml6 "Shorty" with all sorts of stuff hang
ing all over it - are especially invited to take note of 
the F2000. 

Many of you have observed that, while reliable, effec
tive and reasonably compact, a fully accessorized 
M4/M203 with thermal sight is quite awkward and 
unbalanced, prone to snagging on just about anything, 
weighs in at 20 pounds, and costs upwards of 12 grand. 
Folks, there's a lot of room for improvement and our 
guys deserve something better a lot earlier than the pro
jected fielding of the OICW eight years from now. 

Nobody at FN was so impolite or untactful as to 
draw a direct comparison between the F2000 and the 
U.S. military's enormously ambitious and expensive 
program to field the OICW sometime around 2010. 
They won't, but I will because I have bee11 closely fol
lowing and reporting on this for years. 

Most simply put, quantity issue of the OICW is a 
decade or more away and F2000 is here now. F2000 
isn't everything that OICW is supposed to eventually 
be, but it is a lot of that already. Virtually everything 
that will some day be part of the OICW's computerized 
fire control, 25mm semiauto grenade launcher, "smart 
ammo," or whatever, can be modularized for mating 
with the F2000. 

While FN's spokesmen are understandably cautious 
when discussing cost projections - particularly in the 
uncharted territory of multi-function, clay-night fire con
trol - their target is to field by the end of 2002 a signif
icantly lighter and less expensive system with superior 
24 hour/all-weather operational capability and more. 

It will be really interesting to see what comes of the 
imminent USSOCOM trials. 

its various worldwide operations, kicked
off the classroom portion of the schedule 
with a brief explanation of the F2000's 
genesis. The whole thing began, he said, 
nearly a decade ago back in the OICW con
cept stage when FN, in partnership with 
the American firm AAI, provided the 
assault-rifle component of their team's 

entry in Army trials. 
Although passed over in favor of the Alliant 

Techsystems/Heckler & Koch offering, it was a logical 
progression, Fanelli said, to continue to build upon the 
ergonomic and operational characteristics of FN's 
ground-breaking P90 PDW (Personal Defense Weapon). 

While the P90's custom-designed 5. 7 x 28 mm round 
offers several important advantages including low-recoil 
impulse, yet amazing body-armor penetration, many 
potential customers weren't about to give up standard 5.56 
x 45 mm ammo. In some ways tliis is like the continuing 
debate between submachine gunners and assault rilleers. 
Both camps have a laundry list of pros and cons that usu
ally boil down to constraints of domestic law enforcement 
vs. extreme situations in military special operations. So, 
why not kick the "90" up a notch or two by redesigning its 
mechanism to take tl1e hotter, bigger round? 

The resulting F2000 is just that; a powerful new 
assault rifle sleekly fitted inside a space-age-configured 
bullpup housing. But wait, tliere's more as Fanelli contin
ued the fast-paced lecture and demonstration. 

Inside Story 
The head of "Task Force F2000," the system's design 

team in Herstal, Belgium, had a much bigger task in this 

The LG1 is FN's standard single-shot 40mm grenade launcher 
module for the F2000. It fires the full range of U. S. and NATO 
low-velocity 40 x 48mm ammunition. Although similar in lay
out and function to the American M203, it features a rotary 
locking system where movement of the barrel forward for load
ing also turns and unlocks the barrel from the receiver. 



caliber conversion than simply 
pumping steroids into his firm's 
PDW. The former weapon's inten
tionally light-kicking 5.7-round lent 
itself nicely to the simplest classic 
blowback operation, but this isn't 
feasible engineering with SS109 
ammo . This considerably larger, 
heavier-bulleted, high-velocity round 
has much higher chamber pressure 
and recoil impulse, necessitating 
some sort of locking system as well 
as some way to harness released 
energy to the task of operating the 
system. What to do? 

through some sort of 
microchip and solenoid interaction. 
Just dial or punch in the desired burst 
length or speed for best results in any 
given situation. 

In an amusing anecdote , FanelJi .t.f 
says that this is off-the-shelf techn~~ · ·. 
ogy for FN, having been successfully ·¥ ·· 
brought to demonstration prototype 
stage a decade ago for possible use i1,1 
the M249 5.56mm Squad Automatic v 

Weapon, the American versi/Jri of 
FN's handy MINIMI. Cast aside and 
forgotten soon afterward due to lack 

The late Gene Stoner would have 
been pleased to see yet again a varia
tion of his AR-10/Ml6/AR-180 multi
lug bolt-in camming carrier system 
being put to good work. Although 
cursed by any grunt who has had to 
"white glove clean" that damnable 

Instantly, the precise range to target is dis
played at the bottom of the reticle. This 
information is simultaneously stored in the 
system's computer and relayed to the on
board digital inclinometer. 

of customer interest, he recently 
reminded his Belgian counterparts 
that there was no need to start again , 
from square one. Assuming the long
lost electronic module has been 
found at Herstal, it should be merely 

space in the barrel extension between the locking lugs and 
chamber on a "Sixteen," the system itself is mechanically 
brilliant and incredibly strong for its weight. 

Austrian engineers at Steyr should also take pride in 
an adaptation of the AUG's variable-input gas-piston sys
tem finding its way into the F2000. No new magic here, 
just gas flowing through a hole in the barrel near the muz
zle that enters an expansion chamber to kick a tapered 
piston rearward. This, in tum, pushes the bolt carrier 
with a camming slot that turns the bolt to unlock as it 
continues rearward for extraction and ejection. We also 
find a number of AUG similarities in the generous use of 
molded polymer, not only for the receiver housing, but 
also in the modular hammer group. 

This last component is being given a decidedly cutting
edge twist with planned availability of electronic rate of 
fire regulation. Although details of its electro-mechanical 
operation are closely held at this time, it is expected to 
operate by controlling the dwell time between hammer 

F2000 Modular Assault Weapon System 

Manufacturer: Fabrique Nationale, Herstal, Belgium 

Caliber: 5.56 x 45 mm SS I 09 

Operation/Locking: Gas with multilug bolt-in carrier 

Selector: Semi- and full-auto at 800-900 rpm 

Feed: Detachable 30-round box magazine 
(M 16/NATO STANAG) 

Empty Weight: 7.95 lbs./3.6 kg. 

Overall Length: 27.3 in./694 mm 

Barrel Length: I 5.75 in/400 mm 

Sights: I .6X optical with optional laser-ranging 
ballistic computer 

a matter of blowing off the dust and 
scaling it to fit the F2000. 

The designers have also reached way back to before the 
tum of the century (not this last one, but circa 1884) for an 
inverted variation on the ejection tube used by the sainted 
Hiram Maxim in the world's first commercially successful 
"automatic machine gun." On the return stroke of its bolt 
and carrier, the F2000 sends each empty cartridge casing 
up and forward into an ejection tube. Each successive 
round is similarly deposited until, after about four shots 
are fired and the tube is full , the first is rather gently 
pushed out of a spillway on the right front of the receiver. 

This historical curiosity has the very practical effect of 
eliminating the danger and distraction to fellow soldiers 
close at hand from energetically expelled brass. No more hot 
casings cartwheeling against your buddy's cheek or down his 
BDU jacket when clearing rooms or tight cave passageways. 

As guests of FNH USA at a scheduled training session, it 
was neither appropriate nor supportable for SOF to conduct 
a classic "gun test" on the F2000. While the early limited
run prototype gun available to us shot with observed con
trollability and without mechanical incident, wringing out a 
production line model will have to wait for a few months. 

We are told that some 15 "FAP" (First Article 
Production) are taking form now at Herstal, incorporating 
numerous improvements based on comments and sugges
tions from men of many organizations who have had the 
opportunity to handle and shoot existing prototypes. This 
is, according to FNH USA's Mark Cherpes, the process of 

"Americanization," that helps 
European engineers understand 
and accommodate the sometimes 
quirky preferences of us Yanks. 

The first batch of these ne.w 
and improved F2000s is expe' . bd 
to go to USSOCOM for ~o .. 
abuse but SOF is already a 1 

h d f h ]. f • ~··· ea o t e me or press~ 
abilities. Stay tuned. ·~·~ 

; 

Robert Bruce, a retired V. 5< ! 
known small-anns expert, hist 
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See No Evil • • • 

Four things come back not: The spoken word; the sped 
arrow; time past and the neglected opportunity. 

- Omar I Ibn al Khattab, Caliph (AD 581-644) 

E
spionage is a filthy, often disgusting, business. 
For those involved in America's clandestine 
services, this truism should be cast in concrete 
and hoisted above the main entrance to CIA 

Headquarters at Langley, Virginia. It is also the first mes
sage imparted by Robert Baer in his new book, which 
deals with his 21 years of service in the CIA. 

The transcendent message of the volume, however, is 
that Langley has screwed up mightily. The way he reckons, 
it's going to take a generation or more to put things right. 

As Baer told Soldier Of Fortune, "They're starting to 
repair some of the damage, but not much has changed." 
In some respects, comments Baer, things have gotten 
worse. The Company is gripped by a multitude of incom
petent legacies, many of them inherited from the Clinton 
administration. 

The author's accounting of how the CIA's Directorate of 
Operations (DO) has declined under the last three leaders 
(he describes them as a recalled retiree, an analyst and a 
"political pal") leads to some chilling conclusions. And 
he's not talking policy or methodology, but the long-term 
security of the American nation. 

It's interesting that Seymour Hersh, in his introduc
tion, makes the point that "we've hit intelligence rock bot
tom in America." 

Baer explains, by way of illustration - following 
events of 11 September - that the CIA brought back 
squads of retirees to help address the situation. This was 
fine in theory, he states. 

But they're a mixed bunch. "Some of these veterans 
are solid old-timers. Others are the original bunglers 
that caused years of abuse and neglect, the very same 
people that contributed to breaking the system. Included 
in this group was the knucklehead that mistakenly tar
geted the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade. 

"Now there's a housewife in charge as deputy head of a 

BY AL J. VENTER 

division directing CIA's overseas operations." Originally 
she was a reports officer, a clerk who did minor editing of 
field reports! 

He speculated about that ever happening at the 
Pentagon. "Can't see it. Can you imagine the military bring-

See No Evil, The True Story of A Ground Soldier In The CIA's War 
On Terrorism, by Robert Baer, is a blockbuster analysis and 
expose of what ails America's intelligence establishment. 
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ing in a nonentity - and a house
wife to boot - to help run opera
tions in Afghanistan? The U.S. mili
tary runs its shows professionally, 
the way we once did in the CIA," he 
reckons. 

At the same time, he's not 
uncritical of certain military 
developments. Desert Storm gave 
the Americans a remarkable 
opportunity to recruit agents from 
among the tens of thousands of 
Iraqi POWs that were captured. 
"Some of these people were very 
senior in the Iraqi military and 
considering the circumstances, it 
should have been easy to turn a 
select few. Had we done that, we'd 
today have people in sensitive 
positions right under the nose of 
Saddam Hussein." 

fi.•I j everything happening right now 
~ out there in this big, bad world of 
~ ours. 
~ With the CIA gearing up a 
~ secret war against terrorism, this is 

~L~~.~~i..-1'.tiS. ~ a timely work. There is - and, 
,,., •.• ,.," .... "'' ~ indeed there should be - great 

' g interest in the clandestine culture 
u of the place and the kinds of men 

and women who work there. 
Briefly, Baer's brisk explication 

is a terse dynamic between the 
realities of everyday espionage and 
the environment in which so many 
of these people operate. Put anoth
er way, what he has to tell deals 
with what the British master spy 
and KGB secret agent Kim Philby 
once called the "great game." 

As things developed, says Baer, 
the CIA was prohibited from doing 
any intelligence recruiting and the 
man responsible for this weighty 
decision was none other than the 
highly regarded General 
Schwarzkopf. 

"In fact he was totally opposed 
to it and it makes no sense whatev
er," he adds. Baer states that 

Robert Baer, getting ready for another jump at the 
"Farm" in 1977. 

Multi-lingual, Baer, a former 
California ski bum with a degree 
from Georgetown University, slot
ted easily into any environment in 
which he was placed once he had 
become "Company." Too easy, say 
some of his detractors who claim 
that in the field he was a risk
taker, which incidentally, Baer 
accepts as more of a compliment 
than a slight. 

throughout his career, whether in 
Vietnam or in the sands of Arabia, Schwarzkopf seemed to 
have been opposed to CIA activities on his stretch of turf. "In 
much the same way he was against deploying Special Forces." 

Baer's view is that in view of the long-term implications 
this kind of myopia is unconscionable, "and today we're pay
ing for it." 

As for George Tenet, the director of intelligence, he hard
ly spares the man. Even allowing for obvious lapses of con
centration in critical issues, or 

As a case officer in the 
Directorate of Operations for the 

Central Intelligence Agency, Baer saw service in many of the 
world's trouble spots, including Iraq, Khartoum, New Delhi, 
Rabat, Dushanbe and elsewhere. During the course of his 
duties he became fluent enough in Arabic to be able to oper
ate clandestinely in Lebanon as a native Arab. 

At the end of it, tired of the bureaucratic bickering (at one 
stage Langley's mandarins tried to implicate him in the 
Iran/Contra shambles) and with the CIA pulling back from 

the fact that the worst terror 
attacks in the history of the 
nation occurred on his watch, 
nothing justified the CIA being 
caught with its pants around 

Says Baer: "The CIA asked me to delay publication for an additional review ... 
their security people were going to the publisher's attorneys to try to stop publication. 

its ankles. Quoting Navy 
friends, Baer is astonished that 

At one point early on in the review, langley asked for my lawyer's hard drives . ... " 
he's still at Mclean: When your 
boat kisses the bottom, you lose your command. 

"However, I also understand a little bit better the political 
realities of Washington. The man has the ear of the president 
and maybe he should stay. The last thing the CIA needs is 
another director who can't get into the oval office." 

The sad chapter can possibly be encapsulated by an 
exchange that took place at an open Congressional hearing in 
early February between Tenet and Senator Pat Roberts: The 
Kansas Republican asked the head of the CIA how it was that 
an American Taliban by the name ofJohn Walker Lindh could 
meet bin Laden, while his organization couldn't get an agent 
near him? Tenet wasn't specific in his answer, but he did indi
cate that the CIA had, in fact, moved forward in that direction. 

The answers to that complex question may lie in Baer's 
book, titled See No Evil - a best-seller within weeks of its 
release. This volume is also a vital adjunct to just about 

aggressive covert actions to appease their political masters, 
in disgust he resigned from the service in December 1997. 

The book is severely critical of America's number one 
intelligence organization. In fact, the first thing that really 
strikes the reader is how it ever got into print. Nor is Baer 
afraid to name names, at least those that weren't scrubbed by 
the censors. 

Interestingly, the book was security-vetted over a period of 
two years and changes were made. In fact, some of the dele
tions are shown as black blotches on the text. Somehow 
though, says Baer, "a lot of it seemed to have slipped through 
the cracks." 

He speculates that it was due to the same old lassitude 
that seems to have affected the organization in other direc
tions: "those responsible for looking at the book appeared to 
lose interest in the end, or maybe they agreed with me. At 
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one point they even started correcting some of my mistakes." 
However, things began to look sharp again when the book 

was about to appear. 
Says Baer: "The CIA asked me to delay publication for an 

additional review. We then had their security people going to 
the publisher's attorneys to try to stop publication. At one 
point early on in the review, Langley asked for my lawyer's 
hard drives. But since these were the same people who rep
resent Dan Burton, they had a hard time of it. Finally we 
went ahead." 

According to Baer, the security aspect is still pending, but 
essentially, everything that went into print was reviewed by 
Langley, though he did add an addendum after the World 
Trade Center was bombed, which the CIA saw as well, 
before publication. 

A Worst-Case Scenario? 
Bob Baer's revelations have been equated by one observer 

as equivalent to what some people would regard as a dooms
day augury. 

The CIA has massive problems, he declares, and one of 
the biggest, says Baer, is the suburban mentality towards 
intelligence that Washington seems to inculcate in people 
working there. 'The comfortable home in Virginia syn
drome," he calls it: "Many realize that they could get pro
moted faster and with less risk by staying in Washington." 

"Collecting information, especially sensitive stuff on 
which history sometimes turns, quite often needs dirty 
hands." It's one of the fundamentals of the job, he stipulates. 

"If you're into intelligence gathering you must get out 

Robert Baer poses on Beirut's Green Line, the strip dividing the 
warring factions in 1987. 

there and mix and talk with the ordinary people of the soci
ety in which you've been placed: It's the only way to build up 
trust and confidence. To get to the point where people are 
willing to confide in you or react favorably when you finally 
confront them, takes time." Essentially, he explains, it is a 
sharing of experiences. 

"It's not going to work by commuting between a flashy 
hotel and the meeting place. Choose that route and you're 
always a stranger among those whose friendship you're try
ing to cultivate. Get onto common ground and that's half the 
battle won," he says. 

Robert Baer is a powerful proponent for the need for case 
officers to be able to speak the language. Instead, he says, 
Langley takes the indirect, Harvard Business School 
approach to management and expertise. 

He reckons that America should have established its own 
national Arab language school a long time ago, for no better 
reason than that the Middle East provides more than half of 
America's oil needs. like it or not, the Arab world is pivotal 
to our long-term strategic well-being. 

"Nobody in Washington took any notice early last centu
ry, when Whitehall established its own Arab language school 
in Lebanon. It was one of the best in its day," he reckons. 

Beirut's Shamlan School churned out generations of 
British and Commonwealth Arabists, many of whom - in 
commerce, industry, diplomacy or good old-fashioned spy 
craft - played sterling roles in maintaining steady interest in 
a part of the globe that seems always to have been volatile. 
He suggests that it's perhaps no accident that for all its prob
lems, the British connection with the Islamic world has 
remained steadfast, and for many generations. 

He suggests that it's no accident that London remains the 
financial hub of most Arab money. 

The Politics Of Mission 
Certainly the most interesting parts of the book deal with 

CIA shortcomings, which if they didn't matter, would be 
laughable. Some are so improbable that they sound implau
sible. But they are not. 

Following the end of the Cold War, Langley seemed to go 
absurd lengths to exonerate Russia from charges that it might 
still be spying on the United States. 

Baer recalls how "Uncle Milty" his old Khartoum boss 
(and by then chief of the Central-Eurasian Division) 
informed the CIA office in Rabat, Morocco that "henceforth 
Russia would be treated like Germany, France, Italy or any 
other friendly country. The Cold War was over! ' Period." 

Of course, that was before the traitor Dick Ames was 
taken into custody and exposed as having caused the deaths 
of dozens of people working for Langley. And then Robert 
Hannsen of the FBI was uncovered. He had spent 21 years of 
working for the Russians. 

"It was so obvious," Baer told SOF. "The man was driving 
a new Jaguar XJ-6. My first reaction was that nobody at the 
CIA owns a car like that: Ames' Jaguar must have been the 
only one in the parking lot!" 

But what it meant was "that if the KGB rezident were to 
walk in and volunteer to tell us everything he knew, we 
weren't authorized to give him a nickel to catch a bus back to 
his embassy. Worse, it meant that the CIA had to turn away 
Vasili Mitrokhin, a KGB archivist who then volunteered to 
British intelligence and provided information that led to the 
identification of dozens of spies, including a U.S. colonel. 
You figure that one out," he declares exasperated. 

Also interesting was the author's use of his own investiga-
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tion for murder (he was completely cleared; it was a set-up) 
by the FBI, and, at one point by Secret Service, to shed new 
light on the complete break-down of internal security 
processes within the CIA. At its lowest point, he was pres
surized by DO (Director of Operations) management with a 
psychological evaluation to determine his fitness for duty, 
which another former clandestine case officer, Robert D. 
Steele, equates to Stalinism. 

Steele adds that it was a technique of declaring officers 
unfit for duty based on psychological hatchet jobs and was a 
common practice over the past two decades when Britt 
Snider was appointed Inspector General at the CIA. 

Street Smarts And Mission Orientation 
Baer could see the changes corning a long time before they 

began to manifest so negatively. He takes bitter pleasure in 
telling us about a female undercover agent working in France 
that he calls Becky. He had arranged to meet her and a French 
informant who, for years, had been a solid source of infor
mation about all sorts of dirty deeds ranging from illegal 
weapons shipments to snippets of information straight out of 
the Elysees Palace. In the narrative he calls him Jacques. 

The first time Baer met with Becky and Jacques it was 
after the American women had decided that the spying busi
ness wasn't for her. So she handed the Frenchman over to 
Baer. From the start, says Baer, it was obvious that the 
Frenchman wasn't at all happy. In fact relations between 
Becky and Jacques were like ice. 

So Baer sets out to repair the damage and he takes 
Jacques to a good restaurant where, in true James Bond 
style, the American displays a respectable knowledge of a 
good claret. Warmed up by a second bottle of "white bur
gundy from a terroir I knew," Jacques startles him by asking 
him if he believes in God. 

"Er, no, not exactly," Baer replied, and the relief on the 
Frenchman's face was palpable. He went on to explain that 
Becky, his prior handler, was interested only in saving him 
from a life of sin by leading him back to Christianity. When 
Baer complained to his station chief he got the brush-off: 
Can't interfere with her First Amendment rights, he was told. 

In the end, Jacques came up with the goods. One of his 
coups included giving the CIA information about a Swiss
B1itish merchant of death living in Zug who was selling boat
loads of Iglas , advanced Soviet surface-to-air missiles to Iran. 

"The Frenchman got the prices, letters of credit, end-users 
certificates, everything." 

On a lighter note he also tells of an earlier period when 
the agency's skunk works came up with the idea of filling a 
captured Soviet transport plane - Soviet markings and all -
with live pigs and dropping them over Mecca, Islam's holiest 
city. He doesn't say whether this crazy project was ever car
ried out, though personally, I doubt it. 

He gives other pretty graphic examples of how the agency 
gradually deteriorated to an organization where most of the 
operatives do not spend their time taking risks , but rather, 
wear suits, work in embassies and live in comfortable homes. 
The level of obfuscation got worse with each new Director of 
Intelligence. Judge for yourself: 

"We'd ask the Paris office to put together a surveillance 
team to watch the apartments of a suspected terrorist, and 
Paris would come back and tell us it couldn't because the 
local intelligence service would find out. We'd ask Bonn to 
recruit a few Arabs and Iranians to track the Middle East emi
gre community in West Germany, and it would respond that 
it didn't have enough officers. Once we asked Beirut to meet 

CIA Director of Operations Dave Cohen awarding Robert Baer a 
Merit Unit Citation for his work in Iraq January-March of 1995. 

a certain agent traveling to Lebanon and it refused because of 
some security problem." 

As he says, "Security was never not a problem in Beirut, 
for God's sake. Instead of fighting terrorists , we were fighting 
bureaucratic inertia, an implacable enemy ... Analysts were in 
charge, which was insane. People who'd never met an agent 
in their lives, didn't know what a dead drop was and rarely 
traveled out of the Washington metropolitan area were (and 
are) directing field offices abroad on how to run their cases. 
It was like assigning a hospital administrator to head the sur
gical team," B;ter argues. 

Working Beirut - on The Ground 
Some of the best work of his career - and among the 

most interesting chapters of See No Evil - has a Beirut back
drop. As he says, "maybe it sounds wacky, but I loved work
ing in Beirut. Instead of dealing with the distractions of head
quarters, the meetings and the paperwork that ate up time, I 
would move around on the streets, where I had always been 
more comfortable." 

At one stage he was able to get to the core of Iranian sub
terfuge in the Beqa' Valley, using a local contact that he spent 
time cultivating to get him to the ancient city of Baalbek, then 
the serpents' nest of all Ayatollah Khomeini's interests in 
Lebanon. It was during this visit that he unknowingly came 
within yards of the compound then holding the kidnapped 
CIA chief in Beirut, Bill Buckley, who was later executed. 

From the start, Baer was terribly shaken by the bombing 
of the U.S. Embassy in that city almost 20 years ago - a 
debacle that cost the CIA the lives of several of his buddies. 
Having seen the effects of that totalitarian brand of terrorism, 
he spent years piecing together the leads, almost as an obses
sion to get at the truth. It took a long time, but based on 
human, documentary and circumstantial evidence, he finally 
reached a conclusion in his last months at Langley 

Continued on page 81 
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""Island Jlmerica'' 
Contin~d from 1:'8ge fJ 

They staye;d iu the oil pits during all 
daylight hours, attending to mission
related duties and taking their meals 
after dark. Each man assigned to the 
mission was known by his last name, 
no rank references were made. 

They Ilsa Sarve ... 
For three long we€ks the gunnery 

crews of Battery C held out in the oil 
pits waiting for the Japs to return, but 
they never did. The gun sections then 
rejoined their comrades of the 143rd at 
Santa Barbara, and until the end of the 
year rotated on coastal defense, before 
going to Ft. lewis for training and over
seas duty . . 

Although AtTte;i::ican military defens
es were spread painfully thin, coastal 
defenses had been quickly organized, 
predicated on the assumption that any 
major Japanese attack would be mount
ed from the sea. large-scale blimp 
patrols were established, and the Coast 
Guard borrowed horses (and trainers) 
from the Army Cav to patrol the coast
line. Militaty rese:i;ve units, state guard 
units and assorte;d civilian and quasi-

military units organized as a first line of 
defense, and high-speed highways were 
built from military centers to the coast 
to improve reaction time to an invasion 
that would not come to the lower 48. 
Aside from the fact Tokyo realized they 
would have trouble holding any territo
ry they might gain at the end of their 
logistical pipeline, they did not under
stand how weak were American defens
es at the time of Pearl Harbor - and 
they were aware of a consideration illus
trated by the fact that all attempted air
line hijackings subsequent to 9-11 have 
been thwarted by, or with the help of, 
pissed-off Americans, who will fight 
when they have to. 

Whether Tojo Dr Terrorists - Call Their Blutt 
The many Japanese attacks on the 

American mainland, then, were largely 
bluff and harassment - and their 
overall ineffectiveness made it an easy 
bluff to call, dashing Japanese hope of 
our diverting resources from the war 
in the Pacific. 

Just as they are now having their 
way with the 9-11 disaster, conspiracy 
theorists have worked mightily in the 
information vacuum of early WWII to 
fit the imponderability of undisclosed 
events into patterns of various conspir-

We have rejuvenated the original ideas of the early combat action shooting events 
and combined them with the most patriotic holiday of the year. 

This will be an elite Pro-Am match with the opportunity 
for everyday shooters to stand toe to toe, in competition, alongside 

world champions. (For quality control purposes, this match is limited to 
100 competitors.) We refuse to bog down shooters with bogus rules and ridiculous 

restrictions. What makes this match unique is the fun match atmosphere 
coupled with the practicality of simple lifesaving techniques. 

Originality is an extraordinary commodity in this day & age and the herd frequently 
shuns the road less traveled. The time for these new ideas has come. 

We cordially invite you to be a part of this exciting new match format. 
We look forward to seeing you in July. 

acies. Or, if not conspiracies, then at 
least unwholesome cover-ups. 

One must always bear in mind, how
ever, that a handful of individual facts 
do not necessarily combine into a 
whole truth just because this fact fits 
that fact, and that fact fits a third, etc. 
All the individual bits of data must be 
in harmony with all the other data, not 
just with one another, if the composite 
pieces of data are to be dove-tailed into 
a whole "fact." 

In the specific case of the imponder
ables and apparent inconsistencies 
involved in the Japanese shelling of 
Goleta, or the Battle of Los Angeles, 
one must acknowledge he is working 
from an incomplete data base, and 
review them all in light of the Murphy 
factor. Things observed by rational and 
intelligent folks are not necessarily 
accurate, and things planned or done 
by rational and intelligent men based 
on their own incomplete information 
don't always make sense in hindsight. 

But things don't have to "make 
sense" to be true. The flow of history, 
guided more by human nature than by 
human planning, often does not. 

Frank Hopkins is a frequent contribu
tor to SOE ~ 
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Scrawl Of The Wild War 
Continued from page 33 

dle of Shithole, Somalia, where troops 
strung up a Jeep-sized tarp used as a 
sun shade with this greeting to its non
existent visitors: "WELCOME TO 
BARDERA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 
HOME OF TASK FORCE 1/7 AND NOTHING 
ELSE!" 

So, while our world changed on 11 
September 2001, military graffiti really 
has not. The messages and the media 
remained the same. Even the fact that 
our soldiers took personal laptops and 
digital cameras into the field did not 
change their scrawl of the wild. The fol
lowing were reported to me personally 
by military personnel and war corre
spondents, directly from Afghanistan 
or Pakistan: 
"VENI, VIOi , KA-BOOM" 
"SADDAM DRINKS MOGEN DAVID" 
"SHOOT IF YOU LOVE PEACE" (scrawled 
in English on a Northern Alliance tank) 
"WE MISS YOU, OSAMA, BUT OUR AIM IS 
IMPROVING" 
"TO WIN THIS WAR FAST, BRING 100 
LOUISIANA COONASSES OVER HERE, 
TELL THEM THE TALIBAN ARE OUT OF 
SEASON AND THE LIMIT IS TWO" 

"WHERE ARE THE FUCKING ESCALA
TORS?" (sign in Tora Bora mountain 
area) 
''l'M A STAFF PUKE, YOU WANT FRIES 
WITH THAT?" 

A tough Special Forces veteran told 
me, "I have personally written 'NYPD 
WAS HERE' on every Taliban position 
and building 1 could. I used cammie 
paint, of course." 

He added that our Special Forces 
guys were putting American flag, NYPD 
and NYFD stickers on every available 
surface - including bodies. 

As B.LA. Reynolds, an IndieNews 
reporter, told me, "I saw American 
Special Ops troops putting NYFD and 
NYPD patches on Taliban bodies. Also, 
they used Magic Markers to write the 
name of a World Trade Center or 
Pentagon casualty on the forehead of 
each Taliban corpse. 

And, here are more fresh from the 
Middle East: 
"MULLAHS EAT PORK, RANGERS EAT 
PUSSY" 
"ANYONE WHO FUCKS A RAGHEAD IS 
TOO LAZY TO MASTURBATE" 
"SADDAM IS A SPLINTER IN AMERICA'S 
ASS" 
"OSAMA - ENDANGERED FECES" 
"THE TALIBAN IS THE UNWILLING LED BY 

THE UNQUALIFIED AND DYING FOR THE 
UNGRATEFUL" 
"PEACE WAS KIA" (sign in Palestinian 
territory) 
"TALIBAN EAT SHIT, AND THEY'RE WELL 
FED" 

Graffiti are today's first-hand 
expressions of the people who are out 
there on point. Maybe the brass ought 
to put aside their public opinion polls 
and start reading the barracks and 
stall walls. 

A friend of mine just e-mailed me 
that he saw an Army humvee rolling 
along ahead of him toward Kabul with 
a home-printed bumper sticker which 
read: "I BRAKE FOR FLASHBACKS." 

Maybe the Magic Marker is more 
powerful than the Sword, but it's not as 
permanent. 

However, graffiti shall overcome, 
so keep your loaded Marker at-the
ready, your mind sharp, and write, 
baby, write. 

]. David Truby was a combat intelli
gence NCO for the U.S. Army many, 
many, many years ago. Later, he was a 
war correspondent and one of SOF's pio
neer contributors. 

Copyright 2002, ]. David Truby. ~ 
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j Urban Sprawl Warriors 
Continued from page 55 

reconnaissance, finding the target and 
closing-in quickly. Situation, time 
frame, and terrain are going to dictate 
which is going to be used. The majority 
of the times, both are used. Teams try to 
sneak up upon their enemy, and then go 
dynamic utilizing speed, surprise, and 
violence of action. There are no right 
and wrong ways, just good and better. 
If it worked and the mission was 
accomplished without any of the team 
or hostages getting killed, it was right. 
If not, it was wrong. 

Tactics are constantly evolving. Teams 
communicate with one another about 
what worked and what didn't. The spe
cial operations world is a relatively close
knit community, with teams many times 
working together on certain missions. 

The operators mounting the offen
sive on - and in - the caves of Tora 
Bora, Afghanistan will more than likely 
be using CQB principals and tactics. 
Fighting in an enclosed area, whether it 
be an apartment building, caves, or 
warehouse requires the same principals 
especially in a low-light environment 
with multiple threats. 

BO 

Most of the tactics that are used in 
MOUT and Enhanced MOUT, as well as 
by the police officer responding to a 
building alarm, have trickled down 
from the special operations community. 
Such room-entry tactics as the button
hook, cross, and longwall at one time 
were considered "high-speed, low
drag" now are the norm. The same goes 
for weapons systems and gear. If the 
"cool guys" are doing it and using it, it 
must be good, and everyone wants it. In 
order to combat terrorism we need to 
stay proactive in nature as opposed to 
our usual stance as reactive in nature. 
We must also stay one step ahead of 
our adversaries. The military communi
ty will continue to push the envelope 
and as new tactics, principals, con
cepts, ideas and gear are devised; old 
ones will be handed down, and the law 
enforcement and military communities 
will all improve as a whole and thus 
will defeat our enemies. 

Freedom and the American way of 
life will prevail. 

The author is an expert on counter
terrorism and guerrilla warfare. When 
not writing for Soldier Of Fortune, he is 
training and working with the military 
and law enforcement. ~ 
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Spying 
Continued from page 77 

As he says, picking up the trail of the 
embassy bombing was like putting 
together a Roman mosaic scattered in an 
earthquake and scorched by fire. You 
had no idea what was a lead and what 
wasn't. 

In the end, he declares, "I unraveled 
the ... bombing, at least to my satisfac
tion: Iran ordered it and a Fatah net
work carried it out." 

The story doesn't end there. 
Washington ended up building a new 
embassy in Beirut, a two-story villa , 
100 yards from the skeleton of the 
old one and this became one of the 
most heavily protected properties in 
the world. 

"The 10 acres of land surrounding 
it were covered with a sea of coiled 
razor wire , fortified bunkers, watch
towers , machine-gun positions and 
sandbagged trenches. Foot-thick steel 
walls cushioned the villa from 
artillery and rockets. Anti-rocket 
screens covered the roof. With more 
than 600 hundred local guards , the 
U.S. Embassy had the fourth largest 
standing militia in the country: An 

armored division would have had to 
fight hard to capture it." 

However, the ring of protection 
extended only so far, he says. During 
the previous three years - part of the 
time during which Baer was working 
there - the CIA had lost two chiefs, 
another five of its officers and plenty of 
agents. In the same period 37 foreign
ers were taken hostage, a half-a-dozen 
of them executed. 

He gives the reader a grim indication 
of the true intentions of Yassir Arafat. 
Graphically he depicts the movement's 
historic ties and support, not only for 
the Ayatollah, but also to the fundamen
talist Muslim Brotherhood as well as a 
dozen other shady groups. He points out 
that in 1972 Arafat and Khomeini signed 
an accord in Najaf, Iraq to train Islamic 
fighters at Fatah camps in South 
Lebanon, some of these in Tyre, a hotbed 
of Hizbollah activity today. 

"Almost every leader of the 
Iranian revolution passed through 
these camps, from Khomeini's son, 
Ahmad Khomeini , to Mustafa 
Chamran, the first commander of the 
Iranian Revolutionary Guards or 
Pasdaran . When the Shah fled Iran in 
January 1979, and Khomeini returned 
to Tehran two weeks later, it wasn't in 

the least bit surprising that the first 
telephone call that the Ayatollah 
received was from Arafat." 

He also tells us that almost nine 
months later, on 19 October 1979 - two 
weeks before the Iranians seized the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran - Arafat flew there 
to congratulate Khomeini in person. 

"I think of all that when I see Arafat 
standing in the Rose Garden at the 
White House, or when I hear that a CIA 
director has met privately with him at 
some desert tent. I wonder sometimes 
if Arafat's example doesn't make Osama 
bin laden consider that he, too, might 
become a statesman in time." 

Baer's revelations about the arch-ter
rorist lmad Mughniyah - today Head 
of Special Security, an organization 
linked to Hizbollah - and who has 
been demonstrated by Baer to have 
strong ties not only to Fatah but, more 
recently, also to bin laden, deserves a 
book of its own. 

Robert Baer: See No Evil: The True 
Story of a Ground Soldier in the CIA'.s 
War on Terrorism; Crown Publishers, 
New York; 2002. 

Al Venter is a frequent contributor to 
Soldier Of Fortune magazine. ~ 
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No License To Steal 
S adly, most World War II vets, 

whose sacrifices brought us VE and 
VJ Day, will hear taps long before we 
celebrate VT (Victory over Terrorism) 
Day. And the rest of our citizens will 
feel the pain of this terrible war for 
decades. Not only from more deaths and 
further disruption of the good life , but 
from the financial burden that will rob 
medical and social programs and tear 
up family savings. 

"In all history, there is no instance of 
a country having benefited from pro
longed warfare," wrote Chinese philoso
pher Sun Tzu more than 2,500 years ago. 
"Only one who knows the disastrous 
effects of a long war can realize the supreme importance of 
rapidity in bringing it to a close. It is only one who is thor
oughly acquainted with the evils of war who can thor
oughly understand the profitable way of carrying it on. " 

For sure, this war will not be Desert Storm-short. Long 
before Israel became a state in 1948, its people were 
fighting terrorists just as they are still doing today -
with an end to the bloodshed nowhere in sight. 

But President Bush and his Pentagon wranglers 
deserve high marks for the well-aimed first shots fired 
and for gearing up to go the distance in this worldwide 
unconditional war against terrorism - that like cancer 
must be cut out wherever it festers - beginning with the 
countries they've retagged as this century's "Axis of Evil": 
Iran, Iraq and North Korea. These repressive states have 
dealt in violence against free , civilized peoples for 
decades and should be taken out with the same speed and 
purpose as was employed against the last century's evil 
Axis - Germany, Japan and Italy. 

Members of the Bush team must not only fight smart 
but stay as sharply focused on containing the costs of this 
conflict as they are on finding and fighting the enemy. If 
they think the war's given them license to raid the public 
purse, they should revisit the Vietnam War and think 
again. Bush is seeking almost $400 billion for the 
Pentagon for next year and plans to increase the annual 
defense budget to about $440 billion by 2007 - more for 
guns and gunpowder than the rest of the world combined 
will be spending over the same period. 

Sure, our fighting machine has atrophied during the past 
decade and needs money in a bad way to take care of the 
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troops , replace worn-out gear and trans
form the military into a leaner, meaner 
fighting machine with more unpiloted 
aircraft and ever-more-modern weapons. 

But we can't break Bank USA by 
using million-dollar weapons to kill 
$5,000 targets , as was done in 
Afghanistan. Nor can we allow the 
Pentagon to spend big on Cold War 
stuff - designed to take down the 
Soviet Union, which crashed a decade 
ago - like the half-billion-dollar heavy 
Crusader artillery system, the billion
dollar new reconnaissance helicopter, or 
the $5 billion budgeted to buy F-22 
Stealth fighters. We don't need 800-ton 

gorillas to take out 30-pound rats. 
Most of the congressional porkers are afraid to stand 

tall and stop this the-enemy-is-at-the-gates spending 
spree. They don't want to come off as opposing a military 
buildup when their fickle constituency has war fever. And 
besides, there's the dough that'll be pumped into their 
states - not to mention their re-election coffers - for all 
this so-called "urgent anti-terrorist war gear." 

We've got to start putting our money in the right 
places, not the right pockets. Like making our cities and 
our ports of entry - air, sea and ground - terrorist-proof 
instead of wasting another $60 billion on Star Wars II. 

Why shouldn't our ports be at least half as tight as the 
Super Bowl? 

And why aren't the Marines, Special Operations, Coast 
Guard, FBI and Border Patrol more sensible investments 
than most of those gold-plated toys at the top of the 
Pentagon's shopping list? 

"In war, then, let your object be victory, not lengthy 
campaigns," Sun Tzu wrote. "(T)he leader of armies is 
the arbiter of the people's fate, the man on whom it 
depends whether the nation shall be in peace or peril. " 

Our leader is George Bush. Let's hope he's read Sun 
Tzu, or at least listened to the LBJ tapes. 

http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 
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